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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Interference Mitigation and Resource Allocation in Underlay Cognitive Radio Networks
by
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Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of California, Los Angeles, 2018
Professor Danijela Cabric, Chair
Due to ever increasing usage of wireless devices and data hungry applications, it has become
necessary to improve the spectral efficiency of existing wireless networks. One way of im-
proving spectral efficiency is to share the spectrum amongst different coexisting networks
and serve multiple devices simultaneously. Spectrum sharing mechanisms for coexistence of a
licensed network, such as LTE, with an unlicensed network, such as Wi-Fi, are being consid-
ered in the recent literature and standardizations. In order to enable the coexistence between
licensed and unlicensed users, it is necessary to include interference mitigation techniques
to protect the licensed primary users (PUs) from harmful interference. Typical interference
mitigation mechanisms are based on spectrum sensing and cognitive radio (CR), wherein
unlicensed secondary users (SUs) observe the spectrum and utilize it when licensed PUs are
inactive. Thus, the SUs utilize empty time-slots in the shared spectrum to avoid the inter-
ference. The spectral efficiency can be further improved if the SUs are allowed to transmit
concurrently with PUs by exploiting the spatial dimension provided by multiple antenna
techniques.
The underlay CR paradigm allows such coexistence where SUs transmit its signal in the
same time-slots as PUs by exploiting the spatial and frequency resources in the network. In
order to exploit the spatial dimension, SUs can utilize the location coordinates of PUs to
steer its signal away from PUs to mitigate the interference. The SU transmitter can also
employ multiple antenna techniques to serve a large number of devices. Further, the SUs can
ii
utilize frequency bands occupied by PUs by dynamically selecting the frequency band that
provides the highest rate. In this work, we develop techniques for PU location estimation,
spatial resource allocation and frequency band selection for SUs in underlay CR networks.
We begin by considering the problem of estimation of PU location coordinates in a
network of SUs in the presence of spectrally overlapped interference. A localization algorithm
based on cyclostationary properties of the PU signal is proposed in order to mitigate the
impact of the interference. The proposed scheme identifies and eliminates the SUs in the
vicinity of the interferer thereby improving the localization accuracy.
Next, we propose a low-complexity algorithm to solve a resource allocation and inter-
ference control problem in a network where secondary BS (SBS) is equipped with a large
antenna array. The proposed algorithm selects maximum number of SUs and allocates power
for downlink transmission from the SBS, while keeping the interference to PUs below a spec-
ified limit. It has been shown that the proposed low-complexity algorithm provides optimum
solution if the number of antennas at the SBS is order of magnitude larger than the number
of SUs and PUs in the network.
Finally, we analyze power control and frequency band selection policies for a SU transmitter-
receiver pair that can select one out of multiple available frequency band in each time-slot
to maximize its achievable rate. We derive an expression for transmit power in a frequency
band as a function of interference constraints, PU traffic statistics in the frequency band, and
temporal correlation of channels. We show that instead of hopping to a different frequency
band in each time-slot, the SU can stay on one frequency band in order to maximize its own
rate while keeping the interference toward PUs to a predetermined level.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Underlay cognitive radio for spectrum sharing
In recent years, wireless networks are required serve a large number of data-hungry devices
and applications as the annual mobile data traffic is projected to exceed 30.6 exabytes by
the end of this decade [CIS16]. In order to serve a multitude of devices, the next generation
5G networks need to utilize spectral resources, namely, time and frequency, more efficiently.
Multiple spectrum sharing technologies are being considered for upcoming wireless networks
to enable co-existence of licensed network, such as LTE, with unlicensed network, such as
Wi-Fi. The examples of such spectrum sharing technologies include:
1. LTE-Licensed Assisted Access (LAA): Coexistence of LTE carriers with WiFi devices
in 5GHz unlicensed band [3GP16].
2. MulteFire: Standalone LTE-like system for spectrum sharing with Wi-Fi in unlicensed
5GHz band [Mul17].
3. Citizen Broadcast Radio Service (CBRS): Newly opened spectrum sharing band in the
United States at frequencies 3550-3700MHz [Fed15].
The above technologies borrow from the concept of Cognitive Radio (CR) networks that
enable efficient utilization of spectral resources by allowing resource sharing between licensed
primary users (PUs) and unlicensed secondary users (SUs). The main challenge in imple-
menting such spectrum sharing network is to mitigate interference caused by SUs to PUs.
Cognitive radio networks mitigate the interference to PUs in two ways.
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In the first paradigm, called interweave CR, the SUs and PUs are served in the orthogonal
time-frequency block. Therefore, the SUs in interweave CR network need to either look for
frequency bands unused by PUs or wait for PU transmission to stop before SUs start using
the spectrum. Such mechanism has been used in Listen-Before-Talk (LBT) techniques used
in LAA and MulteFire technologies that enable coexistence of its users with Wi-Fi users.
In the LBT technique, the LAA/MulteFire user first senses the wireless medium to check if
the frequency band is unused. If the band is found to be empty, then LAA/MulteFire user
can utilize it to transmit its own signal. In such a network, the throughput of SUs, e.g..
LAA/MulteFire user, is limited by the activity of existing Wi-Fi users and also the ability
of SUs to quickly find the unoccupied time-frequency block. This limits the efficiency of the
shared spectrum.
In order to further improve the spectral efficiency, the second paradigm called underlay
CR can be used, which is the focus of this dissertation. In the underlay CR network, SUs are
allowed to transmit in the same time-frequency block as PUs if the interference to PUs is kept
below a specified limit [BGG12]. It is the responsibility of the SUs to contain the interference
to PUs. Therefore, the SUs in an underlay CR network operate to achieve two objectives:
maximize its own rate and keep the interference to PUs below a specified limit. In order
to achieve these two objective, SUs may use multiple antenna beamforming techniques to
transmit its signal in orthogonal signal space of the PUs. It can also use location coordinates
of PUs for smart routing and avoid interference to PUs.
Such underlay CR methods can potentially improve the spectrum efficiency of LAA and
MulteFire systems where LAA/MulteFire users utilize advanced spectrum sharing techniques
that make use of multiple antennas [Tec17]. The underlay CR also finds applications in up-
coming CBRS band where 150MHz wide spectrum between 3550-3700MHz is shared between
users belonging to three layers of priorities: 1) Incumbents, 2) Priority Access License (PAL),
and 3) General Authorized Access (GAA). Incumbents users, that are associated with the
US military, are protected from interference from PAL and GAA users using geographical
protection zones. PAL users are Primary Users who may purchase the license to provide
services to its users, while GAA users are SUs who can utilize the spectrum as long as the
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interference to PAL users is below a specified limit. Therefore, GAA users need to utilize
advanced interference mitigation and multiple antenna techniques to efficiently utilize the
shared spectrum. In this dissertation, we develop three techniques for SUs to achieve the
objectives of interference mitigation and efficient spectrum utilization.
Firstly, SUs in the underlay CR network can mitigate the interference to PU by steering
their signal away from the PU. The location coordinates of the PU are useful in this regard
[WUH11]. In the first part of this dissertation, we develop an algorithm to estimate the
location of PU using the signal received on SUs in the network.
Secondly, in order to limit the interference to PUs, the SUs can employ beamforming
techniques using multiple antennas to steer null towards PUs. The SU transmitter, in this
case, utilizes the channel state information (CSI) between itself and the PU receiver in or-
der to transmit its signal in the null space of channels to PUs. Spectral efficiency of an
underlay CR network is increased if the SU transmitter, e.g. secondary base station (SBS),
serves multiple SUs in the same time-frequency block while still satisfying the interference
constraints to PUs. This is possible if the SBS is equipped with a large antenna array. The
SBS can then use massive MIMO beamforming techniques to achieve dual goal of efficient
spectrum utilization and limiting the interference to PUs. In the second part of the disser-
tation, we develop an optimization framework and propose an algorithm to simultaneously
serve maximum number of SUs from the SBS, while limiting the interference to PUs below
the specified limit.
In the underlay CR paradigm, the SU equipped with multiple antennas can transmit
in the same time-frequency block as PU. In the third part of the dissertation, we extend
this system to a wideband scenario where the SU can select one out of multiple frequency
bands to transmit its signal. In the third part of this dissertation, we study frequency band
selection and power control policies to achieve the dual goal of maximizing the rate of the
SU while limiting the interference to PUs in those bands.
We specifically address the following challenges in the above three tasks.
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PU
Interferer
SU-
SUs
Figure 1.1: (Question 1) How to estimate PU location coordinates [xt, yt] in the presence of
spectrally overlapped interference?
1.2 Challenges and objectives
The location coordinates of the PU are typically estimated using the received signal on
SUs in the CR network as shown in Fig. 1.1. However, if the PU signal is corrupted by
a spectrally overlapped interferer, the error in location estimate increases as the interferer
power increases. Our first objective is to develop a technique to estimate the location of a
PU transmitter in the presence of interference using only the received signal on the SUs.
In order to mitigate the interference to PUs using multiple antenna techniques, the SU
transmitter, e.g. Secondary BS, requires knowledge of the CSI between itself and the PU
receiver as shown in Fig. 1.2. The SBS, equipped with a large antenna array, can form a
transmit beamforming vectors using the CSI so that the interference to PU is zero. However,
if only imperfect CSI is available at the SBS, then the PU receives non-zero interference.
The interference at the PU depends on which SUs are selected in the downlink and how
much power is allocated to them by the SBS. A judicious user selection and power allocation
is required from the SBS to control the interference and simultaneously serve maximum
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PU-TX
PU-RX
SUs selected in downlink
SBS
SUs not selected in downlink
Downlink signal from secondary base station (SBS)
Interference from SBS to PU-receiver 
Figure 1.2: (Question 2) How to select maximum number of SUs and control interference to
PU-receiver with imperfect knowledge of h?
number of SUs. Our second objective is to develop such mechanism for the network shown
in Fig. 1.2.
In underlay CR network, where SUs are equipped with multiple antennas, the rate of
the SU transmitter-receiver link depends on the transmit power. When there are multiple
frequency bands available for the SU as shown in Fig. 1.3, the best frequency band in
each slot is the one where the SU can transmit maximum power without causing harmful
interference to the PU in that band. The maximum transmit power in each band depends
on the traffic pattern of the PUs in that band as well as temporal correlation of physical
channels, which determines how fast the channels between SUs and PUs change from one
time slot to the next. Our third objective is to determine the power control and frequency
band selection policy for SUs in such underlay MIMO CR network.
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Figure 1.3: (Question 3) For a SU transmitter-receiver pair equipped with multiple antennas, what
is the best frequency hopping and power allocation policy in each time-slot?
1.3 Contributions of dissertation
The contributions of this dissertation are as follows:
1.3.1 Primary transmitter localization in the presence of spectrally overlapped
interference
We start by considering a location estimation problem in a network of SUs with a non-
cooperative target PU. This is a non-cooperative localization problem in the sense that the
PU does not assist SUs in order to estimate its location. The SUs receive signal from the
PU as well as from a spectrally overlapped interference in the same time-frequency block.
Since the interference signal cannot be separated from the PU signal in time-frequency
domains, we utilize distinct cyclostationary properties of the PU signal in order to estimate
its location. We propose Cyclic Weighted Centroid Algorithm (Cyclic WCL) that estimates
the location as a weighted centroid of location of SUs and the weights are computed using
the cyclic autocorrelation of signal received at each SU. Further, an improved Cyclic WCL
is developed that identifies the SUs in the vicinity of the interferer and eliminate them from
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the localization process. This elimination significantly reduces the location estimation error.
We propose a statistic called feature variation coefficient in order to identify and eliminate
the SUs in vicinity of the interferer. We show that if only received signal strength is used
for localization of the PU as in case of traditional WCL algorithm, then the estimation error
increases with increased interference power, while the proposed Cyclic WCL is shown to be
robust to it.
1.3.2 User selection and power allocation in massive MIMO CR network
Next, we consider a secondary user selection and power allocation problem in a CR network
with a massive MIMO base station equipped with a large antenna array. The massive
MIMO base station serves multiple SUs while limiting the interference to existing PUs. A
new optimization framework is proposed in order to select the maximum number of SUs
and compute power allocations in order to satisfy instantaneous rate requirements of SUs.
The optimization framework also aims to restrict the interference to PUs below a predefined
threshold using available imperfect CSI at the base station. In order to obtain a feasible
solution for power allocation and user selection, we propose a low-complexity algorithm
called Delete-su-with-Maximum-Power-allocation (DMP). Theoretical analysis is provided
to compute the interference to PUs and the number of SUs exceeding the required rate. The
analysis and simulations show that the proposed DMP algorithm outperforms the state-of-
the art selection algorithm in terms of serving more users with given rate constraints, and it
approaches the optimal solution if the number of antennas is an order of magnitude greater
than the number of users.
1.3.3 Power control and frequency band selection for MIMO cognitive radio
In the third part, we study power control and frequency band selection policies for underlay
MIMO cognitive radio with the objective of maximizing the rate of SU while keeping the
interference to primary users (PUs) below a specified threshold. We assume that the SU
employs beamforming to transmit its signal in the null space of channels to PUs. Time-
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varying MIMO channels are considered to study the performance of the following policies:
fixed band fixed power (FBFP), fixed band dynamic power (FBDP), dynamic band fixed
power (DBFP). The expression for transmit power in a frequency band is derived as a
function of traffic of PU transmitter-receiver link in that band. Theoretical analysis is
presented to show that the FBDP policy provides higher rate than FBFP policy. The analysis
also shows that dynamic band selection policies such as round robin, random, and polices
based on multi-armed bandit framework result in higher interference to PUs as compared
to fixed band policies. We also provide an expression for the gap between the rate achieved
by an optimal genie-aided clairvoyant policy and the FBFP policy. It is observed that this
gap reduces under slow-varying channels and as the number of SU antennas is increased.
This implies that instead of hopping to a different frequency band in each time-slot, the
SU can stay on one band in order to maximize its rate while protecting PUs from harmful
interference.
1.4 Organization of dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. The PU localization problem is tackled in
Chapter 2 where we present the proposed Cyclic WCL algorithm. The problem formulation
for secondary user selection and power allocation is provided in Chapter 3 along with the
proposed DMP algorithm. Power control and frequency band selection policies for MIMO
CR are studied in Chapter 4. Finally, the concluding remarks are provided in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
Localization of Primary User in the Presence of
Spectrally Overlapped Interference
2.1 Introduction
The knowledge of PU location is required in cognitive radio networks for advanced spectrum
sharing techniques including location-aware smart routing and location-based interference
management [ZYS12]. In this chapter, we address the problem of estimating the location
coordinates of a non-cooperative target PU in the presence of a spectrally overlapped interfer-
ence in a cognitive radio network. Under spectrally overlapped interference, the traditional
Weighted Centroid Localization (WCL) algorithm [WUH11] results in higher localization
errors, since it uses only the received signal power for localization. In this work, we utilize
distinct cyclostationary features of the overlapping signals that arise from different symbol
rates, in order to estimate the location of the target transmitter. We propose Cyclic WCL
and improved Cyclic WCL algorithms to estimate the target location in the presence of
spectrally overlapped interference.
Spectrally overlapped interference arises in the following scenario. Consider transmitter
localization problem in a CR network in the presence of a jammer [CMG12, FTA13, HC14]
that transmits energy in the same band as Tx-1. In this case, the traditional WCL algorithm
[WUH11] results in higher localization error because it uses only the received signal power at
each CR. On the other hand, the proposed Cyclic WCL and improved Cyclic WCL provide
robustness against such interference by using distinct cyclostationary properties of the Tx-1
signal.
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Non-cooperative localization is commonly used in CR networks where the target trans-
mitter does not cooperate with CRs in the localization process. In this scenario, localization
techniques based on Time of Arrival (ToA) or Time-Delay of Arrival (TDoA) are not appli-
cable. In this chapter, we consider techniques that do not require ToA or TDoA information
and estimates the target location using the received signal at the CRs in the network. We
use the terms CR and SU interchangeably in this chapter.
2.1.1 Related work
Several non-cooperative localization techniques have been proposed in the literature to es-
timate the location coordinates of the target transmitter. These techniques can be broadly
classified as range-based [LR03,XGM07,CST10] and range-free [BHE00,BGG07,LB10,MCL10,
WUH11,MKG12,XWJ11,ZJS12,NKK12,KY13,FZ13,ZAL14]. Range-based techniques pro-
vide better estimate of the target location than range-free techniques, but require accurate
knowledge of wireless propagation properties such as path-loss exponent. Accurate informa-
tion of the path-loss exponent is difficult to obtain and it may not be available. In such a
case, range-free techniques such as centroid localization [BHE00,BGG07,LB10] are used to
perform coarse-grained target localization without any knowledge of the path-loss exponent.
In the Weighted Centroid Localization (WCL) algorithm [BGG07, LB10], the target lo-
cation is approximated as the weighted average of all CR locations in the network. The CR
locations are known at the central processing node where the WCL algorithm is implemented.
There are different variations of the WCL algorithm proposed in the literature to improve
the localization performance [WUH11,MKG12,XWJ11,ZJS12,NKK12,KY13,FZ13,ZAL14].
Theoretical analysis of the WCL algorithm and its distributed implementation are presented
in [WUH11]. Different weighting strategies and CR selection techniques are presented
in [MKG12] to reduce the adverse impact of the border effect and to improve root mean
square error (RMSE) performance of the algorithm. The technique presented in [XWJ11]
selects reliable CRs that are located closer to the target and uses them in the localization
process. Papers [ZJS12] and [NKK12] propose direction vector hop (DV-hop) and received
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signal power based fuzzy logic interference model, respectively, to assign WCL weights. The
WCL algorithm that takes into account self-localization error of CRs is presented in [ZAL14].
In the algorithms presented in [BGG07,LB10,WUH11,MKG12,XWJ11,ZJS12,NKK12,
KY13,FZ13,ZAL14], the weights for each CR location are computed based on the received
signal power from the target. However, in the presence of a spectrally overlapped interference
in the network, the received signal power at each CR is the summation of powers received
from the target and the interferer. Therefore, localization errors in existing algorithms
increase significantly due to the spectrally overlapped interference. Hence, there is a need to
modify the WCL algorithm when a spectrally overlapped interferer is present in the network.
2.1.2 Summary of contributions and outline
In this chapter, we propose Cyclic WCL algorithm to estimate the location coordinates of
the target transmitter (Tx-1) in a CR network in the presence of a spectrally overlapped
interference (Tx-2). The location coordinates of the CRs in the network are known at the
central processing node, where the localization algorithm is implemented. The cyclostation-
ary properties of the target signal are used to compute weights in the Cyclic WCL algorithm.
The proposed localization algorithm does not require any knowledge of the path-loss model
and the location of the interferer.
The contributions of this chapter are as follows:
1. A cyclostationarity-based localization algorithm referred to as Cyclic WCL is proposed
in order to estimate the target location in the presence of a spectrally overlapped
interference. In the proposed algorithm, the central processing node estimates the
target location as a weighted sum of the CR locations, where weights for CR locations
are computed based on the cyclic autocorrelation (CAC) of the received signal at that
CR.
2. Theoretical analysis of the proposed algorithm is presented. The RMSE in the location
estimate is computed as a function of the target and the interferer locations, their
transmitted powers, and the CR locations.
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3. The performance of Cyclic WCL is further improved by eliminating CRs in the vicinity
of the interferer from the localization process. The ratio of the variance and mean of
the square of absolute value of the CAC of the received signal at each CR is used to
identify and eliminate CRs in the vicinity of the interferer. Theoretical analysis for the
improved Cyclic WCL is also presented in order to compute the RMSE.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes the system model, Cyclic WCL
and improved Cyclic WCL algorithms. Section 2.3 presents theoretical analysis to compute
the RMSE. Simulation results in various scenarios are provided in Section 2.4. Finally,
Section 2.5 provides summary of this work.
In this chapter, we denote vectors by bold, lowercase letters, e.g., a or θ. Matrices are
denoted by bold, uppercase letters, e.g., A. Scalars are denoted by non-bold letters, e.g., xk
or Rrk . Transpose, conjugate, trace and determinant of matrices are denoted by (.)
T , (.)∗,
Tr(.), and det(.), respectively. Finally, the terms Tx-1 and target are used interchangeably.
2.2 System model and algorithm
2.2.1 System model
We consider a target-centric CR network, where the target is located at the origin and its
coordinates are given by Lt = [xt, yt]
T = [0, 0]T . There are K CRs in the network, distributed
in a square of side a meters around the origin. The locations of the CRs are known at the
central processing node and are denoted by Lk = [xk, yk]
T , 1 ≤ k ≤ K. The interferer is
located at Li = [xi, yi]
T . The knowledge of the interferer’s location is not required while
estimating the target’s location coordinates. We assume that the target and the interferer
locations are different, i.e., Lt 6= Li. The schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 2.1.
Let pt and pi denote transmitted powers from the target and the interferer, respectively.
The signals transmitted from the target and the interferer are
√
ptst(t) and
√
pisi(t), respec-
tively. Both st and si are unit power signals. The signals st and si partially or completely
overlap in the frequency domain. The algorithm presented in this chapter is applicable to
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Target (Tx-1)
Interferer (Tx-2)
[xt, yt]
[xi, yi]
[xk, yk]
Figure 2.1: System schematic: CR/SU network with a target (Tx-1) and a spectrally overlapped
interferer (Tx-2). The location coordinates of the target and the interferer are [xt, yt] and [xi, yi]
respectively. The CRs are located at [xk, yk], k = 1, 2, · · · ,K.
single carrier as well as multi-carrier OFDM signals, since both signal types exhibit cy-
clostationary properties. The single carrier and multi-carrier signal models are described
below.
2.2.1.1 Single carrier signal model
Single carrier target and interference signals can be expressed as
st(n) = st(nTs) =
∞∑
l=−∞
alg(nTs − lTg)ej2piftnTs
=
∞∑
l=−∞
algn,le
j2piftnTs and (2.1)
si(n) = si(nTs) =
∞∑
l=−∞
blh(nTs − lTh)ej2pifinTs
=
∞∑
l=−∞
blhn,le
j2pifinTs , (2.2)
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where Ts is the sampling period, al and bl are transmitted data symbols, g and h are pulse
shaping filters, and Tg and Th are symbol periods of the signals st and si, respectively. The
carrier frequencies of st and si are ft and fi, respectively. The data symbols al and bl are
assumed to be i.i.d. and zero mean. For simplicity of notation, we write gn,l = g(nTs − lTg)
and hn,l = h(nTs − lTh).
2.2.1.2 Multi-carrier signal model
An OFDM target signal with Nc,t sub-carriers and sub-carrier spacing ∆ft can be expressed
as [SND08]
st(n) =
∞∑
l=−∞
Nc,t
2
−1∑
κ=−Nc,t
2
cκ,le
j2pi(ft+κ∆ft)nTsg(nTs − lTg)
=
∞∑
l=−∞
Nc,t
2
−1∑
κ=−Nc,t
2
cκ,lgn,le
j2piκ∆ftnTsej2piftnTs , (2.3)
where cκ,l are data symbols on κ
th sub-carrier, gn,l = g(nTs−lTg) is the window function. The
duration of OFDM symbol is Tg = 1/∆ft + Tcp, where Tcp is the duration of cyclic prefix.
The data symbols cκ,l are assumed to be i.i.d. and zero mean. Similarly, a multi-carrier
interfering signal can be expressed as
si(n) =
∞∑
l=−∞
Nc,i
2
−1∑
κ=−Nc,i
2
dκ,le
j2pi(fi+κ∆fi)nTsh(nTs − lTh)
=
∞∑
l=−∞
Nc,i
2
−1∑
κ=−Nc,i
2
dκ,lhn,le
j2piκ∆finTsej2pifinTs , (2.4)
where Nc,i, dκ,l, and hn,l denote the number of sub-carriers, symbols on κ
th sub-carrier, and
the window function, respectively.
Let αt and αi be the cyclic frequencies of the target and the interferer signal, respec-
tively. For single carrier signals, the values of the cyclic frequencies of a signal depend on its
modulation type and symbol rate [RUC13]. The cyclic frequencies are at integer multiples
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of the symbol rate. It should be noted that OFDM signals also have cyclic frequencies at
integer multiples of symbol rate due to the existence of cyclic prefix [SND08].
In this chapter, we assume that the cyclic frequencies of the target and interferer signals
are different, i.e., αi 6= αt. The cyclic frequency of the target signal is known at the CRs in the
network. To simplify the analysis, we consider sampling frequency fs = 1/Ts > max(αt, αi).
Let us denote the powers received at the kth CR from the target and the interferer by pt,k
and pi,k, respectively (p
dB
t,k and p
dB
i,k in logarithmic scale). In order to compute the received
powers, we take into account path-loss and shadowing effects. We assume that the signals st
and si undergo independent shadowing due to the location difference in the target and the
interferer. Therefore, pdBt,k and p
dB
i,k are given by
pdBt,k = p
dB
t − 10γ log
( ||Lk − Lt||
d0
)
− qt,k and
pdBi,k = p
dB
i − 10γ log
( ||Lk − Li||
d0
)
− qi,k, (2.5)
where pdBt is the power transmitted (in dB) by the target and p
dB
i is the power transmitted
by the interferer, γ is the path-loss exponent and d0 is reference distance. The variables qt,k
and qi,k are used to model the shadowing effect on the target and the interferer powers. As
mentioned above, qt,k and qi,k are independent variables and are not identical due to different
locations of the target and the interferer.
Let us consider a vector qt = [qt,1, qt,2, ...qt,K ]
T consisting of shadowing variables for
the power received from the target at K CRs. We consider uncorrelated shadowing at
K CRs in the network. For log-normal shadowing effect, qt is modeled as a Gaussian
random vector with zero mean and covariance matrix σ2qIK, where IK is a KxK identity
matrix (qt ∼ N(0, σ2qIK)). We assume that the shadowing statistics for the target and the
interferer power are the same. Therefore, the vector corresponding to the interferer power is
qi = [qi,1, qi,2, ...qi,K ]
T ∼ N(0, σ2qIK).
Further, the noise power at each CR is denoted by σ2w. The AWGN noise at k
th CR is
wk ∼ CN(0, σ2w). Each CR samples the received signal at the sampling frequency fs = 1/Ts.
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The received signal at kth CR is given as
rk(nTs) = rk(n) =
√
pt,kst(n) +
√
pi,ksi(n) + wk(n). (2.6)
2.2.2 Cyclic WCL
In Cyclic WCL, the CRs do not require the knowledge of transmitted powers (pt, pi) or
received powers (pt,k, pi,k) in order to estimate the target location. Each CR in the network
observes N samples of the received signal rk and computes the non-asymptotic CAC of rk
at the known cyclic frequency αt = 1/Tg of the target signal using
Rˆαtrk =
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
|rk(n)|2e−j2piαtnTs . (2.7)
In the above equation, (ˆ) indicates non-asymptotic estimate based on N samples. In order
to reduce the impact of the interferer signal at the cyclic frequency αt, the number of samples
N > 10d fs
∆α
e, as shown in Appendix A.3, where ∆α = |αt−αi| and dxe denotes the smallest
integer not less than x. In order to find N , the knowledge of ∆α is required. In our system,
αt is known and αi can be estimated using cyclostationary spectrum sensing [RUC13]. From
the estimate of αi, ∆α and hence N can be estimated. It should be noted that the knowledge
of αi is required only to obtain a lower bound on N and the proposed algorithm does not
depend on the accuracy of estimation of αi, as shown in results in Section 2.4.3.
Using Rˆαtrk from (2.7), the central processing node estimates the location coordinates of
the target as
Lˆt =
K∑
k=1
|Rˆαtrk |2Lk
K∑
k=1
|Rˆαtrk |2
. (2.8)
It should be noted that the locations of the CRs, the target and the interferer should remain
constant until N samples of the received signal are collected. Therefore, we assume that the
locations do not change for time duration NTs. We also assume that received powers pt,k
and pi,k remain constant for this duration.
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Algorithm 1 Cyclic WCL
1: Estimate ∆α = |αt − αi| and select N > 10d fs∆αe.
2: At each CR k = 1, 2..K, collect N samples of the received signal rk(n), n = 1, 2..N .
3: At each CR, compute one CAC estimate:
Rˆαtrk =
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
|rk(n)|2e−j2piαtnTs
4: Compute the target location estimate at the central processing node: Lˆt =
K∑
k=1
|Rˆαtrk |2Lk
K∑
k=1
|Rˆαtrk |2
2.2.3 Improved Cyclic WCL
From the expression of the Cyclic WCL estimates in (2.8), it is observed that the target
location estimates are the weighted average of the CR locations and the weights are computed
using the strength (square of absolute value) of the CAC of the received signal at each CR.
Therefore, the target location estimate Lˆt is closer to the CR which has the highest value
of Rˆrk . From (2.6) and (2.8), intuitively it is expected that the location estimates are closer
to the target’s actual location when the interferer power is low. As the interferer power
increases, the value of Rˆrk at CRs in the vicinity of the interferer increases. Therefore, the
location estimates move away from the target and towards the interferer’s location. However,
by eliminating the CRs in the vicinity of the interferer from the localization process, the
impact of the interferer can be reduced. Based on this argument, we propose the improved
Cyclic WCL algorithm that reduces the location estimation error due to the interferer by
eliminating the CRs in the vicinity of the interferer.
First, let us define the transmit power ratio (ρ) and the received power ratio at the kth
CR (ρk) as
ρ =
pt
pi
, and ρk =
pt,k
pi,k
. (2.9)
In the above equation, it is observed that if the kth CR is in the proximity of the interferer,
we have pi,k > pt,k. On the other hand, for a CR in the proximity of the target, we have
pi,k < pt,k. Therefore, the received power ratio (ρk) for a CR in the proximity of the interferer
is smaller than for a CR in the proximity of the target. Further, we define Feature Variation
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Figure 2.2: Contour of FVC (φk) at different locations in the network for a particular transmit
power ratio (ρ). Target is at [0, 0]. Interferer is at [20, 20]. The target signal st is 4-QAM with BW
= 20MHz and carrier frequency = 2.4GHz. The interferer signal st is 4-QAM with BW = 25MHz
and carrier frequency = 2.4GHz. Shadowing variance σq = 0dB.
Coefficient (FVC) at the kth CR as
φk =
var(Rˆαtrk )
E[|Rˆαtrk |2]
. (2.10)
As shown in the Appendix A.3 and A.4, for a sufficiently large value of N
(
N > 10d fs
∆α
e),
φk is a strictly monotonically decreasing function of ρk and 0 ≤ φk ≤ 1 and it can be written
as
φk =
var(Rˆαtrk )
E[|Rˆαtrk |2]
=
ρ2k var(Rˆ
αt
st ) + E[|Rˆαtsi |2] + ρkE[|Rˆαtstsi |2]
ρ2kE[|Rˆαtst |2] + E[|Rˆαtsi |2] + ρkE[|Rˆαtstsi |2]
. (2.11)
In order to illustrate how φk depends on the location of the k
th CR, contour plots of φk at
various locations in the network are shown in Fig. 2.2. It is observed that in the proximity
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of the target, φk → 0 . On the other hand, φk → 1 in the proximity of the interferer. In
the four figures in Fig. 2.2, we can see how higher interferer power (lower ρ) changes the φk
values at various locations in the network.
From the above discussion, it is clear that if the central processing node has the knowledge
of φk at each CR, it can set a threshold φ0 on the FVC value and eliminate CRs for which
φk > φ0, since they are closer to the interferer. Thus in the improved Cyclic WCL, each CR
computes φk from the received signal according to (2.10) and sends out this information to
the central processing node. The CRs do not require the knowledge of ρ and ρk to compute
φk.
It should be noted that in (2.10), φk depends on var(Rˆ
αt
rk
) and E[|Rˆαtrk |2]. In a practical
system, the kth CR estimates the variance of Rˆαtrk and mean of |Rˆαtrk |2 using M realizations
of Rˆαtrk . The FVC at k
th CR is an estimate based on M realizations of Rˆαtrk and is denoted
by φˆMk . Therefore, we have
φˆMk =
vs
es
, (2.12)
where vs is sample variance given by vs =
1
M−1
∑M
i=1 |(Rˆαtrk )i−ms|2 with ms = 1M
∑M
i=1(Rˆ
αt
rk
)i
and es =
1
M
∑M
i=1 |(Rˆαtrk )i|2 = M−1M vs + |ms|2. Here (Rˆαtrk )i is the ith realization of Rˆαtrk .
The number of realizations M required to estimate accurate value of φk is obtained using
confidence interval of the estimate φˆMk . The analysis to find sufficient number of realizations
M for satisfactory performance of the algorithm is presented in Section 2.3.2.1.
From the knowledge of φˆMk , the central processing node estimates the target location by
including CRs for which φˆMk ≤ φ0:
Lˆtimproved(φ0) =
K∑
k=1
|(Rˆαtrk )M |2Lk1(φˆMk ≤ φ0)
K∑
k=1
|(Rˆαtrk )M |21(φˆMk ≤ φ0)
, (2.13)
where (Rˆαtrk )M is the M
th realization of Rˆαtrk and 1(φˆ
M
k ≤ φ0) is an indicator function that
is 1 for φˆMk ≤ φ0 and 0 otherwise. It should be noted that the locations of the CRs, the
target and the interferer should remain constant until MN samples of the received signal are
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collected at each CR. We assume that the locations remain constant for the time duration
MNTs. We also assume that received powers pt,k and pi,k remain constant for this duration.
In (2.13), φ0 is a design parameter of the improved Cyclic WCL. Two important points
should be noted while selecting the value of φ0. First, as observed in Fig. 2.2, if φ0 is reduced
for a fixed transmit power ratio, then CRs in a smaller area are included in Cyclic WCL.
It means that only the CRs confined in the area where φˆMk ≤ φ0 are included in the Cyclic
WCL. Second, if φ0 is fixed and the interferer power is increased, again CRs in a smaller area
are included in the algorithm. Computation of the optimum value φopt0 of the FVC threshold
that minimizes the RMSE is presented in Section 2.3.2.3. This computation requires the
information of pt,k, pi,k, st and si. Since the central processing node might not have this
information, it computes a suboptimal threshold φsub0 as described below.
Without the loss of generality, consider φˆM1 ≤ φˆM2 ... ≤ φˆMK . It can be deduced from
the analysis presented in Section 2.3.2.3, that the unique values of ||Lˆtimproved(φ0)||2 occur
at φ0 ∈ {φˆM1 , φˆM2 , ...φˆMK }, where ||.|| is 2-norm of the vector. Further, the optimal value
of φ0 that minimizes the RMSE is one out of {φˆM1 , φˆM2 , ...φˆMK }. It should be noted that as
the value of φ0 approaches φ
opt
0 , ||Lˆtimproved(φ0)||2 approaches ||Lt||2. On the other hand,
when the value of φ0 is significantly different from φ
opt
0 , ||Lˆtimproved(φ0)||2 takes values that
are significantly different from ||Lt||2. Based on this notion, the central processing node
clusters ||Lˆtimproved(φ0)||2, φ0 ∈ {φˆM1 , φˆM2 , ...φˆMK } in two sets: Sopt and Snon−opt, using k-means
algorithm [HW79]. If ||Lˆtimproved(φ0)||2 ∈ Sopt, then the value of ||Lˆtimproved(φ0)||2 is closer to
||Lt||2. Similarly if ||Lˆtimproved(φ0)||2 ∈ Snon−opt, then the value of ||Lˆtimproved(φ0)||2 is signif-
icantly different from ||Lt||2. The set containing ||Lˆtimproved(φˆMK )||2 is identified as Snon−opt.
This is due to the fact that for φ0 = φˆ
M
K , all the CRs, including those in the vicinity of
the interferer are included in the localization which makes the value of ||Lˆtimproved(φ0)||2
differ significantly from ||Lt||2. The other set obtained by k-means algorithm is then iden-
tified as Sopt. Further the suboptimal FVC threshold φsub0 is computed as the average of
{φ0 : ||Lˆtimproved(φ0)||2 ∈ Sopt}. The algorithm steps of the improved Cyclic WCL are de-
scribed in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Improved Cyclic WCL
1: Estimate ∆α = |αt − αi| and select N > 10d fs∆αe.
2: for i=1,2..M do
3: At each CR k = 1, 2..K, collect N samples of the received signal rk(n), n = 1, 2..N .
4: Compute CAC estimate:
(Rˆαtrk )i =
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
|rk(n)|2e−j2piαtnTs
5: end for
6: Using above M realizations of Rˆαtrk , compute φˆ
M
k using (2.12).
7: Compute the suboptimal FVC threshold φsub0 and estimate the target location using
(2.13).
2.3 Theoretical analysis
2.3.1 Analysis of Cyclic WCL
In order to analyze the Cyclic WCL algorithm, we first formulate the estimates of the x-
and y-coordinates of the target in the form of ratios of quadratic forms of a Gaussian vector
(RQGV). The RMSE in the target location estimates is computed using the RQGV form.
Let us define Cyclic Cross-Correlation (CCC) between signals any two signals u(n) and
v(n) at cyclic frequency αt as
Rˆαtuv =
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
2 Re{u(n)v(n)∗}e−j2piαtnTs . (2.14)
In the above equation, (ˆ ) indicates the estimate based on N samples and (∗) indicates
complex conjugate. Substituting (2.6) in (2.7) and using the above definition, we can write
the CAC of the received signal at kth CR as
Rˆαtrk = pt,kRˆ
αt
st + pi,kRˆ
αt
si
+
√
pt,kpi,kRˆ
αt
stsi
+ Rˆαtwk +
√
pt,kRˆ
αt
stwk
+
√
pi,kRˆ
αt
siwk
. (2.15)
Now, let us define three vectors: θˆr, θˆi and pk. The vectors θˆr and θˆi contain real and
imaginary parts of CAC and CCC, and pk contains powers received at the k
th CR from the
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target and the interferer. Therefore, we have
θˆr = [Re{Rˆαtst }, Re{Rˆαtsi }, Re{Rˆαtstsi}, Re{Rˆαtw }, Re{Rˆαtstw}, Re{Rˆαtsiw}]T ,
θˆi = [Im{Rˆαtst }, Im{Rˆαtsi }, Im{Rˆαtstsi}, Im{Rˆαtw }, Im{Rˆαtstw}, Im{Rˆαtsiw}]
T ,
pk =
[
pt,k, pi,k,
√
pt,kpi,k, 1,
√
pt,k,
√
pi,k
]T
. (2.16)
Using (2.15) and (2.16), we rewrite the estimate of x-coordinate of the target in terms of
ratio of weighted sum of a vector norm:
xˆt =
K∑
k=1
|Rˆαtrk |2xk
K∑
k=1
|Rˆαtrk |2
=
K∑
k=1
∥∥∥∥∥∥
 θˆrT
θˆi
T
pk
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
xk
K∑
k=1
∥∥∥∥∥∥
 θˆrT
θˆi
T
pk
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2 . (2.17)
Further, we define power matrix P = [p1,p2, ...pK] and position matrices X =
diag(x1, x2, ..., xK) and Y = diag(y1, y2, ...yK). From P, X and Y, symmetric matrices Ax,
Ay, and B are obtained as shown below:
Ax = diag(PXP
T ,PXPT ),
Ay = diag(PYP
T ,PYPT ),
B = diag(PPT ,PPT ).
(2.18)
As shown in the Appendix A.1, xˆt can be written in terms of Ax, B and θˆ =
[
θˆr
T
θˆi
T
]T
as:
xˆt =
θˆ
T
Axθˆ
θˆ
T
Bθˆ
. (2.19)
Similarly, the estimate of the y-coordinate can be written as:
yˆt =
θˆ
T
Ayθˆ
θˆ
T
Bθˆ
, (2.20)
The target location estimates in (2.19) and (2.20) are functions of the vector θˆ =[
θˆr
T
θˆi
T
]T
that contains real and imaginary parts of estimates of CACs and CCCs as
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defined in (2.16). The estimates of CACs and CCCs are computed using N samples of
corresponding signals and are modeled as Gaussian random variables for a sufficiently large
value of N [DG94, Eqn. (20)]. It follows that the vector θˆ is a Gaussian vector and is a
function of number of samples observed N .
As shown in Appendix A.2, CACs and CCCs are computed from moments of st and
si, which in turn are functions of data symbols, al, bl and pulse shapes gn,l, hn,l for single
carrier signals. For OFDM signals, the moments are functions of subcarrier symbols cκ,l, dκ,l,
subcarrier spacings ∆ft,∆fi, and window functions gn,l, hn,l. Therefore, the mean E[θˆ] and
the covariance matrix Σθˆ of the Gaussian vector θˆ are derived in terms of these parameters
as shown in Appendix A.2. The target location estimates in (2.19) and (2.20) also depend
on the locations of CRs and the power received at the CRs through matrices Ax, Ay, and
B.
In order to compute the RMSE, we find the second moments of location estimates E[xˆ2t ]
and E[yˆ2t ]. It should be noted that xˆt and yˆt are in the RQGV form with vector θˆ. The second
moments of RQGV are given in [Mag86, Thm. 6]. To utilize the result presented in [Mag86],
the matrix B should be positive semidefinite. By definition, B = diag(PPT,PPT). Any
matrix of the form PPT is positive semi-definite. Since B has PPT on its diagonal, B is
also a positive semidefinite matrix.
First, we compute Cholesky factorization of Σθˆ = CC
T. Then, the eigenvalue decompo-
sition of CTBC gives the orthogonal matrix V with eigenvectors on its columns and diagonal
matrix Λ with eigenvalues on the diagonal. Define a matrix A∗ = VTCTAxCV and a vector
µ = VTC−1E[θˆ]. Further, E[xˆ2t ] is computed, using [Mag86, Thm. 6], as:
E[xˆ2] = E
( θˆTAxθˆ
θˆ
T
Bθˆ
)2 = e− 12E[θˆ]TΣθˆ−1E[θˆ]×
2
∞∫
0
t det(∆)e
1
2
ζT ζ
(
Tr(R2) + 2ζTR2ζ
)
dt +
∞∫
0
t det(∆)e
1
2
ζT ζ
(
Tr(R) + ζTRζ
)2
dt

(2.21)
where, ∆ = (In + 2tΛ)
− 1
2 , R = ∆A∗∆, ζ = ∆µ.
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Similarly, E[yˆ2t ] is obtained by replacing Ax with Ay. From the second moments, we get
the theoretical value of the RMSE () using
 =
√
E[xˆ2t ] + E[yˆ2t ]. (2.22)
2.3.2 Analysis of improved Cyclic WCL
2.3.2.1 Estimation of feature variation coefficient φk
As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, in the practical system, the kth CR estimates the value of φk
using M realizations. We denote the estimate of φk using M realizations by φˆ
M
k and it is
given by φˆMk = vs/es, where vs and es are sample variance of Rˆ
αt
rk
and sample mean of |Rˆαtrk |2,
respectively.
The sample variance vs follows the Chi-square distribution, but it can be approximated by
the Gaussian distribution for M > 50 [BHH78, pp.118]. We consider M > 50 for simplicity
of analysis. The mean (µvs) and variance (σ
2
vs) of vs are given by [Lea08]
µvs = var(Rˆ
αt
rk
) and σ2vs =
1
M
[
µ4 − M − 3
M − 1µ
2
vs
]
, (2.23)
where µ4 = E{|Rˆαtrk − E[Rˆαtrk ]|4}. Similarly, es is a Gaussian random variable with mean µes
and variance σ2es as follows:
µes = E[|Rˆαtrk |2], and σ2es = var(|Rˆαtrk |2)/M. (2.24)
The analytical expressions of µvs , σvs , µes , σes in terms of E[θˆ], Σθˆ and pk are presented in
Appendix 2.3.2.1. It should be noted that σ2vs and σ
2
es → 0 as M → ∞ since vs and es are
consistent estimators of var(Rˆαtrk ) and E[|Rˆαtrk |2].
We compute the confidence interval for φˆMk using the fact that it is a ratio of two Gaussian
variables vs and es. Let β be the required confidence level, i.e., the probability that the true
value of φk lies within the given confidence interval. Further, let C be the center of the
confidence interval corresponding to the confidence level β and S be the standard error in
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the computation of φk. Then from [DS86], we get
C =
vs
es
− z2β σvsese2s
Q
,
S2 =
σ2vs − 2vsesσvses +
v2s
e2e
σ2es − z2β
σ2es
e2s
[
σ2vs −
σ2vses
σ2es
]
e2sQ
2
(2.25)
and the confidence interval is C.I. = C ± zβS, where Q = 1− z2βσ2es/e2s and zβ is Student’s-t
variable corresponding to the confidence level β and the number of realizations M . The
value of zβ is obtained from standard tables such as [Lea08, Table 8.2].
It should be noted that zβS reduces with if the M is increased. While computing φˆ
M
k ,
the number of realizations M should be large enough to satisfy zβS < δ for a small value of
δ. The value of δ is selected as the minimum difference between the FVC at any two CRs,
i.e., δ = min
i,j
(φi − φj), for i, j ∈ {1, 2, ...K}, i 6= j. This value of δ ensures that only CRs
for which φk ≤ φ0 are included in the algorithm with confidence level β. In other words, if
φk ≤ φ0, then we have φˆMk ≤ φ0. Other other hand, if φk > φ0, then we have φˆMk > φ0 with
probability β.
2.3.2.2 RMSE in the improved Cyclic WCL Estimates
As mentioned in the previous section, the improved Cyclic WCL includes only CRs with
φˆMk ≤ φ0, where φ0 is the FVC threshold. In order to write the estimates of x- and y-
coordinates as a function of φ0, we introduce a threshold based K×K diagonal matrix, called
selection matrix S0. The k
th diagonal element of S0 is 1 if φˆ
M
k ≤ φ0 and 0 otherwise. In
other words, the kth diagonal element of the matrix S0 is the indicator function 1(φˆ
M
k ≤ φ0).
The selection matrix is incorporated in previous definitions of symmetric matrices in (2.18)
as
A′x = diag(PS0XS0
TPT ,PS0XS0
TPT ),
A′y = diag(PS0YS0
TPT ,PS0YS0
TPT ), and
B′ = diag(PS0S0TPT ,PS0S0TPT ). (2.26)
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The location estimates using the improved Cyclic WCL are given as
xˆt(φ0) =
θˆ
T
A′xθˆ
θˆ
T
B′θˆ
and yˆt(φ0) =
θˆ
T
A′yθˆ
θˆ
T
B′θˆ
. (2.27)
It should be noted that xˆt(φ0) and yˆt(φ0) are also in RQGV form in the Gaussian vector
θˆ. Further, in order to show that B′ is positive semidefinite, we note that PS0S0TPT is
positive semi-definite, if there is at least one non-zero element on the diagonal of S0. The
number of non-zero elements of the diagonal of S0 is the number of CRs satisfying φˆ
M
k ≤ φ0.
If φ0 is selected such that at least one CR satisfies φˆ
M
k ≤ φ0, then PS0S0TPT is positive
semi-definite, which in turn makes B′ also a positive semi-definite matrix. Therefore, for a
fixed value of φ0, the RMSE for improved Cyclic WCL is computed in similar way as Cyclic
WCL:
(φ0) = E[xˆ2t (φ0)] + E[yˆ2t (φ0)], (2.28)
where E[xˆ2t (φ0)] and E[yˆ2t (φ0)] are obtained by replacing Ax, Ay and B with A′x and A′y
and B′, respectively in (2.21).
2.3.2.3 Optimum FVC threshold
The optimum value of the FVC threshold φ0 that minimizes the RMSE (φ0) is obtained
with the knowledge of A′x, A
′
y, B
′, E[θˆ] and Σθˆ. Without loss of generality, let us consider
φˆM1 ≤ φˆM2 ... ≤ φˆMK . For φ0 < φˆM1 , no CR will be used for localization and the target location
estimates cannot be computed. Therefore, we must have φ0 ≥ φˆM1 for the improved Cyclic
WCL algorithm to work. If the value of FVC threshold is φ0 = φˆ
M
k′ (1 ≤ k′ ≤ K), then CRs
1, 2, 3..k′ will be included in the localization process.
It should be noted that the RMSE for any value of φ0 in the range [φˆ
M
k′ , φˆ
M
k′+1) remains
constant. This is because the same k′ CRs are used for localization if the value of φ0 is
in the given range. Therefore, (φ0) = (φˆ
M
k′ ) if φ0 ∈ [φˆMk′ , φˆMk′+1). It follows from the
above argument that (φ0) has K unique values in the domain of φ0 ∈ [0, 1] and the unique
values are {(φˆM1 ), (φˆM2 ), ....(φˆMK )}. We obtain the unique values of (φ0) using (2.28) at
φ0 ∈ {φˆM1 , φˆM2 , ...φˆMK }. The optimum value of the FVC threshold is then given by {φopt0 :
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(φopt0 ) ≤ (φˆMk ), k = 1, 2..K}.
2.3.3 Complexity analysis
In this section, we compare the computational complexities of the proposed algorithms,
Cyclic WCL and improved Cyclic WCL, with traditional WCL algorithm. We assume that
the number of operations (OPS) required for addition, subtraction and comparison is 1, and
for multiplication and division is 10, as considered in [WUH11]. The number of OPS required
for Cyclic WCL, using (2.6) and (2.8), is 21KN + 23K + 36. Similarly, the number of OPS
required for improved Cyclic WCL, using (2.6), (2.10), and (2.13), is 21MKN + 24MK +
19M + (71 + η)K + 17. Here, ηK is the number of OPS required to obtain φsub0 using k-
means clustering. The computational complexity of the k-means algorithm is O(K) [HD15].
Therefore, we assume ηK is the number of OPS required for k-means clustering.
Finally, the WCL algorithm in [WUH11] is a special case of Cyclic WCL with αt = 0.
The number of OPS required for WCL is 11KN + 23K + 26. Therefore, the computational
complexities of WCL and Cyclic WCL are O(KN), while that of improved Cyclic WCL is
O(MKN).
2.4 Simulation results and discussion
We consider a CR network with K CRs located in a square shaped area of size 100m x
100m. The path-loss exponent γ = 3.8 and noise PSD is N0 = −174dBm/Hz. Initially, we
show results with single carrier 4-QAM signals with carrier frequency ft = fi = 2.4GHz.
The symbol rates of the target and the interferer signals are αt = 20MHz and αi = 25MHz,
respectively. The sampling frequency is fs = 200MHz. The number of samples N is selected
such that N > 10d fs
∆α
e = 400.
First, improved Cyclic WCL is studied in Section 2.4.1. Then, we compare the per-
formances of improved Cyclic WCL and Cyclic WCL in Section 2.4.2 in the absence of
shadowing (σq = 0dB). The comparison between the traditional WCL, Cyclic WCL and the
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Figure 2.3: Improved Cyclic WCL: RMSE vs φ0. φ
opt
0 = 0.09, (φ
opt
0 ) = 0.03744. φ
sub
0 =
0.16, (φsub0 ) = 0.03815. K = 50. ρ = −10 dB. Locations of the CRs [xk, yk] and xk ∈
{−40,−20, 0, 20, 40} and yk ∈ {−45,−35,−25,−15,−5, 5, 15, 25, 35, 45}. Interferer location:
[20, 20].
improved Cyclic WCL under the shadowing environment is presented in Section 2.4.4. This
section also shows results with OFDM signals. Finally, simulation results with multipath
fading channels are shown in Section 2.4.5.
2.4.1 Performance of the improved Cyclic WCL
In improved Cyclic WCL, the number of realizations M are computed using confidence
interval as described in Section 2.3.2.1. Further, following the analysis in Section 2.3.2.2, the
RMSE in the localization estimates is obtained. Note that above analysis holds for given
fixed locations of the CRs, the target and the interferer. Therefore, in order to evaluate
the performance of the improved Cyclic WCL, first we show the simulation results for fixed
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Figure 2.4: RMSE vs transmit power ratio (ρ) for improved Cyclic WCL with optimal and subop-
timal FVC threshold. Number of CRs K = 50. Number of Samples N = 500. Interferer location:
[xi, yi] = [20, 20].
locations of the CRs in Section 2.4.1.1. In Section 2.4.1.2, we consider uniformly distributed
CRs in the network and compute the average RMSE over 1000 iterations.
2.4.1.1 Performance of improved Cyclic WCL for fixed locations of CRs
The locations of K = 50 CRs are fixed at [xk, yk] such that xk ∈ {−40,−20, 0, 20, 40} and
yk ∈ {−45,−35,−25,−15,−5, 5, 15, 25, 35, 45}. The target and the interferer are located at
[0, 0] and [20, 20], respectively.
The number of realizations M required to obtain φˆMk are computed with confidence level
β = 0.9 and δ = 0.01. For the given parameters, it was observed that zβS < 0.01 for
M ≥ 60, therefore M = 60 realizations are used to compute φˆMk . Further, the optimum
threshold φ0 was obtained as discussed in Section 2.3.2.3. In the scenario considered here,
φopt0 = 0.09 and the corresponding RMSE is (φ
opt
0 ) = 0.03744. The impact of selecting
different FVC thresholds on the error is shown in Fig. 2.3. The y-axis in this figure also
represents ||Lˆtimproved(φ0)||2 since the target is located at the origin. In this particular case,
the k-means clustering results in ||Lˆtimproved(φ0)||2 ∈ Sopt for 0.08 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.57. Further,
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the suboptimal threshold φsub0 = 0.16 and the corresponding RMSE is (φ
sub
0 ) = 0.03815.
Hence, the localization error increased by only 0.0007m if suboptimal threshold is used in
this setting.
2.4.1.2 Performance of improved Cyclic WCL with uniformly distributed CRs
Now we consider that the CRs are uniformly distributed in the network. The average RMSE
of 1000 realizations of CR locations is plotted against the transmit power ratio (ρ) in Fig.
2.4. The figure compares performance of the algorithm with optimal (φopt0 ) and suboptimal
(φsub0 ) FVC threshold. As described in Section 2.2.3, unlike φ
opt
0 , the computation of φ
sub
0
does not require the knowledge of pt,k, pi,k, st and si. From Fig. 2.4, it can be observed that
the performance of the improved Cyclic WCL with suboptimal FVC threshold is comparable
to the performance with optimal threshold. The suboptimal threshold results in increased
error of at most 1m for transmit power ratio ranging from 10 dB to −40dB. Therefore, the
knowledge of the transmit powers of the target and the interferer and their signals is not
necessary for satisfactory performance of the proposed coarse-grained localization algorithm.
2.4.2 Comparison between Cyclic WCL and improved Cyclic WCL
In this section, the impacts of the location of the interferer, CR density and the number of
samples N on Cyclic WCL and improved Cyclic WCL are studied. In each scenario, the
algorithm is simulated for 1000 realizations with uniformly distributed CRs. The average
RMSE over 1000 realizations is plotted. The improved Cyclic WCL is implemented with
suboptimal threshold φˆsub0 .
2.4.2.1 Impact of the location of the interferer
The RMSE in the target location estimates for different locations of the interferer is shown
in Fig. 2.5. The results shown in the figures are counter-intuitive, since the interferer
located further away from the target causes higher error as compared to the interferer located
closer to the target, especially with increased interferer power. This is due to the fact
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Figure 2.5: Impact of interferer location on a) Cyclic WCL and b) Improved Cyclic WCL, with
pt = 10dBm. Number of CRs K = 50. Number of samples N = 500. Target location: [0, 0].
that at high interferer power, the centroid of |Rˆrk |2 is closer to the interferer. Further, if
the interferer location is away from the target, the centroid and hence the target location
estimates move away from the target and closer to the interferer. This phenomenon results
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in increased error as seen in the figure. For a fixed position of the interferer, it is observed
that the RMSE increases with higher interferer power, since the impact of the interferer on
the centroid of |Rˆrk |2 becomes more prominent. As shown in Fig. 2.5a and 2.5b, the RMSE
in improved Cyclic WCL is significantly lower than RMSE in Cyclic WCL. Further, the
RMSE for different locations converge at ρ = 10 dB for Cyclic WCL, and at ρ = −20dB for
improved Cyclic WCL. Therefore, improved Cyclic WCL provides more robustness against
interferer’s power and location.
2.4.2.2 Impact of CR density
The impact of increased CR density in the network on the localization error is shown in Fig.
2.6. It has been observed that increasing the number of CRs from 10 to 200 at ρ = 10dB
reduces the error by 9m, as shown in Fig. 2.6a. However, at ρ = −40 dB increasing the
number of CRs reduces the error by only 0.75m. This is due to the fact that increasing
K increases the number of CRs in the vicinity of the interferer as well which contribute
to increased error at higher interferer power (ρ = −40dB). Therefore, any gain obtained
by increasing the CR density is compensated by increased interferer power which results in
essentially a flat curve at ρ = −40dB. Further, the localization error in improved Cyclic
WCL, as shown in Fig. 2.6b, decreases by approximately 5m if K is increased from 10 to
50 for all values of ρ, while the error is reduced by approximately 1m if K is increased from
50 to 200. Therefore, the performance of the proposed algorithm changes only by a small
amount if K ≥ 50, irrespective of the interferer power.
2.4.2.3 Impact of number of samples N
In the Cyclic WCL, non-asymptotic estimate of the CAC of the received signal (2.7) is
used to compute weights for each CR location. The non-asymptotic estimates are based on
N samples of the received signal rk. Therefore, performance of the Cyclic WCL and the
improved Cyclic WCL depends on the value of N . The impact of the value of N on the
performance of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.7. It is observed that increasing the number
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Figure 2.6: Impact of CR density on a) Cyclic WCL and b) Improved Cyclic WCL, with pt =
10dBm. Number of samples N = 500. Target and interferer locations: [0, 0], [20, 20].
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Figure 2.7: Impact of number of samples (N) on a) Cyclic WCL and b) Improved Cyclic WCL,
with pt = 10dBm. Number of CRs K = 50. Target and interferer locations: [0, 0], [20, 20].
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Figure 2.8: RMSE vs ∆α = |αt − αi| with αt = 20 MHz, Estimated cyclic frequency of interferer
αˆi = 25 MHz. Estimated difference in cyclic frequencies: ∆αˆ = |αˆi − αt| = 5 MHz. Number of
samples N = 500 > 10d fs∆αˆe. Target and interferer locations: [0, 0], [20, 20]. Suboptimal threshold
φsub0 is used in improved Cyclic WCL.
of samples reduces the error in Cyclic WCL. For example, the error is reduced by up to
5m when N is increased from 500 to 5000. With increased value of N , the estimate Rˆαtrk
approaches the true value of Rαtrk resulting in lower value of the error. On the other hand,
the error in the improved Cyclic WCL does not change significantly with increased N as
shown in Fig. 2.7b. Therefore, the performance of improved Cyclic WCL is independent of
number of samples N as long as N > d fs
∆αˆ
e.
2.4.3 Impact of imperfect knowledge of αi
In both Cyclic WCL and improved Cyclic WCL, the first step is to select the number of
samples N based on ∆α = |αt − αi|. In this section, the cyclic frequency of the interferer
αi is varied from 22MHz to 50MHz. In order to compute N , we assume αˆi = 25MHz.
The number of samples used are N = 500, which satisfies N > 10d fs
∆αˆ
e = 400, where
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∆αˆ = |αˆi − αt| = 5MHz. The impact of the imperfect knowledge of ∆α is shown in
Fig. 2.8. If ∆α < ∆αˆ = 5MHz, the number of samples do not satisfy the condition
N > 10d fs
∆αˆ
e, which results in higher interference component in the CAC. This phenomenon
results in higher error in both Cyclic WCL and improved Cyclic WCL. On the other hand,
if ∆α > ∆αˆ = 5MHz, then the error is reduced and the improvement in the performance
of the Cyclic WCL depends on the transmit power ratio (ρ). Further, it can be observed
that the performance of the improved Cyclic WCL remains the same for different ρ and ∆α
in the regime ∆α > ∆αˆ = 5MHz. Therefore, the improved Cyclic WCL is robust to both
interference power and error in the estimation of αi.
2.4.4 Comparison between traditional WCL, Cyclic WCL and improved Cyclic
WCL
In this section, we compare the performances of the traditional WCL, Cyclic WCL and the
improved Cyclic WCL in shadowing environment. It is observed that, even in shadowing
environment (σq = 6 dB), the error in Cyclic WCL is smaller than traditional WCL, as shown
in Fig. 2.9. In the case of improved Cyclic WCL, the error is reduced by a factor of three as
compared to the traditional WCL for ρ = −40dB. Further, it has been observed that Cyclic
WCL algorithms are robust to shadowing. For example, in improved Cyclic WCL, the error
has increased by only 2m when shadowing variance has increased four fold from σq = 0dB
to σq = 6dB. This is due to the fact that the shadowing effect over K CRs averages out in
the WCL algorithms.
Next, we show the performance of proposed algorithms with OFDM signals. In these
results, st is a WLAN signal with 64 sub-carriers, and sub-carrier spacing ∆ft = 312.5kHz.
The OFDM symbol duration Tg = 4µs with Tcp = 0.8µs. The cyclic frequency of st is αt =
1/Tg = 250kHz. The interference, si, is a LTE signal with 1024 sub-carriers and sub-carrier
spacing of ∆fi = 15kHz. The OFDM symbol duration Th = 71.4µs with Tcp = 4.7µs. The
cyclic frequency of the interference is αi = 1/Th = 14kHz. Both target and interfering signals
carry 4-QAM signal on each sub-carrier, i.e., cl,k and dl,k are 4-QAM symbols. The sampling
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Figure 2.9: Impact of shadowing on WCL, Cyclic WCL, and improved Cyclic WCL with subopti-
mal FVC threshold. Number of CRs K = 50. Number of samples N = 500. Target and interferer
locations: [0, 0], [20, 20].
frequency fs = 500kHz, while the number of samples N = 100 > 10d fs∆αe. Localization
errors in the traditional WCL, Cyclic WCL, and improved Cyclic WCL are shown in Fig.
2.10. The figure also shows analytically computed RMSE with OFDM signals following the
derivations in Appendix A.2. It has been observed that the proposed improved Cyclic WCL
continues to provide three times lower error as compared to traditional WCL for ρ = −40dB.
Further, the comparison of RMSE in improved Cyclic WCL in Fig. 2.9 and 2.10 shows that
the proposed algorithm performs equally well under OFDM and single carrier signals.
2.4.5 Performance under multipath fading channels
The three algorithms are also studied under multipath fading channels suitable for indoor
and outdoor settings. For indoor setting, TGn channel model from WLAN standard is
used [Erc04]. This channel model has delay spread of 40ns and Doppler spread of 10Hz.
For outdoor setting, extended typical urban (ETU) channel model is considered with 5µs
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Figure 2.10: RMSE in WCL, Cyclic WCL and improved Cyclic WCL algorithms with OFDM sig-
nals. Target and interferer cyclic frequencies αt = 250kHz and αi = 14kHz, respectively. Sampling
frequency at CRs fs = 500kHz. Number of samples N = 100. Number of CRs K = 50. Target and
interferer locations: [0, 0], [20, 20].
delay spread and 300Hz Doppler spread [Eur16]. This is a commonly used model in LTE
cellular system. The channel coefficients ht,k and hi,k are obtained from the aforementioned
channel models, where ht,k is the channel between the target and the k
th CR, while hi,k is
the channel between interferer and kth CR. The received signal is then obtained as rk =
√
pt,k [ht,k ∗ st] + √pi,k [hi,k ∗ si] + wk, where ∗ denotes the convolution operation. Further
implementations of the three algorithms remains the same as in AWGN channel.
The localization errors under the two multipath channels are shown in Fig. 2.11. As in
AWGN case N = 100 samples are used at sampling rate 500kHz for localization. It has been
observed that the localization errors in all three algorithms increase as compared to AWGN
channel. This increase in error can be explained as follows. The signal observation interval
at each CR is 100/500kHz = 0.2ms, which is smaller than the coherence time of TGn and
ETU channels. Therefore, the received power at each CR in this duration is affected by the
small scale fading and the impact of fading is not averaged out as the observation duration
is smaller than the coherence time. This leads to increased localization errors. However,
we can observe that the localization error in WCL and Cyclic WCL is increased by up to
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Figure 2.11: RMSE in WCL, Cyclic WCL, and improved Cyclic WCL with different channel
models. Signal parameters are same as in Fig. 2.10.
4m. On the other hand, the error in improved Cyclic WCL increases by up to 2m only.
Therefore, we can conclude that the proposed improved Cyclic WCL more robust against
multipath fading channels and continues to provide significant performance gain over the
WCL algorithm.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed the Cyclic WCL algorithm to mitigate the adverse impact
of a spectrally overlapped interference in CR networks on the target localization process.
The proposed algorithm uses cyclic autocorrelation of the received signal in order to estimate
the target location. Theoretical analysis of the algorithm is presented in order to compute
the error in localization. We have also proposed the improved Cyclic WCL algorithm that
identifies CRs in the vicinity of interferer and eliminates them from the localization process
to further reduce the error.
We have studied impacts of interferer’s power, its location, and CR density on perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithms. The improved Cyclic WCL is observed to be robust
against interferer’s location and its transmit power. The comparison between the traditional
WCL and the improved Cyclic WCL shows that the proposed algorithm provides significantly
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lower error in localization when there is a spectrally overlapped interference in the network.
It has been observed that the improved Cyclic WCL is also robust against shadowing and
multipath fading environment. The proposed localization algorithm performs equally well
with single carrier as well as OFDM signals.
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CHAPTER 3
Secondary User Selection and Power Allocation in
Downlink in Massive MIMO CR Network
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we consider an underlay CR network with a secondary BS (SBS) equipped
with a large antenna array that employs massive MIMO technique serve multiple SUs simul-
taneously. Massive MIMO and underlay cognitive radio are being considered for 5G networks
in order to accommodate more devices in the available spectrum [ABC14,BHL14,GJ15]. In a
massive MIMO system, a base station equipped with a large number of antennas serves multi-
ple users using beamforming techniques in the same time-frequency resource block [NLM13a].
On the other hand, in an underlay cognitive radio (CR) network, a secondary base station
(SBS) serves its users (secondary users) while keeping the interference to licensed primary
users (PUs) below a specified threshold [BGG12]. In underlay CR networks, the SBS trans-
mits the downlink signal in the same time-frequency resource block as the primary transmit-
ter. This is different from traditional interweave cognitive networks where the SBS transmits
in an orthogonal time-frequency resource block.
The secondary BS, if equipped with a large number of antennas, can potentially employ
beamforming techniques and serve multiple secondary users (SUs) in the downlink while
limiting the interference to primary receivers. However, due to imperfect knowledge of the
channels between PUs and the SBS, interference constraints at the PUs, and different rate
requirements of SUs, it may not be feasible to serve all the SUs in the network [CC17a].
Therefore, a judicious selection of SUs and power allocation are required at the SBS in order
to simultaneously serve multiple SUs with required rates while limiting the interference to
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PUs.
3.1.1 Related work
Underlay CR networks with multiple antenna systems have received attention in recent years,
since such networks allow concurrent transmissions from primary and secondary transmitters,
thereby increasing the spectrum efficiency [YCY12, DRP12, DR13, TB13a, NG13, NMG14,
WNE15,AH16,XMK16]. The works in [YCY12,DRP12,TB13a,NG13,NMG14,AH16] con-
sider small-scale MIMO with approximately ten or fewer antennas at the secondary trans-
mitter. These works consider only one SU in the system, therefore they do not require SU
selection. User selection mechanism has been partially considered in [DR13, XMK16]. An
indirect selection mechanism is implemented in [DR13] where SUs receiving less than 0dB
signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) are dropped from the downlink transmission.
The selection algorithm in [XMK16] needs to know the number of users to be selected. A mas-
sive MIMO system has been employed in the secondary systems in [WNE15,CC15,CC17a].
In our previous works [CC15,CC17a], we proposed to use massive MIMO to serve multiple
SUs concurrently with primary transmission, while the algorithm in [WNE15] still serves
only one SU. A selection algorithm under line-of-sight channels is proposed in [CC15], while
the feasibility of serving all SUs under Rayleigh fading channels is studied in [CC17a]. The
selection algorithm was not considered in [CC17a].
Massive MIMO systems differ from small-scale MIMO systems in [DRP12,DR13,TB13a,
AH16] in the design of beamforming (or precoding) vectors. In small-scale MIMO sys-
tems, optimum beamforming vectors are computed using iterative algorithms [DRP12,DR13,
AH16], and interference alignment [TB13a]. Such approaches become prohibitively expen-
sive in terms of complexity when used with massive MIMO systems. Using linear beam-
forming techniques such as zero-forcing (ZF), maximal-ratio combining (MRC) or minimum
mean-square error (MMSE), the beamforming vectors can be computed using closed-form
expressions without requiring any iterative search if the channels and the selected user set
is known. In this chapter, we focus on ZF beamforming as it is can also be used to restrict
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the interference toward PUs.
In an underlay CR network, the interference at primary receivers (PRs) can be eliminated
using ZF beamforming if the channels between PRs and the SBS are perfectly known at
the SBS. However, due to imperfect CSI in practical networks, there is non-zero leakage
interference transmitted towards PRs even when ZF beamforming is used. The magnitude
of the interference depends on the power allocated to SUs as well as the set of SUs selected.
Therefore, there is a need to design a robust interference control mechanism along with
power allocation and user selection in order to limit the interference to PRs below a specified
threshold.
3.1.2 Summary of contributions and outline
The main contributions of this work are summarized below.
1. A new optimization framework is proposed to select the maximum number of SUs in
the downlink and obtain power allocation for the selected SUs in order to satisfy their
instantaneous rate requirements. The interference to PRs is kept below a specified
threshold using margin parameters that compensate for CSI estimation errors. The
proposed formulation is different from the formulations in [YG06, HYW13, HYL12]
which aim to maximize the sum-rate of the selected users and do not have interference
constraints.
2. A new user selection and power allocation algorithm, called Delete-su-with-Maximum-
Power-allocation (DMP), is proposed to obtain a feasible solution for the NP-hard
optimization problem. Theoretical analysis of the algorithm is presented in order to
compute the average number of SUs achieving the required rate, and average interfer-
ence to primary receivers. The proposed algorithm is shown to achieve near-optimal
results if the number of antennas at SBS is an order of magnitude larger than the
number of users.
3. The user selection algorithm in [HYL12] is extended for application in an underlay CR
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setting. The extended algorithm, called Modified Delete-Minimum-Lambda (MDML),
also uses margin parameters and is robust against imperfect CSI. The proposed DMP
selection algorithm is shown to serve more users than MDML in an underlay CR
network.
Outline: This chapter is organized as follows. The system model and the optimization
problem are presented in Section 3.2. The DMP and MDML algorithms are presented
in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 presents the theoretical analysis and the optimality of the DMP
algorithm. Simulation results are presented in Section 3.5. Finally, the chapter is summarized
in Section 3.6.
Notations: We denote vectors by bold, lower-case letters, e.g., h. Matrices are denoted
by bold, upper case letters, e.g., G. Scalars are denoted by non-bold letters e.g. L. Trans-
pose, conjugate, and Hermitian of vectors and matrices are denoted by (.)T , (.)∗, and (.)H ,
respectively. The norm of a vector h is denoted by ||h||. Γ(k, θ) is the Gamma distribution
with shape parameter k and scale parameters θ, whereas Γ(x) is the Gamma function. The
i-th element in the set S is denoted by S(i) and the cardinality of the set is denoted by |S|.
An empty set is denoted by ∅.
3.2 System model and problem formulation
3.2.1 System model
Consider an underlay CR network with one SBS and K SUs. The SBS is equipped with
M( K) antennas. This network coexists with L primary transmitter-receiver pairs. Let
T = {1, 2, ..., L} be the set of primary transmitters (PTs) and R = {1, 2, ..., L} be the set of
PRs. The SUs, PRs and PTs are assumed to be single antenna terminals. Let hk =
√
βkh˜k ∈
CM×1 be the channel between SU-k and the SBS where βk is the slow fading coefficient
accounting for attenuation and shadowing and h˜k ∼ CN (0, I) [NLM13a,CBL16,Mar10]. The
channel between PT-l and SU-k is denoted by hlk =
√
βlkh˜lk ∈ C, l ∈ T , k = {1, 2, ..., K},
and h˜lk ∼ CN (0, 1). Similarly, the channel between PR-l and the SBS is hl0 =
√
βl0h˜l0 ∈
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Figure 3.1: Network model showing channels between PT-l and SU-k (hlk), PR-l and the SBS
(hl0), and SU-k and the SBS (hk).
CM×1, l ∈ R, h˜l0 ∼ CN (0, I). We consider a time-division duplex (TDD) systems and the
channels are assumed to be reciprocal. The network is depicted in Fig. 3.1.
The SBS has imperfect knowledge of the channels hl0,hk. The estimates of channels are
given by hˆl0 = hl0 + ∆l0 and hˆk = hk + δk, respectively, where ∆l0 ∼ CN (0, σ2∆I), and
δk ∼ CN (0, σ2δI) are the estimation errors. We model the quality of CSI between primary
and secondary system using σ2∆ =
σ2w
Pp
, while the quality of CSI within the secondary system
is modeled using σ2δ =
σ2w
P 0
, where Pp and P
0 are transmit powers from PTs and the SBS,
respectively, and σ2w is the noise power at the SBS and SUs [AR15, RR14, MJS11]. We
consider block fading where the channels remain constant for a finite coherence interval.
Let S0 = {1, 2, ..., K} be the set of all SUs and S ⊆ S0 be the set of SUs considered
for downlink transmission and Pk, k ∈ S be the power allocated to SU-k in the downlink
when set S is selected. The ZF transmit vector for SU-k depends on S and is denoted by
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vSk ∈ CM×1, k ∈ S. The unit-norm ZF vectors are computed using [HYL12]:
vSS(i) =
[
GS(GHSGS)
−1]
i
|| [GS(GHSGS)−1]i ||
,
GS = [hˆS(1), hˆS(2), ..., hˆS(|S|), hˆR(1)0, ..., hˆR(L)0], (3.1)
where S(i) is the i-th entry in S, and [A]i is the i-th column of matrix A. In the above
equation, the matrix GS ∈ CM×(|S|+L) indicates the channel between SUs in set S, PUs
and the SBS. It should be noted that the ZF vector vSk is in the null-space of the estimated
channels to SU-j, j ∈ S, j 6= k. It is also in the null-space of the estimated channels to PRs.
Therefore, vSk satisfies hˆ
H
j v
S
k = 0, j, k ∈ S, j 6= k and hˆHl0vSk = 0, l ∈ R.
The ZF beamforming vectors are not in the null-space of the true channel hHl0 when the
channel estimation error ∆l0 is non-zero. Therefore, the interference caused at PR-l, l ∈ R
is non-zero and can be expressed as:
Il =
∑
k∈S
Ikl =
∑
k∈S
Pk|hHl0vSk |2, l ∈ R, k ∈ S, (3.2)
where Ikl is the interference contribution of data stream of SU-k towards PR-l. The interfer-
ence Il depends on power allocation as well as the set of SUs selected. Similarly, the inter-SU
interference at SU-k due to the signal transmitted toward SU-j can be expressed as
Ijk = Pj|hHk vSj |2, k, j ∈ S, j 6= k. (3.3)
Finally, the reverse interference at SU-k is the sum of powers received from PTs: Ik =∑
l∈T
Pp|hlk|2, where Pp is the power transmitted by PT-l.
3.2.2 Optimization problem
Our goal is to select the maximum number of SUs for downlink transmission in order to satisfy
specific instantaneous rate of R0k to selected SUs, while keeping the interference towards PRs
below I0. The total available power at the SBS is P 0. Note that the estimated interference
to PR-l, l ∈ R based on the estimated channel is Iˆl =
∑
k∈S Pk|hˆHl0vSk |2 = 0. Since the true
interference Il is non-zero, we add a margin parameter 1 to define I˜l =
∑
k∈S Pk(|hˆHl0vSk |2+1)
as the new estimated value of the interference with margin.
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Further, the instantaneous rate achieved at SU-k, when a set S is selected, is
RSk = log2
1 + Pk|hHk vSk |2
σ2w + Ik +
∑
j∈S,j 6=k
Ijk
 , k ∈ S, (3.4)
where σ2w is the noise power at the SU. Due to ZF beamforming, the estimated inter-SU
interference will be zero, i.e., Iˆjk = Pj|hˆHk vSj |2 = 0 due to hˆHk vSj = 0, k 6= j. We use a margin
parameter 2 to compensate for the estimation error in the channels between SBS and SUs.
Therefore, the estimated instantaneous rate with margin becomes
RˆSk = log2
(
1 +
Pk|hˆHk vSk |2
σ2w + Ik + 2
)
, k ∈ S. (3.5)
Note that, unlike Il and Ijk, the reverse interference term Ik can be measured at SU-k by
observing combined signal received from all PUs during the channel estimation phase. The
optimization problem can then be formulated as follows:
max
{S,Pk}
|S| (3.6)
Subject to : I˜l =
∑
k∈S
Pk
(
|hˆHl0vSk |2 + 1
)
≤ I0, l ∈ R (3.7)
RˆSk ≥ R0k, k ∈ S, (3.8)∑
k∈S
Pk ≤ P 0, Pk ≥ 0. (3.9)
Selection of parameters 1 and 2 is discussed in Section 3.4.2. By substituting |hˆHl0vSk |2 = 0
and rearranging (3.8), we obtain the following equivalent optimization problem:
max
{S,Pk}
|S| (3.10)
Subject to :
∑
k∈S
Pk1 ≤ I0, (3.11)
Pk ≥ (2
R0k − 1) (σ2w + Ik + 2)
|hˆHk vSk |2
, k ∈ S, (3.12)∑
k∈S
Pk ≤ P 0. (3.13)
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Using binary selection variables sk ∈ {0, 1} to indicate whether SU-k is selected (sk = 1) or
not (sk = 0), we can restate the above problem as:
(P1) max
{sk,Pk}
K∑
k=1
sk (3.14)
Subject to :
K∑
k=1
skPk ≤ min
(
I0/1, P
0
)
, (3.15)
Pk ≥ sk (2
R0k − 1) (σ2w + Ik + 2)
|hˆHk vSk |2
, k ∈ S0 (3.16)
sk = 1, sj = 0, k ∈ S, j ∈ S0\S. (3.17)
The constraint (3.15) is obtained by combining (3.11) and (3.13). This constraint indicates
that the power allocation is controlled by the interference limit I0 if I0/1 ≤ P 0, while it is
controlled by the transmit power limit P 0 if I0/1 > P
0.
3.3 Selection algorithms and power allocation schemes
The optimization problem (3.14)-(3.17) to compute power allocations and selection variables
is a non-convex mixed integer program and an NP-hard problem. Note that the computation
of power allocations and selection variables depend on ZF vectors vSk which in turn depend
on the selected users. In order to solve this chicken-and-egg problem, we choose a particular
set S and obtain ZF vectors and power allocation for that set. For a given selected set S,
the problem (3.14)-(3.17) reduces to the following feasibility problem with power allocations
as variables:
Find Pk (3.18)
Subject to :
∑
k∈S
Pk ≤ min
(
I0/1, P
0
)
, (3.19)
Pk ≥ (2
R0k − 1) (σ2w + Ik + 2)
|hˆHk vSk |2
, k ∈ S. (3.20)
If the power allocation
P Sk =
(2R
0
k − 1) (σ2w + Ik + 2)
|hˆHk vSk |2
, k ∈ S, (3.21)
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satisfies the constraint in (3.19), then it provides the solution to the power allocation problem
for the set S. Note that the above power allocation attempts to satisfy specific instantaneous
rate of SU-k. Therefore, it is referred to as Qos-Aware-Power-allocation.
Let K∗ be the cardinality of optimal sets. The problem (3.14)-(3.17) can have multiple
optimal sets, since multiple sets of the K∗ can satisfy the constraints (3.15)-(3.17). One
approach of obtaining one of the optimal sets is to consider all possible sets of cardinalities
K,K − 1, K − 2, ..., K∗ one-by-one in decreasing order of cardinality, compute ZF vectors
and power allocations by (3.1) and (3.21), respectively, and check whether the constraints in
(3.19) are satisfied. Such approach of user selection is prohibitively complex and impractical
since the number of sets to be considered increases exponentially with K. As an example,
for K = 20 and K∗ = 5, the minimum number of sets to be considered are
∑K
K′=K∗+1
(
K
K′
)
≈ 1 million. Therefore, there is a need to design a low-complexity algorithm to select users
and obtain power allocations.
As our goal is to maximize the cardinality of the set S, we propose an approach which
considers only one set of a particular cardinality that is obtained by dropping the SU that
requires maximum power in a higher cardinality set. The selection algorithm is initialized
by selecting all the SUs, i.e., S = S0. ZF vectors vSk and power allocations P Sk are computed
for the set S = S0 using (3.1) and (3.21), respectively. Then, the condition
∑
k∈S P
S
k ≤
min(I0/1, P
0) is checked. If the condition is not satisfied, the SU with maximum power
allocation is dropped from the set and a set S = S\{j} of lower cardinality is considered,
where j = arg maxk∈S P Sk . The ZF vectors and power allocations are re-computed for the
new set using (3.1) and (3.21), respectively. This process is continued until the constraint∑
k∈S P
S
k ≤ min(I0/1, P 0) is satisfied. Since the SU with maximum power allocation is
dropped in each iteration, the algorithm is called Delete-su-with-Maximum-Power (DMP).
Note that dropping of the SU that requires the maximum power causes maximum reduction
in
∑
k skPk in constraint (3.15). This increases the probability that SUs included in set S\{j}
will satisfy the constraint (3.15). The algorithmic steps are summarized in Algorithm 3. It
should be noted that the SUs which require excess power to satisfy their rate requirements
will not be selected by the DMP. For example, if P Sk =
(2R
0
k−1)(σ2w+Ik+2)
|hˆHk vSk |2
> min(I0/2, P
0),
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Algorithm 3 SU Selection Algorithm: DMP
Input: channel estimates hˆk, hˆl0, reverse interference Ik, margins 1, 2, rate requirements
R0k.
1: Select all SUs, i.e., S = S0 and sk = 1,∀k.
2: Compute ZF vectors vS0k and power allocations P
S0
k using (3.1) and (3.21), respectively.
3: while S 6= ∅ do
4: if
∑K
k=1 skP
S
k > min (I
0/1, P
0) then
5: Remove SU with max P Sk :
a. j = arg maxk∈S P Sk .
b. S ← S\{j}, sj = 0.
6: Update vectors and power allocations:
a. Compute vSk for set S using (3.1).
b. Compute P Sk using (3.21).
7: else Stop.
8: end if
9: end while
Output: set of selected SUs S∗1 = S, power allocations P S
∗
1
k = P
S
k .
then SU-k will not be selected.
The selected set is denoted by S∗1 and the cardinality of the selected set is K∗1 = |S∗1 |. Due
to imperfect CSI, all the selected SUs may not achieve the rate R0k. Therefore, we quantify
the performance of the algorithm by K∗∗1 (< K
∗
1) which is the number of SUs that achieve
rate higher than R0k:
K∗∗1 =
∑
k∈S∗1
1(R
S∗1
k ≥ R0k), (3.22)
where 1(.) is the indicator function.
We also consider a low-complexity version of this algorithm where step 6 of vector and
power allocation update in Algorithm 3 is omitted. The set selected with this modified
version without the vector is denoted by S∗2 and its cardinality by K∗2 = |S∗2 |. Further,
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Algorithm 4 SU Selection Algorithm: MDML
Input: channel estimates hˆk, hˆl0, reverse interference Ik, margins 1, 2.
1: Select all SUs, i.e., S = S0 and sk = 1,∀k.
2: Compute vS0k , λ
S0
k , P
S0
k , Rˆ(S0) using (3.1), (3.23), (3.24), and (3.26), respectively.
3: while S 6= ∅ do
4: Delete SU with minimum lambda:
j = arg mink∈S λSk .
S ′ ← S\{j}.
5: Compute vS
′
k , λ
S′
k , P
S′
k , Rˆ(S ′) using (3.1), (3.23), (3.24), and (3.26), respectively.
6: if Rˆ(S ′) > Rˆ(S) then
S ← S ′, sj = 0.
7: else Stop
8: end if
9: end while
Output: set of selected SUs S∗M = S, power allocations P S
∗
M
k = P
S
k .
K∗∗2 =
∑
k∈S∗2 1(R
S∗2
k ≥ R0k), is the number of SUs exceeding the required rate in DMP
without vector update.
3.3.0.1 MDML selection algorithm
We extend the Delete-Minimum-Lambda (DML) selection scheme presented in [HYL12] to
underlay CR network with imperfect CSI. The DML algorithm in [HYL12] selects users while
maximizing the sum-rate of selected users. This approach does not take into account the
rate constraints R0k of SUs. It also does not take into account the imperfect CSI. Since DML
was proposed for a primary massive MIMO network (CR network was not considered), it
also does not include the reverse interference received at SU from primary transmitters. We
modify the algorithm to include reverse interference and margin parameters for robustness
against imperfect CSI. The Modified-DML (MDML) is described below.
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In MDML, the equivalent channel gain between SU-k, k ∈ S and SBS is defined as:
λSk =
|hˆHk vSk |2
σ2w + Ik + 2
, k ∈ S. (3.23)
The power allocation for the SU included in the set S is obtained by water-filling. In order to
satisfy the condition (3.15), the maximum power level of min (I0/1, P
0) is used to compute
the power allocation by water-filling as shown below
P Sk = p
S
k /λ
S
k , p
S
k = (µλ
S
k − 1)+, k ∈ S, (3.24)
where (x)+ = max{x, 0}, and µ is the water level satisfying∑
k∈S
(
µ− 1
λSk
)
= min
(
I0
1
, P 0
)
. (3.25)
Further, the estimated sum rate for SUs included in S can be written as
Rˆ(S) =
∑
k∈S
log2
(
1 + P Sk λ
S
k
)
. (3.26)
The MDML algorithm drops the SU with minimum λSk , if dropping the SU results in increased
sum-rate. The algorithmic steps are summarized in Algorithm 4. The selected set of SUs
under this algorithm is denoted by S∗M .
3.4 Analysis of DMP algorithm
In this section, we provide analysis to compute E[K∗1 ] and E[K∗∗1 ] under fading channels
hk, hlk and hl0. We also analyze the average interference to primary receivers. Since the
coefficients βk, βlk, βl0 change slowly over time, they are assumed to be constant in the
analysis [Mar10].
3.4.0.1 Average number of SUs served
The average number of SUs served using DMP is computed as follows:
E[K∗1 ] =
K∑
k=1
k
∑
S∈Sk
f(S)g(S), (3.27)
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where Sk is the set of all sets of cardinality k, f(S) is the probability of that the condition∑
k∈S P
S
k ≤ min(I0/1, P 0) is satisfied:
f(S) = Pr
(∑
k∈S
P Sk ≤ min
(
I0
1
, P 0
))
, (3.28)
and g(S) is the probability of arriving at set S during the algorithmic iterations. Since the
set S0 is always considered, we have g(S0) = 1 and g(S),S ⊂ S0 can be obtained using the
following recursive expression:
g(S) =
∑
j,j /∈S
g(S ∪ {j})P ′ ({S ∪ {j}}\{j}) , (3.29)
where P ′ ({S ∪ {j}}\{j}) = P ′(S+\{j}) is the probability of dropping SU-j from set S+ =
S ∪ {j}. This probability can be expressed as:
P ′(S+\{j}) = (1− f(S+)) Pr
(
PS
+
j > P
S+
1 , ..., P
S+
j > P
S+
|S+|
)
,
= (1− f(S+))
∞∫
0
p
PS+j
(x)
∏
i∈S+,i 6=j
f
PS+i
(x)dx, (3.30)
where p
PS+j
(x) and f
PS+i
(x) are the probability density function (pdf) of P S
+
j and the
cumulative distribution function (cdf) of P S
+
i , respectively. In order to evaluate (3.28),
we need distributions of P Sk which can be obtained from Theorem 1. The distribution of∑
k∈S P
Sk is required to evaluate (3.30) which can be obtained from Corollary 1.
Theorem 1. The power allocation P Sk in (3.21) is a Gamma random variable with shape
and scale parameters κpk and θ
p
k: P
S
k ∼ Γ(κpk, γSk θpk), where
κpk =
(
σ2w + 2 +
∑
l∈T Ppβlk
)2∑
l∈T (Ppβlk)
2
,
θpk =
∑
l∈T (Ppβlk)
2
σ2w + 2 +
∑
l∈T Ppβlk
. (3.31)
Similarly, for DMP without the vector update step, we have: P S0k ∼ Γ(κpk, γS0k θpk), where
γSk =
2R
0
k − 1
(βk + σ2δ )(M − |S| − L+ 1)
,
γS0k =
2R
0
k − 1
(βk + σ2δ )(M −K − L+ 1)
. (3.32)
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Proof. Appendix B.1.
Corollary 1. Sum of powers
∑
k∈S P
S
k follows the Gamma distribution:
∑
k∈S P
S
k ∼ Γ(κp, θp),
where
κp =
(∑
j∈S κ
p
jγ
S
j θ
p
j
)2
∑
j∈S κ
p
j(γ
S
j θ
p
j )
2
, θp =
∑
j∈S κ
p
j(γ
S
j θ
p
j )
2∑
j∈S κ
p
jγ
S
j θ
p
j
, (3.33)
Proof. Using Lemma 3 in [HYA14], the sum
∑
k∈S P
S
k is modeled as a Gamma random
variable with shape and scale parameters κp, and θp, respectively, as defined in (3.33).
Corollary 2. Consider selection of two sets S1 and S2 containing SU-k. The power required
to achieve rate R0k at SU-k with selection of S1 stochastically dominates the power required
to achieve the same rate with the selection of S2, if S2 is subset of S1, i.e., Pr(P S1k ≥ x) >
Pr(P S2k ≥ x) for any x, if S2 ⊂ S1.
Proof. Appendix B.2.
Remark : In DMP, if set S1 does not satisfy constraints in (3.19), a subset of S1, say S2, is
considered by dropping SU-j that consumes the maximum power. Corollary 2 implies that
the individual power requirements for all SUs still included in S2 reduce due to dropping of
SU-j.
The expression for E[K∗2 ] under DMP without vector update is obtained by evaluating
f(S) and P ′(S+\{j}) using distributions of P S0k instead of P Sk .
3.4.0.2 Average number of SUs exceeding the required rate
The average number of SUs achieving the minimum rate of R0k using DMP can be expressed
as follows:
E[K∗∗1 ] =
K∑
k=1
∑
S:k∈S
f(S)g(S) Pr(RSk ≥ R0k), (3.34)
In order to compute the above expression, we need to compute the complementary cdf of
RSk which is obtained by Theorem 2.
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Theorem 2. The complementary cdf of the achieved rate at SU-k, if the set S is selected
and the power is allocated by (3.21), is given by:
Pr(RSk ≥ y) =
1
2pi
ζy∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
[
(1− θzkjt)−κ
z
k
∏
l∈T
(1− θzlkjt)
]
e−j2piwtdt dw, (3.35)
where
ζy = Cy(σ
2
w + 2)− σ2w, Cy =
βk
βk + σ2δ
(
2R
0
k − 1
2y − 1
)
,
κzk =
( ∑
j∈S\{k}
γSj θ
p
jΓ(κ
p
j + 1)/Γ(κ
p
j )
)2
∑
j∈S\{k}
(
γSj θ
p
j /Γ(κ
p
j )
)2 (
2Γ(κpj + 2)Γ(κ
p
j )− Γ2(κpj + 1)
) ,
θzk =
σ2δ
κzk
∑
j∈S\{k}
γSj θ
p
j
Γ(κpj + 1)
Γ(κpj )
, and
θzlk = (1− Cy)Ppβlk (3.36)
Proof. Appendix B.3.
Remark : If σ2δ = 0, then we get Pr(R
S
k ≥ R0k) = 1. The proof is provided in Appendix B.3.
The expression E[K∗∗2 ] under DMP without vector update is obtained using the same
expression as in the RHS of (3.34) by replacing γSj with γ
S0
j in Theorems 1 and 2.
3.4.0.3 Average interference at PR-l
The expected value of the interference is computed as follows:
E[Il] =
∑
S
g(S)f(S)
∑
k∈S
E [Ikl] , l ∈ R, (3.37)
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where E [Ikl] = E
[
P Sk |hHl0vSk |2
]
= E
[
P Sk |∆Hl0vSk |2
]
. The second equality follows from hˆHl0v
S
k =
0 due to zero forcing beamforming. The expression for E [Ikl] can be written using the
distributions of P Sk and ∆l0 as follows:
E [Ikl] = E
[
P Sk |∆Hl0vSk |2
]
= γSk θ
p
kσ
2
∆
Γ(κpk + 1)
Γ(κpk)
. (3.38)
The proof is shown in Appendix B.4. Similarly, the expression for E[Il] in DMP without
vector update is obtained by substituting the following in (3.37):
E [Ikl] = γS0k θ
p
kσ
2
∆
Γ(κpk + 1)
Γ(κpk)
. (3.39)
From (3.37), (3.38), and (3.39), we can see that the average interference to PRs is 0 for
σ2∆ = 0.
3.4.1 Optimality of DMP
As described in Section 3.3, the power allocated to SU-k, P S0k , remains constant during
the algorithmic iterations of DMP without vector update. Therefore, DMP without vector
update effectively obtains the solution for the following problem:
(P2) max
{sk}
K∑
k=1
sk (3.40)
Subject to :
K∑
k=1
skP
S0
k ≤ min
(
I0/1, P
0
)
, (3.41)
sk = 1, sj = 0, k ∈ S, j ∈ S0\S. (3.42)
The solution obtained by DMP without vector update can be written as follows:
S∗2 = arg max
S:∑k∈S PS0k ≤min(I0/1,P 0) |S|. (3.43)
The solution S∗2 is the optimal solution for P2, since no set of higher cardinality can satisfy
the constraint (3.41) for fixed P S0k . This is because the proposed algorithm drops the SU
with the highest power allocation in each iteration until the constraint (3.41) is satisfied and
addition of any SU to the set S∗2 will violate the constraint.
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Further, the optimal solutions of problems P1 and P2 differ due to the difference in
power allocations P S
∗
k and P
S0
k , where S∗ indicates the optimal solution set for P1. The
power allocations differ due to the difference in the number of nulls in the ZF vectors vS
∗
k and
vS0k , which are denoted by M −|S∗|−L+ 1 and M −K−L+ 1, respectively. The difference
in the power allocations P S
∗
k and P
S0
k becomes negligible if M  K + L. From Theorem 1,
we can also observe that the distribution of P S
∗
k approaches that of P
S0
k as γ
S∗
k → γS0k , which
occurs if M  K +L. Therefore, we can conclude that the problem P1 becomes equivalent
to P2 for M  K + L and |S∗2 | approaches the optimal solution |S∗|.
Finally, the number of SUs selected by the DMP algorithm is no less than the number
of SUs selected by DMP without vector update, i.e, |S∗2 | ≤ |S∗1 | ≤ |S∗|. This is because the
power allocated to each SU in DMP is less that or equal to that in DMP without vector
update, i.e., P Sk ≤ P S0k when a set S is selected. This can also be observed from Corollary 2.
The condition for selection of a set S under DMP
(∑
k∈S
PSk ≤ min
(
I0
1
, P 0
))
is always satisfied
if the condition under DMP without vector update is satisfied
(∑
k∈S
PS0k ≤ min
(
I0
1
, P 0
))
,
while the converse is not true. Therefore, we get |S∗2 | ≤ |S∗1 | ≤ |S∗|. This phenomenon
can be intuitively explained as follows. When the set S0 is selected initially, the number of
degrees of freedom in the beamforming, after adding L + K − 1 nulls, is M − K − L + 1.
The number of degrees of freedom increments if the ZF vectors are updated after dropping
an SU. Therefore, the power requirements of SUs which are not dropped reduce as the ZF
vectors vk are better aligned with channels hˆk. The reduction in power requirements implies
that more SUs can be kept in the downlink, while satisfying the constraints of the problem
P1. Therefore, the number of SUs selected by the DMP is no less than the number of SUs
selected by DMP without vector update.
3.4.2 Selection of algorithm parameters
The optimization framework P1 in (3.14)-(3.17) involves various parameters. In this section,
we provide discussion on the selection of these parameters. The parameters can be broadly
classified into two categories: 1) network dependent fixed parameters: P 0, I0, R0k, and 2)
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proposed margin parameters: 1, 2.
3.4.2.1 Network dependent parameters
The network dependent parameters are decided by the operators of secondary and primary
networks. Consider, for example, that primary and secondary networks coexist in 3.5GHz
band as CBRS users where primary system is Priority Access License (PAL) user and sec-
ondary system is General Access Authorization (GAA) user [Fed15,YWS16]. The value of P 0
will be determined using the power amplifier used at the SBS. Typical value of P 0 = 40dBm
is used for BS under sub-6GHz bands. The rate constraints R0k are determined by the
operator of the secondary network depending on the QoS requirements for the SUs. The
interference constraint I0 is determined by the operator of primary network. The value of I0
determines the SINR degradation of PUs due to the coexisting SUs. For example, if SINR
degradation of < 1dB is desired then I0 should be set such that I0/σ2w < −6dB, where σ2w is
the noise power at the PU.
3.4.2.2 Proposed margin parameters
Once the values of P 0, I0 and R0k are fixed, the algorithm specific margin parameters 1 and
2 are set as described next. Margin parameters 1 and 2 are used in the proposed optimiza-
tion framework in order to compensate for interference to PRs and inter-SU interference,
respectively, resulting form imperfect CSI estimates.
In order to select appropriate value of 1, let us consider average value of the true inter-
ference Il at PR-l for given channel estimates hˆl0 and a selected set S:
E[Il|hˆl0,S] =
∑
k∈S
P Sk E[|hHl0vSk |2|hˆl0,S], l ∈ R, k ∈ S,
=
∑
k∈S
P Sk σ
2
∆. (3.44)
The last equality in the above equation follows from the fact that beamforming vectors
vSk are unit vectors that are in nullspace of estimated channels hˆ
H
l0 . Further, the proposed
optimization problem ensures that
∑
k∈S P
S
k 1 ≤ I0 due to constraint in (3.11). Therefore,
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the average interference E[Il|hˆl0,S] is below the threshold I0 if 1 ≥ σ2∆.
Now, let us consider the selection of 2. From (3.4) and (3.5), we can see that the variable
2 serves as a placeholder for inter-SU interference
∑
j∈S,j 6=k Ijk. The variable 2 ensures that
higher power is allocated to SU-k to compensate for the inter-SU interference as seen from
(3.21). Therefore, the value of 2 should be selected such that 2 ≥
∑
j,j 6=k Ijk. However, the
instantaneous value of inter-SU interference is unknown. We propose to set the parameter
value such that it exceeds the expected value of inter-SU interference for given channel
estimates hˆj, hˆk and a selected set S:
2 ≥ E
[ ∑
j∈S,j 6=k
Ijk
∣∣∣∣hˆj, hˆk,S
]
,
= E
[ ∑
j∈S,j 6=k
P Sj |hHk vSj |2
∣∣∣∣hˆj, hˆk,S
]
, k, j ∈ S, k 6= j,
(a)
=
∑
j∈S,j 6=k
P Sj E[|δHk vSj |2], (3.45)
(b)
=
∑
j∈S,j 6=k
P Sj σ
2
δ . (3.46)
The equality (a) results due to the fact that hˆkv
S
j = 0. The equality (b) results from
δk ∼ CN(0, σ2δI) and ||vSk || = 1. Thus, 2 should be greater than
∑
j∈S,j 6=k P
S
j σ
2
δ . However,
the power allocations P Sj are not known in advance. Therefore, we set 2 ≥ P 0σ2δ , which
ensures that the condition in (3.46) is satisfied since P 0σ2δ ≥
∑
j∈S,j 6=k P
S
j σ
2
δ .
3.4.2.3 Optimum margins 1, 2
We observe that larger 1 in (3.19) results in admitting fewer SUs in the downlink. Similarly,
larger 2 results in larger power allocation according to (3.21), further resulting in dropping
of SUs due to the constraint
∑
k∈S Pk ≤ min(I0/1, P 0) in (3.19). In order to satisfy the rate
and interference constraints while admitting maximum number of SUs in the downlink, it
is necessary to set 1 and 2 to the smallest possible values. Therefore, the setting 1 = σ
2
∆
and 2 = P
0σ2δ results in serving maximum number of SUs with given interference and rate
constraints.
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3.4.3 Complexity analysis
Computational complexity of DMP as well as MDML is dominated by the computation of ZF
vectors. For a set S, the complexity of obtaining the ZF vectors is O (M(|S|+ L)3) [HYL12].
Since ZF vectors are updated in each iteration of DMP and MDML until a feasible set is
reached, the worst case complexity of both algorithms is O (MK(K + L)3), while the worst
case complexity of DMP without vector update is O (M(K + L)3).
As shown in the previous section, the solution |S∗2 | obtained by DMP without vector
update approaches the optimal value with large M . Therefore, we can conclude that near-
optimal number of SUs can be selected by the proposed algorithm while reducing the com-
putational complexity by a factor of K as compared to MDML.
3.5 Simulation results
In the results shown below, the noise power σ2w is assumed to be −100dBm, the transmitted
power from primary transmitters is Pp = 20dBm, the transmit power limit is P
0 = 40dBm.
The variance of error is modeled assuming reciprocal channels in a time-division duplex
system as σ2∆ = σ
2
w/Pp and σ
2
δ = σ
2
w/P
0 [AR15, RR14, MJS11]. We consider uniformly
distributed SUs and primary transmitters and receivers in a circular cell of radius 2km
with the SBS at the center. The minimum distance between the SBS and SUs is 100m
[NLM13b, NLM13a]. For each realization of locations, the slow fading coefficients between
two nodes are computed as β = ρd−3.8, where d is the distance between the two nodes and ρ is
a log-normal shadowing variable with standard deviation σs = 8dB. The margin parameters
are set as 1 = σ
2
∆ and 2 = P
0σ2δ . We simulate the algorithms for 1000 realizations of the
channel for each realization of locations. Analytical and simulation results are averaged over
1000 realizations of the locations.
Comparison with optimal solution: The comparison of the average number of SUs se-
lected by DMP and optimal selection is shown in Fig. 3.2. The optimal solution is obtained
by considering all possible sets of cardinalities K,K−1, K−2, ..., K∗ one-by-one in decreas-
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of number of SUs selected by DMP and optimal selection. L = 4, K = 20,
I0 = −106 dBm.
ing order of cardinality, computing ZF vectors and power allocations by (3.21), until the
constraints in (3.19) are satisfied. We observe that the number of SUs selected by DMP is
very similar to that by optimal selection and the difference between E[|S∗1 |] ≈ E[|S∗|]. As
the number of antennas increased from 64 to 256, the difference between the performance of
DMP without vector update and optimal selection becomes negligible as explained in Section
3.4.1.
Impact of R0k: The proposed DMP algorithm is designed to satisfy the minimum rate
required by the SUs unlike MDML which does not take into account the rate requirements.
Therefore, it can be observed that the DMP serves more SUs exceeding the minimum required
rate than MDML when R0k is uniformly distributed in the range (0, 4] as seen in Fig. 3.3.
The performance of the DMP and MDML becomes similar as the rate requirements increase
to 4bps/Hz. Further, it can be observed that the performance curves of the DMP and the
MDML converge at a higher rate for large number of antennas. This indicates that the
performance gain obtained by the DMP over MDML increases for a given rate requirement
as the number of antennas increase.
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Figure 3.3: Impact of rate constraints. L = 4, K = 20, I0 = −106 dBm.
Impact of I0: The interference threshold I0 limits the total transmitted power below
I0/1, thereby limiting the number of SUs served in both DMP and MDML. It should be
noted that the interference of −100, −106 and −110 dBm results in SINR loss of 3, 0.97 and
0.41dB, respectively at primary receivers. As shown in Fig. 3.4, the number of SUs served
by the three algorithms increases by 1.5 times with increased interference threshold from
−110dBm to −100dBm at the cost of reduced signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
at primary receivers. It can be observed that the performance gain obtained by the DMP
over MDML is consistent for different interference thresholds.
Impact of number of primary tx-rx pairs L: Increased number of PTs in the network
increases the reverse interference Ik to SUs. This results in increased power requirement Pk
for the SU-k to satisfy the rate according to (3.21). This increased power requirement in
turn results in dropping of more SUs in step 6 of the DMP algorithm. Therefore, the number
of SUs served by the proposed algorithm reduces with higher L as shown in Fig. 3.5.
Impact of total number of SUs: The impact of increasing number SUs is shown Fig. 3.6.
The number of SUs exceeding the required rate increases almost linearly for M = 128 and
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Figure 3.4: Impact of interference constraints. L = 4, K = 20. R0k = 1 bps/Hz.
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Figure 3.5: Impact number of primary pairs. K = 20,I0 = −106 dBm. R0k = 1 bps/Hz.
M = 256 under DMP when the rate requirements R0k are uniformly distributed in the range
(0, 4] bps/Hz. We also observe that the difference in the performance of the DMP with and
without vector update reduces with increased number of antennas. This is due to the fact
that the ratio γS0/γS
∗
1 is close to one which results in similar power allocations for SUs with
and without vector update, thereby resulting in similar number of SUs being dropped in the
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Figure 3.6: Impact of total number of SUs K in the network. L = 4, I0 = −106 dBm. R0k is
uniformly distributed in (0,4] bps/Hz.
step 5 of the DMP algorithm.
Optimality of margins: The margin parameters 1 and 2 are used to protect the PRs
from the interference under imperfect CSI. In order to study the impact of margins on the
performance, we plot the average interference and the number of SUs served for different
values of 1 and 2. As shown in Fig. 3.7a, the average interference remains below the
threshold for 1 > σ
2
∆. This result holds for values of 2/P
0σ2δ in range [0,4], because the
variable 2 does not significantly affect the average interference. As mentioned in Section
3.4.2, larger values of 1 result in smaller the number of SUs served. Therefore, we keep 1 =
σ2∆ = σ
2
w/Pp and plot E[K
∗∗] for range of values of 2, as shown in Fig. 3.7b. For 2 < P 0σ2δ ,
fewer SUs receive the required rate due to inter-SU interference, while for 2 > P
0σ2δ fewer
SUs are admitted in the downlink due to large power allocation. Therefore, we see that the
maximum number of SUs are served for 2 = P
0σ2δ as described in Section 3.4.2.3.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed an optimization framework in order to serve the maximum
number of SUs in an underlay CR network consisting of a secondary BS equipped with a
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Figure 3.7: Impact of margin parameters. K = 20, I0 = −106 dBm. R0k is uniformly distributed
in (0,4] bps/Hz.
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large number of antennas. The proposed framework uses margin parameters to limit the
interference to PUs below a specified threshold under imperfect knowledge of CSI. A new
user selection and power allocation algorithm, referred to as DMP, is proposed that is based
on ZF beamforming and power allocation that satisfies specific rate requirements of selected
SUs. Theoretical analysis is presented to compute the number of SUs selected and the
interference caused at PUs by the proposed algorithm. Results show that the proposed DMP
algorithm serves more SUs than modified DML algorithm for lower rate requirements. As
the rate requirements for the SUs increase, the performance of the modified DML algorithm
approaches that of DMP. A low complexity version of DMP without ZF vector update is
also studied. This algorithm reduces the complexity by a factor of the number of SUs and
provides similar performance as DMP with vector update when the number of SBS antennas
is an order of magnitude larger than the number of SUs. The analysis and simulation results
show that the number of SUs selected by the proposed algorithm approaches the optimal
solution if the number of SBS antennas is an order of magnitude larger than the number of
SUs and PUs in the network.
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CHAPTER 4
Power Control and Frequency Band Selection Policies
for Underlay MIMO Cognitive Radio
4.1 Introduction
As described in the previous chapters, the spectral efficiency can be improved by allowing
co-existence of unlicensed secondary users (SUs) with licensed primary users (PUs) in the
same frequency band. Cognitive radio (CR) networks allow such co-existence under two
paradigms: interweave and underlay [BGG12,TH17]. In an interweave CR network, the SU
can transmit only in empty time-slots when PUs are inactive in order to avoid interfering
with the them. The achievable rate of the SU is further improved if there are multiple
frequency bands available for transmission. In a multi-band interweave CR network, the
SU can maximize its achievable rate by predicting which frequency band will have an empty
time slot and then tunning to that band for transmission. Thus, the SU can dynamically hop
to a different frequency band in each time-slot in search of an empty time slot to maximize
its rate. This prediction-based band hopping is achieved by the multi-armed bandit (MAB)
framework [ZKL08,TL11,LLZ13,DGK14,OT14,OK15,WCY16,MH16,RDT18]. In the MAB
framework, the SU learns the on-off activity of PUs in different bands in order to predict
which band (arm) will be empty in the next time slot. However, the achievable rate of the
SU in the interweave network is limited by the PU activity since the probability finding an
empty slot is low when the PU activity is high. Further, a costly RF front-end is required
at the SU to hop to a different band in each slot.
The achievable rate of SU can be improved if it is allowed to transmit even when the PU
is active. The underlay CR paradigm allows the SU to transmit concurrently with PUs as
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long as the the interference towards primary receiver is below a specified limit [BGG12]. The
SU can transmit concurrently with the PU, if the SU is equipped with multiple antennas
and employs beamforming techniques to steer its signal in the null space of channels to
primary receiver in order to contain the interference [TB13b, NG13]. The null space to
primary receiver is estimated using the received auto-covariance matrix at the SU during
a previous slot when receiver was the transmitter [TB13b, GZL10, YHR09, Yi10]. Since the
channel between SU and PU evolves due to fading during these time slots, the SU cannot
not perfectly eliminate the interference towards the primary receiver using only null steering.
Therefore, transmit power control is required along with null steering to limit the interference.
The transmit power from the SU depends on the time between transmit and receive modes
of PUs, i.e., the link reversal time of the PU link. In other words, the power transmitted
from SU depends on the traffic pattern of the PU transmitter-receiver link as well as the
temporal correlation that determines the rate of channel fading. Such transmit power control
has not been considered in underlay MIMO CR literature and is addressed in this work. In
an underlay CR network, the rate of the SU link depends on the transmit power as well
as beamforming gain achieved after null steering. Therefore, for a multi-band underlay CR
network, the band selection policy needs to take into account transmit power, beamforming
gain and PU traffic statistics in each frequency band.
4.1.1 Related work
Frequency band selection using MAB based prediction has been considered for interweave
cognitive radio in [ZKL08,TL11,LLZ13,DGK14,OT14,OK15,WCY16]. In these works, the
problem is cast as a restless MAB where each frequency band is modeled as an independent
arm of the bandit problem. The term restless implies that the physical channels in each
band keep evolving even when that band is not selected by the SU, which holds for wireless
channels. The goal of the band selection policies using restless MAB is to maximize the
expected rate at the SU. Since the optimal solution to a general restless MAB problem
is intractable [ZKL08, OT14], most of the works consider special cases. The special cases
include policies based on a binary channel model as well as myopic policies where the goal is
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to maximize immediate rate in the next time slot. In the works [ZKL08,TL11,DGK14,OK15],
a binary channel model was considered, where the SU receives reward (rate) 0 if the selected
band is occupied by the PU, otherwise it receives rate 1. This model is suitable in the
interweave CR network where SU transmits only when PU is inactive. For the binary
channel model, the optimality of myopic band selection policy was shown in [ZKL08] for two
frequency bands under the condition that the channel state evolves independently from one
slot to the next. An online learning based band selection was proposed in [DGK14] that
implements the myopic policy in [ZKL08] without prior knowledge of PU activity. The work
in [TL11] considered a more general case where the state of the binary channel is modeled as
a Markov chain (Gilbert-Elliot model). The authors proposed regenerative cycle algorithm
(RCA) that outperforms the selection scheme in [ZKL08]. A recency based band selection
policy was introduced in [OK15], where the SU selects a suboptimal band less frequently and
thus provides better performance as compared to earlier policies in a binary channel model
with independent or Markovian evolution.
Binary channel models are not suitable for band selection in underlay CR network where
the SU can receive a non-zero rate even when PU is active in the selected band. The rate
received in this case depends on the beamforming gain between secondary transmitter and
receiver as well as the transmit power. In order to model the beamforming gain, a multi-state
channel model is required. Multi-state channels are considered for restless MAB problems
in [OT14, WCY16, LLZ13]. The optimality of myopic policy is established in [OT14] for a
multi-state channel under the condition that the rate received by the SU in different channel
states is sufficiently separated. This condition, however, may not hold in a real world channel
with continuous state space. The work in [WCY16] established the optimality of the myopic
policy when F − 1 out of F channels are selected by SU in each time slot. A policy, called
deterministic sequencing of exploration and exploitation (DSEE) was constructed in [LLZ13].
Under this policy, the SU stays on one band for multiple consecutive slots, called epochs,
and the epoch length grows geometrically. It has been shown that the DSEE outperforms
RCA for multi-state channels.
In an underlay CR network, if the transmit power is known, then the frequency band
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selection policy can be constructed by aforementioned restless MAB approaches such as
DSEE. However, the existing works do not consider transmit power control for such a band
selection problem in underlay CR networks.
4.1.2 Summary of contributions and outline
In this chapter, we first propose fixed and dynamic power control schemes for a SU with
multiple antennas. In the fixed power scheme, the SU transmits fixed power when the PU is
active in that time slot, while in the dynamic power control scheme, the transmit power from
the SU changes in each time slot. We show that the transmit power in a given frequency
band depends on the traffic statistics of the PU transmitter-receiver links and the temporal
correlation of the channels.
Next, we analyze the following categories of band selection policies that use the above
power control schemes: fixed band fixed power (FBFP), fixed band dynamic power (FBDP),
dynamic band fixed power (DBFP) and clairvoyant policy. In the FBFP and FBDP policies,
the SU stays on one frequency band and uses fixed or dynamic power control. The band
selection policies based on restless MAB, such as DSEE, fall under DBFP category along
with round robin and random band selection policies. The SU may hop to different frequency
band under the DBFP policies. We also analyze the performance of a genie-aided clairvoyant
policy that selects the frequency band providing the maximum gain in each slot. We compare
the performance of these policies in terms of rate received at SU and interference towards
PU.
The main contributions of this chapter are summarized below.
1. Expressions for transmit power are derived for fixed and dynamic power control schemes
as functions of link reversal time of the PU transmitter-receiver link and temporal
correlation of channels. It is observed that the transmit power and thus the rate of the
SU increase as the PU link reversal time decreases.
2. We show that the dynamic power control policy provides higher rate to SU than the
fixed power control, i.e., FBDP provides higher rate than FBFP. Both polices keep the
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interference leakage towards PU below the specified limit. It is also shown that the
DBFP polices, such as round robin, random, and DSEE, cause higher interference to
PUs as compared to the fixed band policies.
3. The expression is derived for the gap between the rate achieved by an optimal genie-
aided clairvoyant policy and the FBFP policy. It is shown that this gap reduces under
slow-varying channels and as the number of SU antennas is increased. This implies
that the SU does not loose significant amount of rate by staying on one frequency
band.
Outline: This chapter is organized as follows. The system model and problem statement
are described in Section 4.2. Power control and band selection policies are discussed in
Section 4.3. Analytical comparison of the policies is presented in Section 4.4 while numerical
results are shown in Section 4.5. Finally, concluding remarks and future extensions are
discussed in Section 4.6.
Notations: We denote vectors by bold, lower-case letters, e.g., h. Matrices are denoted
by bold, upper case letters, e.g., G. Scalars are denoted by non-bold letters e.g. L. Trans-
pose, conjugate, and Hermitian of vectors and matrices are denoted by (.)T , (.)∗, and (.)H ,
respectively. The norm of a vector h is denoted by ||h||. Γ(x) is the Gamma function,
while γ(M,x) is the incomplete Gamma function defined as
∫ x
0
tM−1e−tdt. E[.] denotes the
expectation operator, while Ex[.] is the expectation with respect to random variable x.
4.2 System model and problem formulation
4.2.1 System model
Consider an underlay CR network in which SU transmit-receive pair, SU-1 and SU-2, selects
one out of F available frequency bands as shown in Fig. 4.1. Let Ms be the number of
antennas at SU-1 and SU-2. Each band is occupied by a pair of PUs as shown in Fig. 4.2.
Let Mp(< Ms) be the number of antennas at PUs. The PU-1 and PU-2 in each pair change
role from transmitter to receiver according to a Markov chain.
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Figure 4.1: System model: SUs select any one out of F available bands at time slot-t. Each band
is occupied by a PU transmitter-receiver link.
The PU link in frequency band f is in one of the three states at time slot t: 1) state-0:
both PUs are silent, 2) state-1: PU-1 is the transmitter and PU-2 is the receiver, and 3)
state-2: PU-1 is the receiver and PU-2 is the transmitter. The state of the PU link is denoted
by sf,t ∈ {0, 1, 2}. The transition between the states is determined by transition probability
matrix Tf as shown below:
Tf =

p00,f p01,f p02,f
p10,f p11,f p12,f
p20,f p21,f p22,f
 , (4.1)
where pkl,f = Pr(sf,t+1 = l|sf,t = k), k, l ∈ {0, 1, 2} is the probability that PU link goes from
state-k in slot t to state-l in slot t+1. The steady state probability of PU link being in state
k in any slot t is denoted by pik,f = Pr(sf,t = k), k ∈ {0, 1, 2} such that
∑
k pik,f = 1,∀f . The
matrix Tf depends on the traffic configuration of the PU link. In order evaluate the policies,
we will consider TDD LTE traffic models specified 3GPP 36.211 [3GP17] to construct Tf .
Without the loss of generality, we consider the SU-1 is the transmitter and SU-2 is receiver
in the secondary network.
Consider that the SU selects band f in slot t and the PU link is in state sf,t = 1. Then,
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Figure 4.2: MIMO channels in frequency band-f in slot t with sf,t = 1. The channels in green are
between PU transmitter and SUs, while the ones in red are between PU receiver and SUs.
the channel between SUs and PUs are shown in Fig. 4.2: Hf,t ∈ CMs×Ms is the channel
between SU-1 and SU-2, while Gij,f,t ∈ CMs×Mp , i, j ∈ {1, 2} denote channel between PU-i
and SU-j in time slot t. We assume that the channels remain unchanged for the duration
of time slot and evolve from slot t to slot t + 1 according to the Gauss-Markov model as
follows [SKR08,SKL15]:
Hf,t+1 = αfHf,t +
√
1− α2f∆Hf,t, (4.2)
Gij,f,t+1 = αfGij,f,t +
√
1− α2f∆Gij,f,t, (4.3)
where αf = J0(2pifdTslot) is the temporal correlation coefficient, J0(.) is the 0th order
Bessel function, fd is the Doppler rate, and Tslot is the duration of slot. The matrices
∆Hf,t,∆Gij,f,t ∼ CN (0, I) are i.i.d. channel update matrices in slot t. We assume that the
channels are reciprocal. Initial distributions of the MIMO channels are Hf,0 ∼ CN (0, I) and
Gf,ij,0 ∼ CN (0, I). We consider a normalized channel model with identity covariance matrix
for each flat fading MIMO channel as also used in [HD14, AH17]. Distance based path-loss
is not modeled since it does not affect the null space of channels Gij,f,t.
4.2.1.1 Null space computation
The SU pair employs transceiver beamforming to transmit its signal in the null space of
channels to PUs. This ensures that the interference from SU transmitter to PU receiver
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Time slots
Figure 4.3: Time slot structure. SU selects frequency band f at the beginning of slot and stays
on that band for the duration Tslot.
and PU transmitter to SU receiver is minimized. The null space of the channels to PUs is
obtained during the sensing duration Tsense of each time slot. As shown in Fig. 4.3, one
time-slot consists of sensing duration Tsense to obtain null spaces and SU data transmission
Tdata [KSC16]. In the sensing duration, SU-1 and SU-2 receive the signal from the PU
transmitter and compute the null space of the channel.
Consider that SU selects band f in slot t when PU link state is sf,t = 2, i.e., PU-2 is the
transmitter and PU-1 is the receiver. Let us assume that PU-1 was the transmitter τf,t slots
ago, i.e., sf,t−τf,t = 1. For simplicity of notations, we drop subscripts from τf,t. As shown in
Fig. 4.4, in slot t− τ , SUs obtain the null space of the channels G11,f,t−τ and G12,f,t−τ using
the received autocovariance matrices. Let y1,f,t−τ (n) and y2,f,t−τ (n) be the received signal
vectors at SU-1 and SU-2 during sensing duration of slot t− τ as expressed below:
y1,f,t−τ (n) = G11,f,t−τx1(n) + w(n), n = 0, 2, · · · , N − 1, (4.4)
y2,f,t−τ (n) = G12,f,t−τx1(n) + w(n), n = 0, 2, · · · , N − 1, (4.5)
where x1(n) ∈ CMp×1 is the transmitted signal vector from PU-1, w(n) ∼ CN (0, I) is the
noise vector, and N = Tsense
Ts
is the number of samples collected and Ts is the sampling dura-
tion. Let A1,f,t−τ ∈ CMs×(Ms−Mp) be the null space matrix of channel G11,f,t−τ and B1,f,t−τ ∈
CMs×(Ms−Mp) be the null space matrix of channel G12,f,t−τ . Matrix A1,f,t−τ contains columns
in the null space of the received covariance matrix Qˆ1,f,t−τ = 1N
N−1∑
n=0
y1,f,t−τ (n)yH1,f,t−τ (n)
and are obtained by eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of Qˆ1,f,t−τ at SU-1. Similarly, matrix
B1,f,t−τ contains columns in the null space of the covariance matrix Qˆ2,f,t−τ =
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Figure 4.4: Null space computation during sensing duration. SUs compute null space of channels
shown in green by sensing the signal received from PU transmitter.
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
y2,f,t−τ (n)yH2,f,t−τ (n) and are obtained by eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of Qˆ2,f,t−τ
at SU-2. Similarly, in slot t, SU-1 obtains null space A2,f,t of channel matrix G21,f,t, while
SU-2 obtains null space B2,f,t of channel matrix G22,f,t. SUs can estimate the state of PU
link, sf,t, based on the received signal from PUs in the sensing duration as described in
Appendix C.1.
4.2.1.2 Transceiver beamforming at SUs
Let us consider SU signal transmission from SU-1 to SU-2 in slot t. As shown in Fig. 4.4b,
in this slot, PU-2 is the transmitter and PU-1 is the receiver. In order to mitigate the
interference towards PU receiver (PU-1), SU-1 needs to transmit its signal in the null space
A1,f,t of G11,f,t. However, this null space is not available at SU-1 in slot t, since PU-1 is
not transmitting. Therefore, SU-1 utilizes the null space A1,f,t−τ for precoding which was
obtained in slot t−τ when PU-1 was the transmitter. On the other hand, on the receiver side,
SU-2 utilizes the null space B2,f,t for receiver combining to mitigate the interference from
PU-2. In order to maximize the beamforming gain of SU link, the SU utilizes the maximum
eigenmode of the equivalent channel Heq,f,t = B
H
2,f,tHf,tA1,f,t−τ . If the transmitted power in
slot t is denoted by Pt, the achievable rate of the SU link is given by
Rf,t =
Tdata
Tslot
log2
(
1 +
PtΓf,t
σ2w
)
=
Tdata
Tslot
log2 (1 + PtΓf,t) , (4.6)
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where Γf,t is the maximum eigenvalue of Heq,f,t and σ
2
w = 1 is the noise power, and
Tdata
Tslot
is
the fraction of time slot used for signal transmission [RDT18]. Note that if both the PUs are
silent in slot t, i.e., sf,t = 0, we get Heq,f,t = Hf,t. The rank of Heq,f,t is Ms when sf,t = 0,
while the rank is Ms −Mp when sf,t = {1, 2}.
4.2.1.3 Interference leakage towards PU receiver
As mentioned above, the SU transmitter cannot access the null space of channel to PU
receiver in slot t. It uses the null space obtained τ slots ago when the PU receiver was the
transmitter. This results in non-zero interference towards the PU receiver. The expected
interference leakage towards PU receiver in slot t under the Gauss-Markov evolution can be
written as follows:
E[If,t] = E
[
Pt||GH11,f,tvt||2
]
= PtMp(1− α2τf ), (4.7)
where the transmit beamforming vector, vt, is the principle right singular vector of Heq,f,t
and Mp is the rank of the channel G11,f,t. The proof of the second equality is shown in Ap-
pendix C.2. From the above expression, we observe that the interference to PU in frequency
bands with smaller correlation αf will be higher. Further, higher value of τ implies larger
interference to PU, i.e., older the null space to PU receiver, higher will be the interference.
Note that the expectation in (4.7) is with respect to the random variations ∆G11 in
the Gauss-Markov model. In this expression, τ is assumed to be constant. The variable τ
indicates how old the null space is at any given slot t. The expected value of the interference
with respect to the random variable τ can be written as below:
Eτ [E[If,t|τ ]] = Eτ
[
PtMp(1− α2τf )
]
. (4.8)
4.2.2 Power control and band selection problem
Let at ∈ {1, 2, ..., F} denote the frequency band selected by the SU link and Pt be the transmit
power in time slot t . Then, the power control and frequency band selection problem for
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t = 1, 2, ... can be written as follows:
{a∗t , P ∗t } = arg max
at,Pt
E [Rat,t] ,
Subject to: Eτ [E[Iat,t|τ ]] ≤ I0,
Pt ≤ P 0, (4.9)
where I0 is the threshold on the interference towards PU receiver and P 0 is the maximum
transmit power. By substituting for Rf,t and E[If,t|τ ] from (4.6) and (4.8), respectively, we
get the following problem statement:
(P1) {a∗t , P ∗t } = arg max
at,Pt
E [log2 (1 + PtΓat,t)] ,
Subject to: Eτ
[
PtMp(1− α2τat )
] ≤ I0, (4.10)
Pt ≤ P 0. (4.11)
4.3 Power control and band selection policies
In order to compute the transmit power Pt, we assume that Tf and αf are known at the
SU. The transition probability matrix Tf can be obtained if the knowledge of the PU traffic
model is shared by the PU operator with the SU. For example, if PUs in band f are LTE
base station and user following TDD traffic models specified in 3GPP 36.211 [3GP17], then
SU can construct Tf from frame structure of the traffic model. Further, the parameter αf
of the Guass-Markov process can be estimated using parameter estimation methods for the
first-order auto-regressive process [VJL98,UD17]. Another option is to assume the maximum
Doppler rate fd,max to obtain αf = J0(2pifd,maxTslot).
In this section, we describe two power control schemes: fixed and dynamic. Under the
fixed power control scheme, the SU transmits power Pt = P
fix
f if it is on frequency band f in
slot t and the band is occupied by PUs, i.e., sf,t ∈ {1, 2}. Under the dynamic power control
scheme, the SU transmits power Pt = P
dyn
f,t if it is on frequency band f in slot t and the band
is occupied by PUs, i.e., sf,t ∈ {1, 2}. The expressions for P fixf and P dynf,t are derived in this
section. Note that the SU transmits maximum power Pt = P
0 if the PUs are inactive, i.e.,
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sf,t ∈ {0}. In section 4.3.2, we study the performance of frequency band selection policies
using the transmit power determined in this section.
4.3.1 Power control policies
We first determine the maximum fixed transmit power in band f from SU in order to satisfy
constraints (4.10) and (4.11). Let Pt = P
fix
f be the the maximum fixed transmit power in
band f from SU. The power P fixf needs to satisfy the following constraints:
P fixf MpEτ
[
1− α2τf
] ≤ I0, (4.12)
P fixf ≤ P 0. (4.13)
Therefore, the maximum fixed transmit power in band f is:
P fixf = min
(
I0
MpEτ
[
1− α2τf
] , P 0) = ( I0
Mpg(αf ,Tf )
, P 0
)
(4.14)
where
g(αf ,Tf ) =
∑
i
(1− α2if )
(
pi1,f
∑
s∈{0,2}
p1sp
(i−1)
s2\1 + pi2,f
∑
s∈{0,1}
p2sp
(i−1)
s1\2
)
(pi1,f + pi2,f )
, (4.15)
and p
(i)
ss′\s′′ is the probability of PU link going from state s to state s
′ in i slots without hitting
state s′′, where s, s′, s′′ ∈ {0, 1, 2}. p(i)ss′′\s′′ is obtained from the transition probabilities in Tf .
The proof of the last equality is shown in Appendix C.3.
The SU can also dynamically control the transmit power in each slot to satisfy the
constraints (4.10) and (4.11). Let P dynf,t be the transmit power if SU stays on band f in slot
t. The interference constraint is satisfied if we have P dynf,t Mp(1 − α2τf ) ≤ I0. Therefore, the
maximum dynamic power transmitted from the SU is
P dynf,t = min
(
I0
Mp(1− α2τf )
, P 0
)
. (4.16)
From expressions (4.14) and (4.16), we can observe that the transmit power increases if
αf is increased. The power also increases of the PU link reversal time τ is decreased. Thus,
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the transmit power depends on the temporal correlation as well as the traffic statistic of the
PU link. Therefore, the SU can transmit maximum power in the frequency band that has
high correlation or small PU link reversal time τ .
Note that the power control is required only when the PU is active in the band selected
by SU in slot t, i.e., sat,t = {1, 2}. The SU transmits maximum power Pt = P 0 if sat,t = 0,
since there will be no interference to PU receiver in such a slot.
4.3.2 Band selection policies
Next, we describe four types of polices for band selection using aforementioned power con-
trol schemes, namely fixed band fixed power (FBFP), fixed band dynamic power (FBDP),
dynamic band fixed power (DBFP), and clairvoyant policy. In the FBFP and FBDP poli-
cies, the SU determines which frequency band allows maximum transmit power according to
(4.15) and (4.16) and stays on that frequency band. On the other hand, in DBFP policies,
SU can hop to different frequency bands. The clairvoyant policy assumes a genie SU that
can observe all F frequency bands simultaneously in all the slots to maximize its rate.
4.3.2.1 Fixed band fixed power (FBFP)
The simplest band selection and power control policy for the SU is to stay on one frequency
band, say f ∗, and use a fixed transmit power P fixf∗ . This policy is called fixed band fixed
power (FBFP). The band f ∗ is the frequency band that allows SU to transmit maximum
power while satisfying the interference and power constraints. Therefore, we have
at = f
∗ = arg max
f
P fixf . (4.17)
4.3.2.2 Fixed band dynamic power (FBDP)
In this policy as well, the SU stays on one frequency band that allows maximum transmit
power. However, the transmit power P dynf∗,t is dynamically controlled in each slot when the
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PU is active. The frequency band selected by the SU is same as in the FBFP policy:
at = f
∗ = arg max
f
P fixf = arg max
f
P dynf,t . (4.18)
4.3.2.3 Dynamic band fixed power (DBFP)
Under DBFP category, we consider three policies: random, round robin, and DSEE in
[LLZ13]. In all three policies, we assume that SU utilizes fixed transmit power P fixf from
(4.15) in band f .
In the random policy, the SU selects the frequency band f randomly. Each band has equal
probability of getting selected in slot t. In the round robin policy, as the name suggests, the
SU selects frequency band in round robin fashion. In the DSEE policy presented in [LLZ13],
the band selection problem is treated as a restless multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem. For
a fixed transmit power, the problem (P1) can be cast as a MAB problem. Therefore, we
apply the DSEE policy in order to dynamically select the frequency band. In the DSEE
policy, we consider that if SU is on band f in slot t, it uses transmit power P fixf from (4.15)
and receives rate (reward) Rf,t = log2
(
1 + P fixf Γf,t
)
. The DSEE band selection policy is
implemented as described in [LLZ13, Section II.B].
4.3.2.4 Clairvoyant policy
We compare the rate achieved in the aforementioned policies with an ideal, clairvoyant policy,
where a genie-aided SU can observe all F bands simultaneously in each slot t, compute
null spaces and beamforming vectors in each band and then select the one which provides
maximum rate. In this policy, dynamic power control P dynf,t is used since it provides higher
rate than fixed power, as shown in Theorem 3 in Section 4.4. Therefore, the frequency band
selected by the clairvoyant policy in slot t, fc,t, is given by
at = fc,t = arg max
f
log2
(
1 + P dynf,t Γf,t
)
. (4.19)
The clairvoyant policy provides an upper bound on achievable rate in the given setting.
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4.4 Analysis of the policies
In this section, we analyze the achievable rate and interference leakage towards PU under
the policies described in the previous section.
4.4.0.1 Analysis of FBFP policy
The expected achievable rate under FBFP policy, if the SU stays on band f ∗, is denoted by
E[R(1)f∗,t]. We drop the asterisk in the subscript to simplify the notation. This expression also
holds for any frequency band f ∈ [1, F ]. The expected rate can be expressed as follows:
E[R(1)f,t ] =
Tdata
Tslot
[
pi0,fE
[
log2
(
1 + P 0Γf,t
) |sf,t = 0]+ (1− pi0,f )E [log2 (1 + P fixf Γf,t) |sf,t = {1, 2}]] .
(4.20)
The first term in above expression is the expected rate when PUs are silent, while the
second term is the rate when either PU is active. As mentioned in Section 4.2, the equivalent
channel matrix Heq,f,t has rank Ms if PU is silent and rank Ms−Mp if one PU is transmitting.
Therefore, the expectations in (4.20) can be expressed using the distribution of maximum
eigenvalue of rank Ms and Ms −Mp matrices as follows:
E
[
log2
(
1 + P 0Γf,t
) |sf,t = 0] = ∫ ∞
0
log2
(
1 + P fixf x
)
fMs(x)dx (4.21)
E
[
log2
(
1 + P fixf Γf,t
)
|sf,t = {1, 2}
]
=
∫ ∞
0
log2
(
1 + P fixf x
)
fMs−Mp(x)dx, (4.22)
where fMs(x) is the probability density function (pdf) of the largest eigenvalue of Hermitian
matrix HHeq,f,tHeq,f,t of rank Ms. The pdf of the largest eigenvalue is computed using the
cumulative distribution function (cdf) FMs(x) as follows:
fMs(x) =
d
dx
FMs(x) =
xMs−1e−x
Γ(Ms)
, (4.23)
where FMs(x) =
γ(Ms,x)
Γ(Ms)
is the cdf as given in [KA03, Eq. 9], γ(., .) is the incomplete Gamma
function and Γ(.) is the Gamma function. The expression (4.22) is computed using the (4.23)
and the expected rate E[R(1)f,t ] is evaluated by substituting (4.22) in (4.20). Note that the
expected interference towards PU remains under FBFP is I0 since the power control scheme
ensures that the constraint (4.10) is satisfied with equality.
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4.4.0.2 Analysis of FBDP policy
In FBDP, the power is dynamically changed per slot in order to control the interference to
the PU. Note that the power P dynf,t is a function of τ as shown in (4.16). Therefore, while
computing the expected achievable rate, maximum eigenvalue as well as τ are treated as
random variables. The expected rate can be expressed as below:
E[R(2)f,t ] =
Tdata
Tslot
[
pi0,fE
[
log2
(
1 + P 0Γf,t
) |sf,t = 0]+ (1− pi0,f )E [log2 (1 + P dynf,t Γf,t) |sf,t = {1, 2}]] .
(4.24)
The first term is same as the first term in (4.20). The expectation in the second term is
computed as follows:
E
[
log2
(
1 + P dynf,t Γf,t
)]
= Eτ
[
EΓ
[
log2
(
1 + P dynf,t Γf,t
)
|τ
]]
, (4.25)
where EΓ is the expectation with respect the the maximum eigenvalue assuming τ is a
constant. The condition sf,t = {1, 2} is dropped from the above expression to simplify the
notation. The outer expectation Eτ is with respect to τ . The inner expectation is computed
by substituting P fixf with P
dyn
f,t in (4.22). Let z(i) = EΓ
[
log2
(
1 + P dynf,t Γf,t
)
|τ = i
]
be the
inner expectation for τ = i. Then, the outer expectation is given by
Eτ [z(i)] =
∑
i
z(i)× Pr(τ = i), (4.26)
where Pr(τ = i) is computed using
Pr(τ = i) = pi2,f
∑
s∈{0,1}
p2sp
(i−1)
s1\2 + pi1,f
∑
s∈{0,2}
p1sp
(i−1)
s2\1 . (4.27)
The derivation for the above expression is provided in Appendix C.3. The expected rate
is computed by substituting (4.26) in (4.24). At this point, we state the following theorem
comparing the expected rates in FBDP and FBFP:
Theorem 3. The expected rate under fixed band dynamic power (FBDP) exceeds the expected
rate under fixed band fixed power (FBFP) policy, i.e., E[R(2)f,t ] ≥ E[R(1)f,t ].
Proof. Appendix C.4.
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4.4.0.3 Analysis of DBFP policies
In DBFP policies, the SU uses fixed transmit power P fixf when it is on band f . In round
robin and random band selection policies, each band is selected for same number of times on
an average. Therefore, the expected rate under these two policies will be equal. Let E[R(3)f,t ]
be the expected rate under random and round robin policies. Since each band is visited with
equal probability, the expected rate can be written as:
E[R(3)f,t ] =
Tdata
Tslot
1
F
F∑
f ′=1
E[R(1)f ′,t], (4.28)
where E[R(1)f ′,t] is the expected rate under FBFP policy if the SU stays on band f ′. The
expression for E[R(1)f ′,t] is obtained from (4.20) by substituting f = f ′. It can be observed that
expected rate under round robin or random band selection is lower than the rate in FBFP, i.e.,
E[R(3)f,t ] ≤ E[R(1)f,t ]. This is because the FBFP policy selects the band that maximizes expected
rate, therefore hopping to a different frequency bands does not improve the achievable rate
of the SU link.
For the DSEE policy proposed in [LLZ13], the performance of DSEE is measured in terms
of regret, i.e., difference between the rate received in fixed band policy and the rate received
in DSEE. Since the regret is shown to be positive in [LLZ13, Theorem 1], we can conclude
that DSEE provides lower rate as compared to the fixed band policy (FBFP). Therefore,
these DBFP policies using fixed transmit power P fixf do not provide higher rate as compared
to the FBFP policy.
The interference towards PU under these policies is higher than the threshold as stated
in the following theorem.
Theorem 4. In dynamic band fixed power polices (DBFP), the expected interference leakage
towards PU exceeds the threshold I0.
Proof. Consider that SU follows a DBFP policy, for example, round robin band selection
policy and the SU is on band f in slot t. Let sf,t = 1, i.e. PU-1 is the transmitter and PU-2
is the receiver. Under the robin robin policy, SU was on the same band during previous
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slots t − F, t − 2F, t − 3F, · · · . The null space to PU receiver (PU-2) was obtained in
slot t − kF when PU-2 was the transmitter where k = arg mink (sf,t−kF = 2). Therefore
τ ′ = kF is the PU link reversal time perceived by the SU under this policy. We can see
that τ ′ is larger than the PU link reversal time τ = arg mink(sf,t−k = 2) in FBFP and
FBDP policies wherein the SU stays on the same band and we have τ ′ > τ . This holds
true for other DBFP policies as well. The expected interference towards PU in band f
under DBFP policies is given by Eτ ′ [P fixf Mp(1 − α2τ
′
f )] = P
fix
f MpEτ ′ [(1 − α2τ
′
f )]. Since
τ ′ > τ , we have Eτ ′ [(1 − α2τ ′f )] > Eτ [(1 − α2τf )]. Further, since the fixed power is given
as P fixf = I
0/MpEτ [(1 − α2τf )], the average interference in band f under DBFP policies is
P fixf MpEτ ′ [(1− α2τ
′
f )] = I
0 Eτ ′ [(1−α2τ
′
f )]
Eτ [(1−α2τf )]
> I0.
Corollary 3. There exists no fixed transmit power for DBFP policies that provides higher
rate than the single band policy while satisfying the interference constraint (4.10).
Proof. Since the fixed power P fixf incurs interference above the threshold I
0, one way of
satisfying the interference constraint is to transmit lower power P f < P fixf that will satisfy
the interference constraint in band f . However, this approach reduces the rate below E[R(3)f,t ]
which was already lower than single band policy. Therefore, there is no transmit power that
will increase the rate of dynamic band polices while satisfying the interference constraint.
4.4.0.4 Analysis of clairvoyant policy
In the clairvoyant policy, we assume that a genie-aided SU observes all F frequency band
in each slot, computes the null space to PUs in all bands and then selects the band offering
the maximum rate. In this section, we analyze the expected gain of clairvoyant policy over
FBFP. By doing so, we can find an upper bound on the achievable rate.
Let us define the expected gain of clairvoyant policy over FBFP as follows:
E[g(c)t ] = E[R
(c)
f,t −R(1)f,t ], (4.29)
For simplicity, we consider that clairvoyant policy provides gain in slot t if a) the PU is
active in band selected by FBFP, i.e., sf∗,t = {1, 2} and b) there exists a band f ′ with no
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active PU. Under this condition the beamforming gain and transmitted power in band f ′
will be higher than in band f ∗. The probability of satisfying this condition in a time slot is
(1− pi0,f∗)
(
1−∏f ′ 6=f∗(1− pi0,f ′) and the expected gain is given as:
E[g(c)t ] =
Tdata
Tslot
(1− pi0,f∗)
(
1−
∏
f ′ 6=f∗
(1− pi0,f ′)
)
E
[
log2
(
1 + P 0x
1 + P fixf∗ y
)]
, (4.30)
where x is a random variable with pdf fMs(x) as mentioned in (4.23) and y is a random
variable with pdf fMs−Mp(y). The expectation on the RHS can be written as follows:
E
[
log2
(
1 + P 0x
1 + P fixf∗ y
)]
= Ey
[
Ex
[
log2
(
1 + P 0x
1 + P fixf∗ y
)
|y
]]
(4.31)
For a given value of y, the inner expectation is a concave function of x, it has an upper
bound as follows:
Ex
[
log2
(
1 + P 0x
1 + P fixf∗ y
)
|y
]
≤ log2
(
1 + P 0E[x]
1 + P fixf∗ y
)
= log2
(
1 + P 0Ms
1 + P fixf∗ y
)
(4.32)
Substituting the above inequality in (4.31), we get
E
[
log2
(
1 + P 0x
1 + P fixf∗ y
)]
≤ Ey
[
log2
(
1 + P 0Ms
1 + P fixf∗ y
)]
(4.33)
=
1
Γ(Ms −Mp)
∞∫
0
log2
(
1 + P 0Ms
1 + P fixf∗ y
)
yMs−Mp−1e−ydy. (4.34)
Therefore, the expected gain E[g(c)t ] in (4.30) us upper bounded as follows:
E[g(c)t ] ≤
Tdata
Tslot
(1− pi0,f∗)
(
1− ∏
f ′ 6=f∗
(1− pi0,f ′)
)
Γ(Ms −Mp)
∞∫
0
log2
(
1 + P 0Ms
1 + P fixf∗ y
)
yMs−Mp−1e−ydy = gcmax (4.35)
Note that, in the above equation, gcmax depends on the temporal correlation αf through
P fixf . The transition probabilities of PU links also affect the gain through P
fix
f∗ =
min
(
I0
Mpg(αf∗ ,Tf∗ )
, P 0
)
. We can see that as αf∗ → 1, the power P fixf∗ → P 0 and the difference
between P 0Ms and P
fix
f∗ y reduces for any given y. Therefore, higher temporal correlation
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decreases the gain of clairvoyant policy. It should be noted that the clairvoyant policy
provides the maximum rate amongst all possible policies. If the gain of this policy over
FBFP is small, then it means that there exists no policy that achieves significantly higher
rate than the fixed band policy.
4.5 Simulation results
In this section, we compare the performance of the policies in terms of achievable rate
at SU and interference towards PU. For the simulations, the matrix Tf for PU link is
constructed using traffic models of TDD LTE in 3GPP 36.211 [3GP17] considering PU-1 is
the base station and PU-2 is UE. Therefore, downlink is treated as sf,t = 1 and uplink is
sf,t = 2. The transition probabilities pkl,f = Pr(sf,t+1 = l|sf,t = k), k, l ∈ {0, 1, 2} under
these configurations are computed and are shown in Table 4.1 along with the average time
for link reversal E[τ ] under the model. It is computed using the following expression:
E[τ ] =
∑
i
i× Pr(τ = i), (4.36)
where Pr(τ = i) is obtained from (4.27). The temporal fading coefficient is modeled as
αf = J0(2pifdTslot), where J0(.) is the 0-th order Bessel function, fd is the Doppler frequency
and Tslot = 1 ms. The fraction of time slot used for SU data transmission is Tdata/Tslot = 0.8,
while that for sensing is Tsense/Tslot = 0.2 [GPC11]. The number of antennas at the SUs
and PUs are Ms = 4 and Mp = 1, respectively, unless specified otherwise. Total transmit
power and interference thresholds are P 0/σ2w = 20dB and I
0/σ2w = −10dB. Analytical and
simulation results are shown for the power control and band selection policies.
4.5.0.1 Comparison between FBFP and FBDP for F = 1
First, we compare the performance of fixed band policies: FBFP and FBDP for F = 1 under
the PU traffic models described above. The average rate under the two polices is shown in
Fig. 4.5 for αf = 0.9998 and αf = 0.9938. We observe that both the policies provide same
rate when αf = 0.9998. For αf → 1, the dynamic power P dynf,t → P 0 and it does not change
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Table 4.1: PU traffic configurations
Traffic config. Transition probability matrix E[τ ]
0 Tf =

0 0 1
1 0 0
0 0.2 0.8
 4.43
1 Tf =

0 0 1
0.67 0.33 0
0 0.5 0.5
 1.83
2 Tf =

0 0 1
0.4 0.6 0
0 1 0
 1.83
3 Tf =

0 0 1
0.2 0.8 0
0 0.33 0.67
 4.11
4 Tf =

0 0 1
0.17 0.83 0
0 0.5 0.5
 4.67
5 Tf =

0 0 1
0.14 0.86 0
0 1 0
 5.67
6 Tf =

0 0 1
1 0 0
0 0.4 0.6
 2.17
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Figure 4.5: Comparison between the achievable rate of SU under FBFP and FBDP with different
PU traffic configurations. F = 1. I0/σ2w = −10dB. P 0/σ2w = 20dB.
significantly with τ , hence it becomes approximately constant as in FBFP. Therefore, the
two policies provide same rate as shown in Fig.4.5a. On the other hand, as the temporal
correlation decreases to αf = 0.9938 as shown in Fig. 4.5b, the rate achievable rate differs
under the two policies. The rate is maximum under PU traffic models 1 and 2, while its
smallest under PU traffic model 5. It can be observed that the achievable rate in this case
varies inversely with the average link reversal time E[τ ] shown in Table 4.1. For smaller
link reversal time, the PU switches its role from transmitter to receiver in short duration.
Therefore, the SU transmitter has more accurate null space to the PU receiver in a given time
slot and it can transmit higher power while still keeping the interference below the threshold.
This in turn results in higher rate for the SU. Further, it can be seen that the rate under the
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Figure 4.6: Rate at SU under FBFP and FBDP for different temporal correlations αf ∈
[0.9755, 0.9998] or Doppler rate fd ∈ [5, 50]. F = 1. I0/σ2w = −10dB. P 0/σ2w = 20dB.
two polices reduces with smaller temporal correlation as shown in Fig. 4.6. This is due to
the fact for larger E[τ ] or smaller αf the SU transmitter needs to transmit lower power P fixf
and P dynf,t according to (4.15) and (4.16), respectively, which in turn reduces the achievable
rate. These results also confirm Theorem 3 since rate under FBDP is no smaller than in
FBFP.
It can also be observed from Fig. 4.5b and 4.6 that the difference in the rate of SU link
under FBFP and FBDP is negligible if PU traffic configuration is 1 and 2, i.e., when Tf,rev
is small. As the link reversal time approaches 1 as in the case of traffic configurations 1 and
2, the transmitted power under the two polices become similar: P dynf,t ≈ P fixf → I
0
Mp(1−α2f )
,
resulting in similar achievable rates.
The fixed band polices FBFP and FBDP select the band that maximizes the power P fixf ,
as this band maximizes the expected rate. The transmitted power is inversely proportional
to the average link reversal time of the traffic models as shown in Fig. 4.7. We can observe
that if there are multiple bands available with same temporal correlations αf , then the fixed
band policies select the band with lowest E[τ ]. Similarly, if the link reversal time is same in
different bands, the policies would select the band with maximum temporal correlation.
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Figure 4.7: Fixed transmit power as a function of αf and PU link reversal time E[τ ].
4.5.0.2 Comparison of fixed and dynamic band policies for F = 4
In this section, we compare FBFP and FBDP with DBFP policies when F = 4 and bands
1, 2, 3, and 4 have PU traffic configurations 0, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. We selected the
4 traffic configurations with smallest E[τ ] so that powers P dynf,t and P
fix
f are not similar.
The achievable rate and interference towards PU is under different policies is shown in Fig.
4.8. We can see that the FBDP policy provides higher rate than other policies as shown
in Fig. 4.8a. Further, the interference under dynamic band policies is higher than the
required threshold as mentioned in Theorem 4. It is interesting to note that the interference
under round robin, random and DSEE is not only higher than FBDP and FBFP, but it
also increases with increased temporal correlation. This counter-intuitive observation can be
explained as follows.
For a given traffic configuration, the function g(αf ,Tf ) in (4.15) depends only on the
temporal correlation αf . As the temporal correlation increases g(αf ,Tf ) reduces and higher
power P fixf is transmitted by the SU. While computing the transmit power P
fix
f , the un-
derlying assumption is that the SU-1 has the latest null space to PU receiver. However,
since SU is hopping to different bands in multi-band policies, it has older null space than
what is assumed in the computation. This in turn increases the interference towards PU
as shown in Fig. 4.8b. The interference under DSEE is lower than in random and round
robin due to the fact that the SU stays on the same band for a longer time under DSEE
before exploring other bands [LLZ13]. On the other hand, SU hops to different bands more
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between policies with F = 4 bands. PUs in band 1, 2, 3, and 4 follow
traffic configurations 0, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. I0/σ2w = −10dB. P 0/σ2w = 20dB.
frequently under round robin and random policies. This results in older null spaces at SU-1
causing significantly high interference towards PU receiver.
Note that to limit the interference below I0, DBFP policies need to reduce the transmit
power, which would further reduce the rate of the SU link. Therefore, the SU cannot simul-
taneously contain the interference and provide higher rate in DBFP policies as compared to
fixed band policies as mentioned in Corollary 3.
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Figure 4.9: Impact of temporal correlation on the rate under FBFP and clairvoyant policies with
F = 4 bands each following same traffic configuration. I0/σ2w = −10dB. P 0/σ2w = 20dB. Ms = 4.
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Figure 4.10: Impact of number of SU antennas on the rate under FBFP and clairvoyant policies
with F = 4 bands each following same traffic configuration. I0/σ2w = −10dB. P 0/σ2w = 20dB.
αf = 0.9755 in each band (fd = 50Hz).
4.5.0.3 Comparison with clairvoyant policy
In this section, we compare the achievable rate of clairvoyant policy and FBFP assuming
all F = 4 channels follow the same traffic configuration and temporal correlations. We
consider two traffic configurations 1 and 5 with maximum and minimum link reversal time,
respectively. It can be observed in Fig. 4.9 that the gain of clairvoyant policy reduces as
temporal correlation increases as explained in Section 4.4.0.4. The impact of increasing the
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number antennas at SUs is shown in Fig. 4.10. The gain of clairvoyant policy reduces with
increased number of antennas. In other words, the SU does not loose significant amount
of rate even if it stays in one band. Therefore, finding empty time slots in other bands in
clairvoyant policy is less beneficial in terms of increasing the rate of the SU. From these
observations, we conclude that the gap between clairvoyant policy and the fixed band policy
can be reduced by increasing the number of antennas at SUs.
4.6 Conclusion and future work
We studied power control and frequency band selection policies for multi-band underlay
MIMO cognitive radio with the objective of maximizing the rate of the SU while keeping
the interference leakage towards PUs below specified level. First, we derived expressions for
transmit power from SU for fixed and dynamic power control schemes. Then, the we studied
the performance of band selection policies that use the proposed transmit power schemes. In
the fixed band policies, we proved that the FBDP policy provides higher rate than the FBFP
policy, while both policies keep the interference towards PU to the specified threshold. We
showed that the DBFP policies, such as round robin, random and the DSEE policy based
on multi-armed bandit framework, result in higher interference to PUs as compared to fixed
band policies. In conclusion, the relative performance of the policies can be represented
as shown in Fig. 4.11 which shows rate at SU versus interference to PU under the policies
studied in this chapter. As observed in the figure, the genie-aided clairvoyant policy provides
maximum rate at the SU. We have provided an expression for the gap between the rate
achieved in optimal clairvoyant policy and the FBFP policy. We show that the gap is
reduced under slow-varying channels or as the number of SU antennas is increased.
Future extension
The fixed band policies considered in this chapter for a network with one SU pair can be
extended to a more general CR network where K SU pairs are coordinated by one central
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Figure 4.11: Relative performance of policies studied in this chapter.
node that assigns frequency bands to SU pairs. Let us consider that SU pairs are indexed by
n. In order to implement the fixed band policy, the central node computes the transmit power
and corresponding rate Rk,f for each SU pair n and frequency band f using (4.20). Then, it
assigns frequency bands to the SU pairs by solving a weighted bipartite matching problem
with the objective of maximizing the sum rate
∑
k,f Rk,f for the CR network. Once the
assignment is decided, the SU pairs can stay on the assigned band and utilize the proposed
power control scheme to transmit their signals while limiting the interference to PUs.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusion
5.1 Summary of contributions
In this dissertation, we developed interference mitigation and resource allocation techniques
for underlay CR networks in order to enable spectrum sharing between PUs and SUs.
In Chapter 2, we proposed a location estimation algorithm to estimate the location
coordinates of a PU in a CR network in the presence of a spectrally overlapped interference.
The proposed localization algorithm, called Cyclic WCL, estimates the location as a weighted
average of location coordinates of the SUs in the network. The weights are computed using
the cyclic autocorrelation (CAC) of the received signal at the cyclic frequency of the PU
signal, which is assumed to have distinct cyclostationary properties as compared to the
interferer. It is shown that the Cylic WCL provides lower estimation error as compared to
previous WCL algorithm that uses only the received signal strength to estimate the location.
Thus, the proposed algorithm mitigates the impact of a spectrally overlapped interference
by separating the PU signal from the interference in the cyclostationary domain.
The location estimation error is further reduced by eliminating the SUs in the vicinity
of the interferer. Such SUs have corrupted received signal due to higher power interference
component and inclusion of such SUs in the localization causes high estimation error. This
elimination of SUs is implemented in the improved Cyclic WCL algorithm. In order to
identify and eliminate SUs in the presence of the interferer, we proposed a statistic called
feature variation coefficient (FVC) which is the ratio of variance and the mean of the square
of absolute value of the CAC of the received signal at the SU. It has been observed that the
proposed improved Cyclic WCL is robust to interference power level as well as shadowing
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effects. The estimated PU location can be used in smart routing in a CR network to steer
the SU signal away from the PU.
In Chapter 3, we considered a dual problem of interference control and SU selection in
a CR network with one massive MIMO secondary base station (SBS) and multiple SUs.
An optimization framework is developed in order to serve maximum number of SUs in the
downlink while keeping the interference to PUs below a specified limit. In this proposed
optimization framework, we take into account rate requirements for each SU. We also consider
that only imperfect CSI is available at the SBS and the SBS utilizes zero-forcing beamforming
in order to minimize the interference to PUs. However, due to imperfect CSI between the SBS
and PUs, the interference to PU is not zero and depends on the number of SUs selected and
the power allocated to them. Similarly, due to imperfect CSI between the SBS and SUs, the
SUs may not receive the required rate as predicted by the SBS during power allocation. In
order to resolve these challenges caused by imperfect CSI, we introduce two margin variables
in the optimization problem. These variables ensure that each SU is allocated sufficiently
high power to meet its rate requirement under the imperfect CSI and the number of SUs
served are limited in order to keep the average interference to PUs below the specified limit.
Since the optimization framework involves integer selection variable along with continuous
power variables, it is a mixed integer program and a non-convex problem. We propose a low-
complexity algorithm, called DMP, for SU selection and power allocation. The analysis shows
that the proposed algorithm achieves optimal performance, i.e. it serves maximum number
of SUs in a massive MIMO regime when number SBS antennas is an order of magnitude
large than the number of SUs and PUs in the network.
In Chapter 4, frequency band selection and power control policies are studied for underlay
MIMO CR which can choose any one frequency band at each time slot. As in the previous
chapter, we also consider interference constraints in order to determine the transmit power
for the SU. We show that the transmit power in each band depends on the traffic statistics
of the PU transmitter-receiver link in that band as well as the temporal correlation of the
channels that determined how fast the channels change from one slot to the next. The
transmit power in each band is shown to be inversely proportional to the PU link reversal
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time which is defined as the average time taken by the PU transmitter to switch its role
to receiver. The transmit power is also shown to be inversely proportional to the temporal
correlation of the channels.
We analyzed four classes of band selection and power control policies: 1) fixed band fixed
power (FBFP), 2) fixed band dynamic power (FBDP), 3) dynamic band fixed power (DBFP)
and 4) a genie-aided clairvoyant policy. We show that the FBDP policy that dynamically
updates transmit power of the SU in each slot provides higher rate that FBFP policy which
uses fixed transmit power. It has been observed that the DBFP policies, such as round
robin, random band selection, where SU dynamically hops to a different frequency band in
each time slot incur higher interference to PUs than the FBFP and FBDP policies where
SU stays on one frequency band. Finally, we provide an expression for the gap between the
rate achieved by a genie-aided clairvoyant policy and the FBFP policy. It has been observed
that the gap reduces if the temporal correlation is high, i.e., channels are slow-varying, and
as the number of antennas at the SU is increased. This implies that if the SU is equipped
with a large number of antennas or if the channels fading rate is slow, then staying on one
frequency band with smallest PU link reversal time maximizes the rate of the SU link.
5.2 Future works
In this dissertation, we developed localization and resource allocation methods to enable
efficient spectrum sharing in underlay CR network. The techniques presented here can be
extended in the following directions.
In the Cyclic WCL localization algorithm, we estimate location coordinates of one PU in
the presence of one spectrally overlapped interferer. This model can be further generalized
to include localization of PU with multiple interfering signals. In the current system model,
we consider single antenna SUs. In order to isolate the PU signal in the presence of mul-
tiple interfering signals, SUs equipped with multiple antennas can be incorporated in this
algorithm.
In Chapter 3, a user selection and power allocation algorithm was developed in order to
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serve maximum number of SUs in one time-slot. In this mechanism, there are some SUs
which would not be selected for the downlink transmission in the current time-slot and thus
receive zero rate. The proposed algorithm can be extended to schedule such SUs in future
time-slots so that the time-averaged rate at those SUs is non-zero. Such extension would
require a scheduling mechanism that runs on the top of the proposed algorithm and decides
which SUs should be considered by the proposed DMP selection algorithm in each time-
slot for the downlink. Further, in the system model, we considered only one SBS equipped
with a large antenna array. This model can be extended to include multiple SBSs in the
underlay CR network. Such a model would enable the operator of the secondary network to
assign SUs to SBSs and ensure that fewer SUs are dropped in the downlink. A coordinated
association algorithm can be developed where SBSs coordinate to determine the association
between SUs and SBSs. This, however, comes with additional complexity of obtaining the
CSI between all SUs and SBSs. Low-complexity algorithms will be required to establish such
association.
In Chapter 4, we considered frequency and power control policies for a CR network with
one SU transmitter-receiver pair. The analysis presented in this work tells us that for a
SU equipped with multiple antennas, the policy of staying on one frequency band becomes
approximately optimal as the number of antennas increase. Such a fixed band policy makes it
easy to assign frequency bands to SUs in a more general CR network with multiple SU pairs
coordinated by one central node. If the underlay CR network has multiple frequency bands
each with a given PU traffic pattern and channel fading rate, then the central coordinating
node can compute the average rate achieved by a SU pair in each band. Then, it can assign
one frequency band for each SU pair using bipartite matching in order to maximize the sum
rate of the SUs. Once the assignment is decided, the SU transmitter-receiver pairs can stay
on the assigned fixed band and utilize fixed power to transmit their signals while limiting
the interference to PUs.
In summary, the methods developed in this work will enable efficient spectrum sharing by
maximizing the capacity of unlicensed secondary users while protecting the licensed primary
users from harmful interference.
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APPENDIX A
Appendix for Chapter 2
A.1 Proof: location estimate is a ratio of quadratic form in θˆ
From (2.17), we have the location estimate as
xˆt =
K∑
k=1
|Rˆαtrk |2xk
K∑
k=1
|Rˆαtrk |2
=
K∑
k=1
∥∥∥∥∥∥
 θˆrT
θˆi
T
pk
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
xk
K∑
k=1
∥∥∥∥∥∥
 θˆrT
θˆi
T
pk
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2 and
xˆt =
K∑
k=1
pk
T
[
θˆr θˆi
]
xk
 θˆrT
θˆi
T
pk
K∑
k=1
pkT
[
θˆr θˆi
]  θˆrT
θˆi
T
pk
. (A.1)
After rearranging the terms and taking the summation operator inside, we have
xˆt =
Tr
 θˆrT
θˆi
T
 K∑
k=1
pk xkpk
T
[
θˆr θˆi
]
Tr
 θˆrT
θˆi
T
 K∑
k=1
pkpkT
[
θˆr θˆi
]
.
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Further, using the definitions of P and X from (2.18), we get
xˆt =
Tr
 θˆrT
θˆi
T
PXPT [θˆr θˆi]

Tr
 θˆrT
θˆi
T
PPT [θˆr θˆi]

=
[
θˆr
T
θˆi
T
] PXPT 0
0 PXPT
 θˆr
θˆi

[
θˆr
T
θˆi
T
] PPT 0
0 PPT
 θˆr
θˆi

=
θˆ
T
Axθˆ
θˆ
T
Bθˆ
,
where Ax = diag(PXP
T,PXPT) and B = diag(PPT,PPT).
A.2 Derivations of E[θˆ] and Σθˆ in terms of transmitted symbols
and pulse shape.
The mean and covariance matrix of θˆ = [θˆr
T
θˆi
T
]T are defined as follows:
E[θˆ] = [E[θˆr]T ,E[θˆi]T ]T , Σθˆ = E[θˆθˆ
T
]− E[θˆ]E[θˆ]T ,
where E[θˆθˆ
T
] =
 E[θˆrθˆrT ] E[θˆrθˆiT ]
E[θˆiθˆr
T
] E[θˆiθˆi
T
]

In order to compute E[θˆ] and Σθˆ, the terms of the form
E[Re{Rˆαtu } Im{Rˆαtv }], E[Re{Rˆαtu } Im{Rˆαtuv}] and E[Re{Rˆαtuv} Im{Rˆαtuv}] are required, where u, v ∈
{st, si, wk}. Further, it should be noted that the four terms of the form
E[Re{Rˆαtu }Re{Rˆαtv }], E[Im{Rˆαtu }Re{Rˆαtv }], E[Re{Rˆαtu } Im{Rˆαtv }] and E[Im{Rˆαtu } Im{Rˆαtv }]
can be obtained from a single term E[RˆuRˆ∗v], by replacing e−j2piαt(n−m)Ts with
cos(2piαtnTs) cos(2piαtmTs), sin(2piαtnTs) cos(2piαtmTs), cos(2piαtnTs) sin(2piαtmTs) and
sin(2piαtnTs) sin(2piαtmTs), respectively. Therefore, only the computations of the form
E[Rˆαtu Rˆαt∗v ] are shown.
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A.2.1 Moments of CACs and CCCs of signals st and si
The moments of CACs and CCCs are computed using the moments of st and si, as shown
later in this section. Therefore, the moments of st and si are computed first.
Since a′ls and cκ,l zero mean, we have E[st(n)] = 0 under both single- and multi-carrier
models. In single carrier signal st, the second moments of st are
E[st(n)st(m)] =
∞∑
k=−∞
∞∑
l=−∞
E[akal]gn,kgm,lej2pift(n+m)Ts
= E[a2]ej2pift(n+m)Ts
∞∑
k=−∞
gn,kgm,k, and
E[st(n)s∗t (m)] = E[|a|2]ej2pift(n−m)Ts
∞∑
k=−∞
gn,kgm,k. (A.2)
Further, the subscript l is dropped after taking the expectation in the derivations, since
a′ls and cκ,l are i.i.d. for all l. In order to compute E[|st(n)|2|st(m)|2] for single carrier signals,
note that |st(n)|2 =
∑∞
k=−∞
∑∞
l=−∞ aka
∗
l gn,kgn,l and |st(m)|2 =
∑∞
p=−∞
∑∞
q=−∞ apa
∗
qgm,pgm,q.
Then, we have
E[|st(n)|2|st(m)|2] =
∞∑
k=−∞
∞∑
l=−∞
∞∑
p=−∞
∞∑
q=−∞
E[aka∗l apa∗q]gn,kgn,lgm,pgm,q.
Since a′ks are i.i.d. and zero mean, we have:
E[|st(n)|2|st(m)|2] = E[|a|4]
∞∑
k=−∞
g2n,kg
2
m,k + E[|a|2]2
∞∑
k=−∞
∞∑
p=−∞,p 6=k
g2n,kg
2
m,p
+ |E[a2]|2
∞∑
k=−∞
∞∑
l=−∞,l 6=k
gn,kgn,lgm,kgm,l + E[|a|2]2
∞∑
k=−∞
∞∑
l=−∞,l 6=k
gn,kgn,lgm,lgm,k. (A.3)
For the OFDM signal, E[st(n)st(m)], E[st(n)s∗t (m)], and E[|st(n)|2|st(m)|2] are obtained
by making the following substitutions in (A.2) and (A.3). First, E[a2] is substituted with∑
κ∈K E[c2κ]ej2piκ∆ft(n+m)Ts , E[|a|2] is substituted with
∑
κ∈K E[|cκ|2]ej2piκ∆ft(n−m)Ts , whereK =
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{
−Nc,t
2
, ..., Nc,t
2
− 1
}
. Finally, E[|a|4] is substituted with∑
κ∈K
E[|cκ|4] +
∑
κ1∈K
∑
κ2∈K
κ1 6=κ2
E[c2κ1 ]E[(c
∗
κ2
)2]ej2pi(κ1−κ2)∆ft(n+m)Ts
+
∑
κ1∈K
∑
κ2∈K
κ1 6=κ2
E[|cκ1|2]E[|cκ2|2]
(
1 + ej2pi(κ1−κ2)∆ft(n−m)Ts
)
. (A.4)
Similarly, the moments are computed for si(n) using single carrier and OFDM signal
models. From (A.2) and (A.4), first and second order moments of the estimates of the CAC
are obtained as follows:
E[Rˆαtst ] =
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
E[|st(n)|2]e−j2piαtnTs , and
E[|Rˆαtst |2] =
1
N2
N−1∑
n=0
N−1∑
m=0
E[|st(n)|2|st(m)|2]e−j2piαt(n−m)Ts . (A.5)
Further, the cross correlation between estimates of CACs of st and si is
E[Rˆαtst Rˆ
αt∗
si
] =
1
N2
N−1∑
n=0
N−1∑
m=0
E[|st(n)|2]E[|si(m)|2]e−j2piαt(n−m)Ts . (A.6)
Similarly, the mean of the CCCs between st and si is
E[Rˆαtstsi ] =E
[
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
2 Re{st(n)s∗i (n}e−j2piαnTs
]
=
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
(E[st(n)]E[si(n)]∗ + E[st(n)]∗E[si(n)])e−j2piαtnTs = 0. (A.7)
The above equation follows from the fact that st and si are independent and zero mean
signals. From the same argument, we can show that E[RˆαtstsiRˆ
αt∗
si
] = 0 and E[RˆstsiRˆ∗st ] = 0.
Finally, in order to compute the second moment of CCC E[RˆstsiRˆ∗stsi ], let is define Z as
follows:
Z =E[2 Re{st(n)s∗i (n)}2 Re{st(m)s∗i (m)}]
=2 Re{E[st(n)st(m)]E[si(n)si(m)]∗}+ 2 Re{E[st(n)s∗t (m)]E[s∗i (n)si(m)]}. (A.8)
Then, it can be shown that
E[RˆαtstsiRˆ
αt∗
stsi
] =
1
N2
N−1∑
n=0
N−1∑
m=0
Ze−j2piαt(n−m)Ts . (A.9)
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In the equations (A.5)-(A.9), the required moments of st and si are obtained using (A.2)
and (A.3). The moments related to the CAC of the noise are obtained using (A.5)-(A.8) by
substituting st and si by w and are also derived in [RUC13]. The moments are as follows:
E[Rˆαtw ] =
σ2w
N
e−jpiαt(N−1)Ts
sin(piαtNTs)
sin(piαtTs)
,
E[Rˆαtw Rˆαt∗w ] =
σ4w
N2
+
σ4w
N2
(
sin2(piαtNTs)
sin2(piαtTs)
)
. (A.10)
In order to compute E[RˆstwRˆ∗stw], we substitute si by w in (A.9) and use
Y =2 Re{E[st(n)st(m)]E[w(n)w(m)]∗}
+ 2 Re{E[st(n)s∗t (m)]E[w∗(n)w(m)]}. (A.11)
Then we have,
E[RˆαtstwRˆ
αt∗
stw] =
2σ2w
N2
N−1∑
n=0
E[|st(n)|2] ≈ 2σ
2
w
N
. (A.12)
The above equation follows from the fact that, for m 6= n, Y = 0, and for m = n, Y =
2 Re{E[|st(n)|2]E[|w(n)|2]} = 2σ2wE[|st(n)|2], since E[w2(n)] = 0. The approximation holds
since st is a signal with unit average energy. Similarly we can show that E[RˆαtsiwRˆ
αt∗
siw
] ≈ 2σ2w
N
.
Using (A.2) - (A.12), the mean E[θˆ] and covariance matrix Σθˆ are computed.
A.3 Derivation of lower bound on N
In this section, we further analyze the behavior of the CAC of the interferer signal at cyclic
frequency αt as a function of N . From derivations in Appendix B, we have
E[Rˆαtsi ] =
E[|b|2]
N
N−1∑
n=0
∞∑
k=−∞
h2n,ke
−j2piαtnTs
=
E[|b|2]
N
N−1∑
n=0
∞∑
k=−∞
h2(nTs − kTh)e−j2piαtnTs . (A.13)
Let us define h′(t) =
∑∞
k=−∞ h
2(t− kTh) and let H ′(α) be the Fourier transform of h′(t)
at frequency α. The period of h′(t) is Th and its Fourier spectrum consists of spectral lines
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at frequencies l/Th, l = 1, 2, 3, .... h
′(t) can be expressed in terms of Fourier series coefficients
H ′(l/Th) as h′(t) =
∑∞
l=−∞H
′(l/Th)e
j2pi
(
l
Th
)
t
. The magnitude of the first spectral line at
1/Th is greater than other spectral lines, since Th is the fundamental period of h
′(t). The
first spectral line is located at at the symbol rate of the interference signal αi = 1/Th.
Further, h′(nTs) =
∑∞
k=−∞ h
2(nTs − kTh) is obtained by sampling h′(t) at sampling rate
1/Ts > max(αt, αi). Let us define windowed discrete time Fourier transform of h
′(nTs)
at frequency α as H ′(α,N, Ts) = 1N
∑N−1
n=0 h
′(nTs)e−j2piαnTs , where N is the length of the
rectangular window. It should be noted that fs = 1/Ts > max(αt, αi) to avoid aliased
components in H ′(α,N, Ts). Thus, (A.13) can be expressed as E[Rˆαtsi ] = E[|b|2]H ′(αt, N, Ts).
In order to find a condition on N such that the interference caused by h′(nTs) at αt
is negligible, we consider only the first spectral line located at αi = 1/Th. If the power
of this spectral component is reduced to a negligible amount at αt, the remaining spectral
components (at l/Th, l > 1) will have even less power αt and will not cause significant
interference. Then, (A.13) can be written as:
E[Rˆαtsi ] = E[|b|2]H ′(αt, N, Ts)
=
E[|b|2]
N
N−1∑
n=0
h′(nTs)e−j2piαnTs
≈ E[|b|
2]
N
N−1∑
n=0
H ′(αi)e−j2pi∆αnTs
=
E[|b|2]H ′(αi)
N
sin(pi∆αNTs)
sin(pi∆αTs)
e−jpi∆α(N−1)Ts , (A.14)
where ∆α = |αt − αi| and H ′(αi) is Fourier series coefficient at αi = 1/Th defined as
H(αi) =
1
Th
∫ Th
0
h′(t)ej2piαit. In (A.14), the power of interference caused si at αt is negligible
if
(
sin(pi∆αNTs)
sin(pi∆αTs)
)2
≈ 0. In order to find a lower bound on number of samples N , we consider(
sin(pi∆αNTs)
sin(pi∆αTs)
)2
≈ 0 if
(
sin(pi∆αNTs)
sin(pi∆αTs)
)2
< 0.001, i.e., the power of side-lobe is < −30 dB. This
condition is satisfied if there are at least ten side-lobes of the sinc function
(
sin(pi∆αNTs)
sin(pi∆αTs)
)2
in
the interval [αt, αi]. Therefore, the required lower bound on N is N > 10d fs∆αe = 10d fs|αi−αt|e.
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A.4 Proof: φk is a strictly monotonically decreasing function of ρk
and its value lies between 0 and 1.
From the definition, φk =
var(Rˆ
αt
rk
)
E[|Rˆαtrk |2]
, where var(Rˆαtrk ) and E[|Rˆαtrk |2] are given as
var(Rˆαtrk ) =p
2
t,kvar(Rˆ
αt
st ) + p
2
i,kvar(Rˆ
αt
si
) + var(Rˆαtw )
+ pt,kpi,kE[|Rˆαtstsi |2] + pt,kE[|Rˆαtstw|2] + pi,kE[|Rˆαtsiw|2],
E[|Rˆαtrk |2] =p2t,kE[|Rˆαtst |2] + p2i,kE[|Rˆαtsi |2] + E[|Rˆαtw |2]
+ pt,kpi,kE[|Rˆαtstsi |2] + pt,kE[|Rˆαtstw|2] + pi,kE[|Rˆαtsiw|2].
The above equations follows from E[Rˆαtst Rˆ
αt∗
stsi
] = E[Rˆαtst Rˆ
αt∗
stw] = E[Rˆ
αt
si
Rˆαt∗stsi ] = E[Rˆ
αt
si
Rˆαt∗stw] =
E[Rˆαtstsi ] = 0, which has been proved in the Appendix B. From Appendix B, E[|Rˆαtw |2] and
var(Rˆαtw ) are proportional to
σ4w
N2
and E[|Rˆαtstw|2] = E[|Rˆαtsiw|2] ≈ 2σ
2
w
N
. We assume that the
terms E[|Rˆαtw |2], var(Rˆαtw ), E[|Rˆαtstw|2] and E[|Rˆαtsiw|2] are negligibly small for noise PSD =
−174dBm/Hz, observed bandwidth at each CR = fs/2 and N > 10dfs/∆αe. For N >
10dfs/∆αe, we have var(Rˆαtsi ) = E[|Rˆαtsi |2], since E[Rˆαtsi ] = 0 as shown in Appendix C. Then,
φk reduces to the following
φk =
var(Rˆαtrk )
E[|Rˆαtrk |2]
=
ρ2k var(Rˆ
αt
st ) + E[|Rˆαtsi |2] + ρkE[|Rˆαtstsi |2]
ρ2kE[|Rˆαtst |2] + E[|Rˆαtsi |2] + ρkE[|Rˆαtstsi |2]
=
vk
ek
=
ρ2kvt + ei + ρketi
ρ2ket + ei + ρketi
. (A.15)
For simplicity of notations, operators var(.) and E[|.|2] are replaced by variables v and e,
respectively. The theoretical value of φk in (A.15) is computed using moments derived in
Appendix B. We note that all the variables in above equation are non-negative.
Let ρk1 > ρk2, then we have φk1 =
ρ2k1vt+ei+ρk1eti
ρ2k1et+ei+ρk1eti
and φk2 =
ρ2k2vt+ei+ρk2eti
ρ2k2et+ei+ρk2eti
. To prove that
φk1 < φk2, consider the following steps:
φk1 Q φk2
ρ2k1vt + vi + ρk1vti
ρ2k1et + vi + ρk1vti
Q ρ
2
k2vt + vi + ρk2vti
ρ2k2et + vi + ρk2vti
. (A.16)
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After cross-multiplying with denominators and removing the common terms on both sides,
we have:
[ei(ρ
2
k1 − ρ2k2) + etiρk1ρk2(ρk1 − ρk2)](vt − et) Q 0. (A.17)
Since ρk1 > ρk2 and vt − et = var(Rˆst) − E[|Rˆst |2] = −|E[Rˆst ]|2 < 0, the LHS in the above
equation is less than zero. Therefore, φk1 < φk2. Hence, φk is a strictly monotonically
decreasing function of ρk. Further, φk is a ratio of two non-negative quantities, φk ≥ 0. And,
φk =
var(Rˆαtrk )
E[|Rˆαtrk |2]
= 1− |E[Rˆ
αt
rk
]|2
E[|Rˆαtrk |2]
. (A.18)
Since
|E[Rˆαtrk ]|2
E[|Rˆαtrk |2]
≥ 0, φk can not exceed 1. Therefore, 0 ≤ φk ≤ 1.
A.5 Derivations of µvs, σ
2
vs
, µes, σ
2
es
and σvses
From Section 2.3.2.1, we have µvs = var(Rˆ
αt
rk
) and σ2vs =
1
M
[
µ4 − M−3M−1µ2vs
]
, where µ4 =
E{|Rˆαtrk −E[Rˆαtrk ]|4} = 2[var(Rˆαtrk )]2 from [Mil69]. Further we have, µes = E[|Rˆαtrk |2] and σ2es =
var(|Rˆαtrk |2)/M . Note that |Rˆαtrk |2 can be expressed in terms of θˆ, pk using (2.16) and (2.15)
as
|Rˆαtrk |2 =
[
θˆr
T
θˆi
T
] pkpkT 0
0 pkpk
T
 θˆr
θˆi
 = θˆTAkθˆ, (A.19)
where Ak = diag(pkpk
T ,pkpk
T ). Therefore, |Rˆrk |2 is a quadratic form in Gaussian vector
θˆ. Hence, the mean and variance of |Rˆrk |2 can be written using [Mag86, Eqn. 6] as follows:
E[|Rˆαtrk |2] = Tr(AkΣθˆ) + E[θˆ]TAkE[θˆ],
var(|Rˆαtrk |2) = 2Tr[(AkΣθˆ)2] + 4E[θˆ]TAkΣθˆAkE[θˆ] (A.20)
Computations of E[θˆ] and Σθˆ are shown in Appendix A. E[Rˆαtrk ] is also obtained from the
moments derived in Appendix A. Using (A.20), µvs , σ
2
vs , µes , σ
2
es are computed.
Next, we have to compute E[vses] in order to obtain σvses = E[vses] − µvsµes , where vs
and es are sample variance and sample second order moment of Rˆ
αt
rk
using M samples. The
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sample mean (ms), the sample second order moment and sample variance of Rˆ
αt
rk
are defined
in (2.12). Therefore, E[vses] becomes
E[vses] =
M − 1
M
[
E[v2s ] + E[vs|ms|2]
]
, (A.21)
where E[v2s ] = σ2vs +µ
2
vs , and E[vs|ms|2] is obtained as follows. Although counter-intuitive, it
has been shown in [Sha08], that the correlation coefficient between the sample mean ms and
the sample variance vs are is zero if the samples are taken from a symmetric distribution
such as Gaussian distribution. Therefore, the correlation coefficient between vs and ms is
zero, i.e., vs and ms are uncorrelated. Since vs and ms are Gaussian variables, they are also
independent due to uncorrelatedness. Therefore, vs and |ms|2 are also independent which
gives us E[vs|ms|2] = E[vs]E[|ms|2] = µvsE[|ms|2], where E[|ms|2] = var(Rˆrk)/M + |E[Rˆrk ]|2.
Substituting in (A.21) we get: E[vses] = M−1M
[
σ2vs + µ
2
vs + µvs
(
var(Rˆ
αt
rk
)
M
+ |E[Rˆαtrk ]|2
)]
.
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APPENDIX B
Appendix for Chapter 3
B.1 Derivation of distributions of P Sk and P
S0
k
From (3.21), P Sj can be expressed as
P Sk =
(2R
0
k − 1) (σ2w + Ik + 2)
|hˆHk vSk |2
= (2R
0
k − 1)X
Y
, (B.1)
where X = σ2w + Ik + 2 and Y = |hˆHk vSk |2 = |(hHk + δHk )vSk |2. The vector hHk + δHk ∼
CN(0, βk +σ
2
δ ) is an isotropic vector, while the vector v
S
k spans M −|S|−L+ 1 dimensional
space due to |S| − 1 + L nulls. Therefore, Y is modeled as a Gamma random variable
with shape and scale parameters M − |S| −L+ 1 and βk + σ2δ , respectively [HYA14, lemma
1] [CC17a], i.e., Y ∼ Γ(M−|S|−L+1, βk+σ2δ ). For simplicity of the analysis, we approximate
Y with its average value: Y = (M − |S| − L + 1)(βk + σ2δ ). This approximation is valid
because the variance of Y , (M −|S|−L+ 1)(βk +σ2δ )2, is negligible as compared to its mean
(M − |S| − L+ 1)(βk + σ2δ ).
Further, consider the variable X = σ2w + Ik + 2. We define a constant C = σ
2
w + 2. Each
term in the summation Ik =
∑
l∈T Pp|hlk|2 is modeled as a Gamma random variable with
distribution Γ(1, Ppβlk). Therefore, the mean of X is C +
∑
l∈T Ppβlk, while its variance is∑
l∈T Pp
2β2lk. We model X as a Gamma random variable with size and shape parameters κ
p
k
and θpk, respectively, i.e., X ∼ Γ(κpk, θpk) Therefore, we have
E[X] = κpkθ
p
k = C +
∑
l∈T
Ppβlk,
var[X] = κpk(θ
p
k)
2 =
∑
l∈T
Pp
2β2lk. (B.2)
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By solving for κpk and θ
p
k, we obtain (3.31).
Finally, P Sk =
2R
0
k−1
(M−|S|−L+1)(βk+σ2δ )
X = γSkX is a Gamma random variable with size and
shape parameters κpk and γ
S
k θ
p
k, respectively, i.e., P
S
k ∼ Γ(κpk, γSk θpk). Note that P Sk , k = 1, 2, ...
are independent variables since they are functions of independent random variables hlk.
The distribution of P S0k is obtained by following the above derivation with Y = (M−K−
L+1)(βk+σ
2
δ ). This is due to the fact that the vector v
S0
k , in this case, spans M−K−L+1
dimensional space due to K − 1 + L nulls.
B.2 Proof of corollary 2
Consider two sets S1 and S2 containing SU-k such that S2 ⊂ S1 and |S1| > |S2|. Since P S1k
and P S2k are Gamma random variables, their CDFs can be written as follows:
Pr(P S1k ≤ x) =
1
Γ(κpk)
∫ x/(γS1k θpk)
0
tκ
p
k−1e−tdt
Pr(P S2k ≤ x) =
1
Γ(κpk)
∫ x/(γS2k θpk)
0
tκ
p
k−1e−tdt. (B.3)
Since γS1k > γ
S2
k , we get Pr(P
S1
k ≤ x) < Pr(P S2k ≤ x) or Pr(P S1k ≥ x) > Pr(P S2k ≥ x).
B.3 Derivation of Pr(RSk ≥ y)
The rate achieved at SU-k is given as
RSk = log2
1 + P Sk |hHk vSk |2
σ2w + Ik +
∑
j∈S,j 6=k
Ijk
 , k ∈ S, (B.4)
where S is the selected set. Substituting for P Sk from (3.21) in the above equation, we get
Pr(RSk ≥ y) = Pr
 |hHk vSk |2|hˆHk vSk |2 σ
2
w + Ik + 2
σ2w + Ik +
∑
j∈S,j 6=k
Ijk
≥ 2
y − 1
2R
0
k − 1
 . (B.5)
Similar to the variable Y in the previous appendix, variables |hHk vSk |2 and |hˆHk vSk |2 are ap-
proximated with their average values (M − |S| − L+ 1)βk and (M − |S| − L+ 1)(βk + σ2δ ),
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respectively. Let us define Cy as follows:
Cy =
|hHk vSk |2
|hˆHk vSk |2
(
2R
0
k − 1
2y − 1
)
=
βk
βk + σ2δ
(
2R
0
k − 1
2y − 1
)
. (B.6)
Substituting the above equation, Ik =
∑
l Pp|hlk|2, and Ijk = Pj|hHk vj|2 in (B.5), we can
rewrite the equation as follows:
Pr(RSk ≥ y) = Pr
(
(1− Cy)
∑
l∈T
Pp|hlk|2 +
∑
j∈S,j 6=k
P Sj |hHk vj|2 ≤ ζy
)
(B.7)
= Pr
(∑
l∈T
Zlk + Zk ≤ ζy
)
, (B.8)
where Zlk = (1 − Cy)Pp|hlk|2, Zk =
∑
j∈S,j 6=k P
S
j |hHk vSj |2, and ζy as defined in (3.36). Since
Zlk and Zk are independent random variables, the cdf in the RHS of (B.8) can be expressed
in terms of Fourier transforms of the characteristic functions these variables. Therefore, we
derive the characteristic functions of Zlk and Zk. The variable Zlk is a Gamma random
variable ∼ Γ(1, (1− Cy)Ppβlk) with characteristic function:
φlk(jt) = (1− θzlkjt), (B.9)
where θzlk = (1 − Cy)Ppβlk. Further, the variable Zk =
∑
j∈S,j 6=k P
S
j |hHk vSj |2 can be written
as Zk =
∑
j∈S,j 6=k
P S |hˆHk vSj + δHk vSj |2 =
∑
j∈S,j 6=k P
S
j |δHk vSj |2. The second equality follows from
hˆkv
S
j = 0 due to zero forcing beamforming. The term |δHk vSj |2 is the projection of isotropic
vector δk ∼ CN(0, σ2δ ) on uncorrelated space spanned by vSk , which gives |δHk vSj |2 ∼ Γ(1, σ2δ )
[HYA14, lemma 3]. Therefore, P Sj |δHk vSj |2 is a product of two Gamma random variables
and is approximated as a Gamma random variable [CA14]. The mean and the variance of
P Sj |δHk vSj |2 are given below:
E[P Sj |δHk vSj |2] = σ2δγSj θpj
Γ(κpj + 1)
Γ(κpj)
var[P Sj |δHk vSj |2] = (σ2δγSj θpj )2
2Γ(κpj + 2)Γ(κ
p
j)− Γ2(κpj + 1)
Γ2(κpj)
. (B.10)
The variable Zk is modeled as a Gamma random variable with shape parameter κ
z
k and shape
scale parameter θzk. The parameters are computed using moment matching method [HYA14,
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lemma 3] by solving the following two equations for κzk and θ
z
k:
κzkθ
z
k =
∑
j∈S,j 6=k
E[P Sj |δHk vSj |2],
κzk(θ
z
k)
2 =
∑
j∈S,j 6=k
var[P Sj |δHk vSj |2]. (B.11)
Expressions in (3.36) follow from (B.10) and (B.11). The characteristic function of the
Gamma random variable Zk is as follows [Lea08]:
φk(jt) = (1− θzkjt)−κ
z
k . (B.12)
Since Zlk and Zk are independent random variables, the cdf in the RHS of (B.8) can be
written in terms of the Fourier transform of the product of characteristic functions of these
random variables as follows:
Pr(RSk ≥ y) =
1
2pi
ζy∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
(∏
l∈T
φlk(jt)
)
φk(jt)e
−j2piwtdtdw. (B.13)
Substituting for φlk(jt) and φk(jt) from (B.9) and (B.12), respectively, we obtain the expres-
sion (3.35). The expression for Pr(RSk ≥ y) under DMP without vector update is computed
by following the above derivation and replacing γSj by γ
S0
j in (B.10).
If we have σ2δ = 0, hˆk = hk, and Ijk = 0. Then, substituting y = R
0
k in (B.5), we get
Pr(RSk ≥ R0k) = 1.
B.4 Derivation of E[Ilk]
In DMP, we have E [Ikl] = E[P Sk |∆Hl0vSk |2]. The expression E[P Sk |∆Hl0vSk |2] is obtained by
following the derivation of E[P Sj |δHk vSj |2] in Appendix B.3 and replacing δk and σ2δ with ∆l0
and σ2∆, respectively. In DMP without vector update, the expression for E [Ikl] is obtained
by replacing γSk with γ
S0
k in (3.38).
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APPENDIX C
Appendix for Chapter 4
C.1 Estimation of PU link state
SU-1 and SU-2 can independently estimate sf,t based on the received signals during the
sensing duration. Here, we describe estimation at SU-1. Whether the PU link is active, i.e.
sf,t ∈ {1, 2} or inactive, i.e. sf,t = 0, is identified by energy detection [SON13]. In order to
identify sf,t = 1 from sf,t = 2, the signal received at SU-1 are classified using a hypothesis
test. Consider that SU-1 computes the received covariance Qˆ1,f,t−τ and null space A1,f,t−τ in
slot t−τ and labels the PU state as sf,t−τ = 1. Then in slot t, SU-1 computes the covariance
matrix Qˆ1,f,t. In order to determine whether sf,t = 1 or sf,t = 2, SU-1 runs a binary
hypothesis test: H1 indicates sf,t = 1 and H2 indicates sf,t = 2. For the test, SU-1 uses the
signal power received in the previously computed null space Pnull = Tr(A
H
1,f,t−τQˆ1,f,tA1,f,t−τ )
[CC17b]. The hypothesis test is described as:
Pnull = Tr(A
H
1,f,t−τ Qˆ1,f,tA1,f,t−τ )
H2
R
H1
Pth, (C.1)
where Pnull is the component of estimated received power Tr(Qˆ1,f,t) in the subspace spanned
by columns of A1,f,t−τ . Under H1, the asymptotic estimate of the received power is given as
Tr(Q1,f,t) = Tr
(
G11,f,tE
[
x1(n)x
H
1 (n)
]
GH11,f,t + σ
2
wI
)
= P1,xTr
(
G11,f,tG
H
11,f,t
)
+Msσ
2
w, (C.2)
where P1,x is the transmit power from PU-1 and E
[
x1(n)x
H
1 (n)
]
= P1,xI. However, since
SU has only non-asymptotic estimate, the estimated received power Tr(Qˆ1,f,t) is modeled
as a Gaussian random variable with mean µ = Tr(Q1,f,t) = Msσ
2
w(SNR + 1) and variance
σ2 = 1
N
(µ2 + σ4w), where SNR =
P1,xTr(G11,f,tGH11,f,t)
Msσ2w
[LC17, Eq. (12)]. Further, using the
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Gauss-Markov model
G11,f,t = α
τ
fG11,f,t−τ +
√
1− α2f
τ−1∑
τ ′=0
ατ−τ
′−1
f ∆G11,f,t−τ ′ (C.3)
and the definition of correlation in channel vectors in [CH05, Eq. (8)], we can see that the
columns of G11,f,t and G11,f,t−τ are correlated with correlation α2τf . As shown in [CH05,
Fig. 2], the correlation in channel vectors results in the same correlation in eigenvectors if
α2τf ≥ 0.7. Therefore, we get
E[|G11,f,t(:, k)GH11,f,t−τ (:, k)|2]
E [||G11,f,t(:, k)||2]E [||G11,f,t−τ (:, k)||2] = E[|A1,f,t(:, l)A
H
1,f,t−τ (:, l)|2] = α2τf , (C.4)
where k ∈ {1, 2 · · · ,Mp}, l ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,Ms −Mp}, and A(:, l) is the lth column of matrix
A. Further, using the orthogonality between A1,f,t−τ and G1,f,t−τ and the Guass-Markov
model, we can write the correlation between A1,f,t−τ and G1,f,t as follows:
E[|G11,f,t(:, k)AH1,f,t−τ (:, l)|2] = (1− α2τf )E
[||G11,f,t(:, k)||2] = (1− α2τf )Tr(G11,f,t(:, k)GH11,f,t(:, k)),
(C.5)
Therefore, the mean of Pnull under H1 is as follows:
µP = E[Pnull|H1] = Tr(AH1,f,t−τQ1,f,tA1,f,t−τ ) = (1− α2τf )P1,xTr
(
G11,f,tG
H
11,f,t
)
+Msσ
2
w
= (1− α2τf )µ+ α2τf Msσ2w. (C.6)
The variance due to non-asymptotic estimation is expressed as in [CC17b, Eq.8]:
σ2P = Var(Pnull|H1) = (1− α2τf )2σ2 =
(1− α2τf )2
N
(µ2 + σ4w). (C.7)
The probability of miss-classifying sf,t = 2 when sf,t = 1 is pm = Q
(
Pth−µP
σP
)
, where Q(.)
is the Q-function. For a fixed pm, the threshold can be set as Pth = Q
−1(pm)σP +µP and the
estimate of µP and σP are computed by replacing µ = Tr(Q1,f,t) in (C.6) with Tr(Qˆ1,f,t).
Under H2, we have Q1,f,t = P2,xG21,f,tGH21,f,t + σ2wI, where P2,x is the transmit power
from PU-2 and SNR is
P2,xTr(G21,f,tGH21,f,t)
Msσ2w
. Since the columns of A1,f,t−τ and G21,f,t are
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uncorrelated, Pnull is a gamma random variable with shape parameter κ and scale parameter
θ given as follows:
κ =
MsMp (P2,x + σ
2
w + σ
2
w/N)
2
P 22,x + σ
4
w + σ
4
w/N
2
, θ =
P 22,x + σ
4
w + σ
4
w/N
2
P2,x + σ2w + σ
2
w/N
, (C.8)
The above follows from [HYA14, Lemma 2 and 3]. Thus, for a fixed threshold Pth, the
probability of error in state estimation is given as
pe = pi1,f Pr (Pnull > Pth|H1) + pi2,f Pr (Pnull ≤ Pth|H2) (C.9)
= pi1,fQ
(
Pth − µP
σP
)
+ pi2,fF(κ, θ, Pth), (C.10)
where F(κ, θ, Pth) = γ
(
κ, Pth
θ
)
/Γ(κ) is the CDF of Pnull under H2.
If there is an error in the state estimation, SU-1 utilizes incorrect null space for precoding,
which results in higher interference leakage to PU receiver. For example, if sf,t = 1 and esti-
mated state is sf,t = 2, then the expected interference to PU receiver is E[Pt||GH12,f,tvt||2] =
PtMp. Therefore, the expected interference to PU receiver considering the state estimation
error is
E[If,t] = (1− pe)PtMp(1− α2τf ) + pePtMp, (C.11)
where the first term follows from the discussion in Section 4.2.1.3. For pe  1−α
2τ
f
2−α2τf
, we
can ignore the impact of error in state estimation and approximate (C.11) with (4.7). The
estimation error is plotted as a function of SNR in Fig. C.1 and C.2 under PU traffic
configurations 4 and 5 which have largest average link reversal time. Fig. C.1 shows the
plot for αf = 0.9755, while Fig. C.2 shows the plot for αf = 0.9999. The threshold is set
as Pth = Q
−1(10−4)µP + σP for pm = 10−4. In these figures, the red line shows the bound
Λ(αf , τ) = 0.01
(
1−α2τf
2−α2τf
)
. From Fig. C.1a, C.1b, C.2a, and C.2b, we can observe that the
condition pe ≤ Λ(αf , τ) is satisfied for SNR ≥ 3dB if τ ≤ 10 when the number of antennas
is Ms = 4 and Mp = 1.
The impact of increasing the number of SU and PU antennas is shown in Fig. C.3.
Increasing Ms for fixed Mp reduces the estimation error as shown in Fig. C.3a. Similarly,
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Figure C.1: pe vs SNR at different τ under traffic configuration 4 and 5, αf = 0.9755,Ms =
4,Mp = 1, N = 200,Λ(αf , τ) = 0.01
(
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2−α2τf
)
.
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Figure C.2: pe vs SNR at different τ under traffic configuration 4 and 5, αf = 0.9999,Ms =
4,Mp = 1, N = 200,Λ(αf , τ) = 0.01
(
1−α2τf
2−α2τf
)
.
we can see in Fig. C.3b that increasing Mp for fixed Ms reduces the estimation error. This
is due to the fact that the shape parameter κ of Pnull under H2 is proportional to MsMp as
shown in (C.8). Increasing Ms or Mp increases the mean of Pnull under H2 which results in
lower probability of error.
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Figure C.3: pe vs SNR with different number of antennas. Traffic configuration 5, αf =
0.9755, N = 200, τ = 10,Λ(αf , τ) = 0.01
(
1−α2τf
2−α2τf
)
.
C.2 Proof: E[Pt||GH11,f,tvt||2] = PtMp(1− α2τf )
Using the Gauss-Markov model, the relationship between GH11,f,t and G
H
11,f,t−τ can be ex-
pressed as follows:
GH11,f,t = α
τ
fG
H
11,f,t−τ +
√
1− α2f
τ−1∑
τ ′=0
ατ−τ
′−1
f ∆G
H
11,f,t−τ ′ . (C.12)
The beamforming vector vt is in the null space of G
H
11,f,t−τ , i.e., G
H
11,f,t−τvt = 0. Therefore,
E
[
Pt||GH11,f,tvt||2
]
= Pt(1− α2f )E
[
||
τ−1∑
τ ′=0
ατ−τ
′−1
f ∆G
H
11,f,t−τ ′vt||2
]
. (C.13)
Using the fact that channel evolutions ∆GH11,f,t−τ ′ ∼ CN (0, I) are i.i.d., and vt is a unit-norm
vector, the above equation reduces to
E
[
Pt||GH11,f,tvt||2
]
= PtMp(1− α2f )
τ−1∑
τ ′=0
α
2(τ−τ ′−1)
f = PtMp(1− α2τf ), (C.14)
where Mp is the rank of G11,f,t.
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C.3 Expression for P fixf =
I0
MpEτ [1−α2τf ]
Let us define g(αf ,Tf ) = Eτ [1− α2τf ]. The expectation can be written as
g(αf ,Tf ) =
∑
i∈N
(1− α2if )× Pr(τ = i|sf,t = {1, 2})
=
∑
i∈N
(1− α2if )
[
pi1,f
pi1,f + pi2,f
Pr(τ = i|sf,t = 1)
]
+
∑
i∈N
(1− α2if )
[
pi2,f
pi1,f + pi2,f
Pr(τ = i|sf,t = 2)
]
(C.15)
where N is a set of natural numbers and Pr(τ = i|sf,t = 1) is the probability that the null
space of i slots old when sf,t = 1. This probability can be written as follows:
Pr(τ = i|sf,t = 1) = pi2,f
pi1,f
Pr(st = 1, st−1 6= 2, ..., st−(i−1) 6= 2|st−i = 2) =
pi2,f
pi1,f
∑
s∈{0,1}
p2sp
(i−1)
s1\2 .
(C.16)
where p
(i)
ss′\s′′ is the probability of PU link going from state s to state s
′ in i slots without
hitting state s′′. Similarly,
Pr(τ = i|sf,t = 2) = pi1,f
pi2,f
∑
s∈{0,2}
p1sp
(i−1)
s2\1 , (C.17)
Substituting (C.17) and (C.16) in (C.15) and then in (4.14), we get the required expression
in (4.15).
C.4 Proof of theorem 3
Let us consider that SU stays on frequency band f under fixed and dynamic power policies.
The expected rates under the two policies can be written as follows:
E[R(1)f,t ] = (1− pi0,f )E[R(1)f,t |sf,t = {1, 2}] + pi0,fE[R(1)f,t |sf,t = {0}],
E[R(2)f,t ] = (1− pi0,f )E[R(2)f,t |sf,t = {1, 2}] + pi0,fE[R(2)f,t |sf,t = {0}]. (C.18)
Since both SU are on the same band and it transmits same transmit power P 0 under the
two policies when PU is silent, i.e., sf,t = 0, we have E[R(1)f,t |sf,t = {0}] = E[R(2)f,t |sf,t = {0}].
Therefore, to prove E[R(2)f,t ] ≥ E[R(1)f,t ], it is sufficient to prove that E[R(2)f,t |sf,t = {1, 2}] ≥
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E[R(1)f,t |sf,t = {1, 2}]. Equivalently, we need to prove that
E
[
log2
(
1 +
I0
Mp(1− α2τf )
Γf,t
)
|sf,t = {1, 2}
]
≥ EΓ
[
log2
(
1 +
I0
MpEτ [1− α2τf ]
Γf,t
)
|sf,t = {1, 2}
]
.
(C.19)
The expectation in the LHS can be split in terms of expectation with respect to τ and Γ as:
E
[
log2
(
1 +
I0
Mp(1− α2τf )
Γ
)
|sf,t = {1, 2}
]
= EΓ
[
Eτ
[
log2
(
1 +
I0
Mp(1− α2τf )
Γ
)
|sf,t = {1, 2}
]]
.
(C.20)
For simplicity of notations, we have dropped suffixes from Γ. In order to prove the inequality
in (C.19), it is sufficient to prove that for any given value of Γf,t the following holds:
Eτ
[
log2
(
1 +
I0
Mp(1− α2τf )
Γ
)
|sf,t = {1, 2}
]
≥ log2
(
1 +
I0
MpEτ [1− α2τf ]
Γ
)
. (C.21)
Using Bayes’ rule, the term in the LHS can be written as:
Eτ
[
log2
(
1 +
I0
Mp(1− α2τf )
Γ
)
|sf,t = {1, 2}
]
=
pi1,f
pi1,f + pi2,f
E
[
log2
(
1 +
I0
Mp(1− α2τf )
Γ
)
|sf,t = {1}
]
+
pi2,f
pi1,f + pi2,f
E
[
log2
(
1 +
I0
Mp(1− α2τf )
Γ
)
|sf,t = {2}
]
.
(C.22)
Let us define a = I
0
Mp(1−α2τf )
|sf,t = 1, i.e., a is a random variable with value I0Mp(1−α2τf )
when sf,t = 1. Similarly, let b =
I0
Mp(1−α2τf )
|sf,t = 2. Note that Γ follows the same distribution
under sf,t = 1 and sf,t = 2. Therefore, we can write (C.22) as follows
Eτ
[
log2
(
1 +
I0
Mp(1− α2τf )
Γ
)
|sf,t = {1, 2}
]
=
pi1,f
pi1,f + pi2,f
Eτ [log2(1 + aΓ)] +
pi2,f
pi1,f + pi2,f
Eτ [log2(1 + bΓ)] .
(C.23)
Using the property of log function, we have pi1,fpi1,f+pi2,f Eτ [log2(1 + aΓ)] ≥ −
pi1,f
pi1,f+pi2,f
log2 Eτ ( 11+aΓ)
and
pi2,f
pi1,f+pi2,f
Eτ [log2(1 + bΓ)] ≥ − pi2,fpi1,f+pi2,f log2 Eτ ( 11+bΓ).
Now let us define c = I
0
MpEτ [1−α2τf ]
. The term in the RHS of (C.21) is then
log2
(
1 +
I0
MpEτ [1− α2τf ]
Γ
)
= log2(1 + cΓ). (C.24)
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Therefore, using (C.23), (C.24), we can say that to prove (C.21) hold for any value of Γ, it
is sufficient to prove the following:
− pi1,f
pi1,f + pi2,f
log2
(
Eτ
[
1
1 + aΓ
])
− pi2,f
pi1,f + pi2,f
log2 Eτ
([
1
1 + bΓ
])
≥ log2(1 + cΓ), (C.25)
or equivalently
log2
[(
Eτ
[
1
1 + aΓ
])−pi1,f (
Eτ
[
1
1 + bΓ
])−pi2,f]
≥ log2
[
(1 + cΓ)pi1,f+pi2,f
]
. (C.26)
Since, logarithm is a monotonically increasing function, it is sufficient to prove that(
Eτ
[
1
1 + aΓ
])−pi1,f (
Eτ
[
1
1 + bΓ
])−pi2,f
≥ (1 + cΓ)pi1,f (1 + cΓ)pi2,f , (C.27)
or equivalently
1 ≥
[
(1 + cΓ)
(
E
1
1 + aΓ
)]pi1,f [
(1 + cΓ)
(
E
1
1 + bΓ
)]pi2,f
. (C.28)
Since 0 ≤ pi1,f , pi2,f ≤ 1, the above inequality holds if each term in the square bracket is ≤ 1.
To prove that is the case, we first express the relationship between random variables a, b and
c is as c =
pi1,f+pi2,f
E[1/a]+E[1/b] . Therefore, we have
(1 + cΓ)E
[
1
1 + aΓ
]
=
(
1 +
(pi1,f + pi2,f )Γ
E[1/a] + E[1/b]
)
E
[
1
1 + aΓ
]
(C.29)
Note that a, b,Γ ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ pi1,f + pi2,f ≤ 1. Therefore, to prove that the above term is
≤ 1, it is sufficient to show that
ΓE
[
1
1 + aΓ
]
≤ E
[
1
a
](
1− E
[
1
1 + aΓ
])
(C.30)
Since Γ is a constant in the above equation, we can re-arrange the LHS to get the following
requirement for the proof:
E
[
1
a
(
aΓ
1 + aΓ
)]
≤ E
[
1
a
]
E
[
aΓ
1 + aΓ
]
(C.31)
Note that for any given Γ ≥ 0, the random variables 1/a and aΓ/(1 + aΓ) are negatively
correlated. Therefore, (C.31) always holds for any value of Γ and (C.19) is always true,
which completes the required proof of E[R(2)f,t ] ≥ E[R(1)f,t ] (Theorem 3).
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